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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the
course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information
in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of the device or
infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and
its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.

Abstract
The demonstration triple-spool turbine and controls project consisted of the conceptualization, design,
analysis, build, and test of a demonstration model of three concentric driveshafts, such as those used in
conventional turbofan (or power generation turbine) engines. Specifically, our team focused on building a
basic, portable, mechanical model of such a driveshaft assembly, while also developing the backend
firmware/control and user interface software used to control it. This model was developed with the initial
intent of use in the Cal Poly engines lab with a goal of remotely controlling the motors driving the driveshaft
model by means of a USB cable and/or wireless network.
The design began by generating requirements and penciling out possible architectures set to satisfy the
needs of the project sponsor. Because much of the design had already been conceptualized, this
development focused around translating known features or geometry into more tangible numeric
requirements. More focus was also put on safety, operability, and manufacturability—incorporating such
considerations as field of view, emergency-stop activation, and shielding of pinch points and high voltage
electronics. Early on, there was also much discussion around changes to scope given the feasibility
of developing a user interface within our sponsors desires given the team's mechanical focus and
relative inexperience with software and interface programming.
As the model progressed into preliminary design, the physical model and user interface began to take shape.
Our team played with sketches and animations of possible control interfaces, while putting together a basic
concept prototype. Thought was put into failure modes and effects, and some analysis surrounding
reliability (such as bearing life cycle) was conducted. While the mechanical aspects of the design began to
take shape, we still struggled with the development of the motor control and software.
As we pushed past Critical Design Review and into manufacturing and test, we began to break barriers both
in mechanical production and in software programming. We constructed our physical model, and eventually
managed to successfully command motor control of the driveshaft model. While we successfully built out
a graphical user interface with dynamic controls/toggles, as well as a mechanical model that could be
controlled and actuated via USB cable, we failed to implement the junction between interface and motor
control—meaning the interface could be moved and inputs could be changed, but the mechanical model
could only be controlled using pre-written scripts or direct control of each motor via their separate host
software. This satisfied many of the basic geometric, visual, and graphic desires of our sponsor, but lacked
the aspects of remote control desired for a classroom setting. For our team, this served as a lesson on the
tribulations associated with firmware and graphical user interface programming. In a broader perspective,
this demonstrated some of the challenges even fourth year mechanical engineers may face when attempting
to construct such a hybridized project.

Introduction
The design of modern generation gas turbine engines is often centered around a triple spool drive shaft.
This specific drive mechanism consists of three, independently controlled concentric shafts, allowing for
various speeds or rotational directions for different compressor or turbine stages. Gaining a conceptual
understanding of the design requirements needed for three independent yet concentric shafts is far from
trivial. As such, Dr. Patrick Lemieux of the Engines Laboratory at California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly) has sponsored our senior project team to design and manufacture a triple spool
drive shaft demonstrator model for educational use.
Our senior project team consists of four mechanical engineering students: Synnovea Wood, Michael
Megna, Wyatt Connor, and Marco Salguero. Our goal was to create a free-standing physical, mechanical
model of a triple spool driveshaft. This was to be paired with a robust suite of electronics and software to
power and control the model. The main requirements were for the model to clearly demonstrate triple spool
functionality in an aesthetically pleasing and practical manner and maintain an intuitive software-based
user interface for operation.
This document outlines the entire design and manufacturing process for the triple spool demonstrator, both
the mechanical model and software suite. Included is our team’s Scope of Work (SOW), Preliminary
Design Report (PDR), Complete Design Report (CDR), and Final Design Report (FDR). All of these reports
were written as standalone documents and combined into this Final Senior Project Report. As such, number
of pages, figures, and tables will be unique for each document enclosed. Below is a list of these documents
with a brief description detailing their contents.
•
•
•
•

Scope of Work (SOW) – Outlines the project scope, goals, and background reseach.
Preliminary Design Report (PDR) – Details ideation, design direction, justification, and concept prototype.
Complete Design Report (CDR) – Describes design, analysis, verifcation protype, and manufactruign plan.
Final Design Report (FDR) – Details manufacturing of design, challenges, and future recommendations.
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Abstract
Our mechanical engineering senior design team (Group F22) was tasked with designing a demonstration
triple spool driveshaft model for the California Polytechnic State University Engines Laboratory. This
demonstration model would serve as a visual aid to communicate the functionality of three independently
rotating shafts for years to come. This design should allow dynamic user control, be conducive to classroom
use, and allow safe operation. We conducted extensive research on our customer’s wants and needs, turbine
functionality, microcontrollers, and safety standards to help define our scope. This research allowed us to
understand the problem and the possible avenues for solving it. To define our project scope, we used
techniques such as Functional Decomposition and Quality Function Development to develop our design
specifications. Our project scope includes producing a physical triple spool turbine model adequate for an
educational lab setting, a drive train to move and control each turbine shaft independently, a program to
assemble the logic on our provided programmable logic controller, and a dynamic interface to remotely
control the system. Our next steps are to move on to the Preliminary Design Review and begin prototyping
our triple spool turbine and user interface.
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1. Introduction
This senior project is based around the creation of a presentation model made to demonstrate the
functionality of a triple-spool driveshaft to students in the Engines Laboratory at California Polytechnic
State University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly). Commonly used in modern gas turbine engines for
commercial airplanes, a triple spool drive shaft consists of three, independently rotating shafts that maintain
different speeds and/or spin directions. Currently, there is no physical example of a triple spool turbine
available for educational use at Cal Poly. Our sponsor, Dr. Patrick Lemieux, coordinator of the Engines
Laboratory, has tasked our team with designing a triple spool turbine driveshaft demonstration model,
complete with the control system and user interface to operate it. This model needs to be aesthetic in both
its physical constructions and software interface to easily control each shaft individually. Our team consists
of four fourth-year mechanical engineering students: Synnovea Wood, Michael Megna, Marco Salguero,
and Wyatt Conor. This report details the scope of the project, background research, key objectives and
deliverables, specifications, and project management (including deliverables and timelines).

2. Background
To gain an understanding and appreciation for the problem at hand, our team extensively researched
different aspects of our design challenge. In this section, we present our findings from an initial interview
with Dr. Lemieux, technical research, and research into existing solutions.
2.1. Sponsor Interview
Discussion with our project sponsor has been the most significant information channel in the definition of
our project scope and engineering requirements. Over the last eight weeks, we have had multiple meetings
and exchanges with Dr. Lemieux, and our project scope has shifted and augmented considerably.
In the first week of this project, we interviewed our sponsor, Dr. Lemieux, to better understand the goals
and objectives of the project proposal. As the course coordinator for ME444: Combustion Engine Design,
Dr. Lemieux oversees the Engines Lab at Cal Poly. From the interview, we learned that the lab currently
has no physical demonstration that models a triple spool gas turbine. Online media such as video
demonstrations are shown to describe the workings of the three concentric shafts in a triple spool turbine;
however, Dr. Lemieux emphasized the need for a physical demonstration, as he believes it to be a much
more effective means of communicating the complex nature of these driveshafts to a classroom of students.
The goal that he proposed for the team was to design and construct a working model of a triple spool
driveshaft (not a gas turbine engine itself), with a control system to independently spin each shaft.
In week six we had another meeting with Dr. Lemieux in which we discussed a significant clarification of
his expectations and needs. In this meeting, we learned that while important, the physical educational model
of the turbine is actually secondary to the user interface and software controlling the triple spool turbine.
The sponsor wants an interactive 3-D model that can provide user input to dynamically control the physical
model. This change in emphasis has led us down a large re-evaluation of this project’s scope from its initial
conceptualization. Instead of our team designing the entire physical system, we will be in charge of the
mechanical aspects and software design—with electronic systems being provided by Dr. Lemieux. We will
also instead use an industrial programmable logic controller reflective of an actual turbine. Our newly
revised list of user wants and needs is in section 3.3.
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2.2. Technical Research
Through thorough technical research our team gained a better understanding of the many facets of our
design challenge. Investigating turbine functionality provided us with a more concrete understanding of
how a driveshaft functions in a gas turbine and research into programmable logic controllers (PLCs) gave
us an idea of how we might create an interface and attempt remote control for the model. Additionally, our
research into safety standards made us aware of non-negotiable specifications we must meet for our model
to be acceptable in an educational environment.
2.2.1. Turbine Functionality
The mechanical aspect of our project includes the design of an educational representation of a gas turbine
triple spool driveshaft. To do this, we must understand the basic mechanical functionality of a gas turbine
engine. Many gas turbine engines on aircraft are at least double spool turbine or have two shafts [1]. Gas
turbine engines with more than one shaft are laid out so that the shafts are concentric, separated with
bearings. These roller bearings [2] are an integral part of the system, as they support the shafts inside one
another and allow for the shafts to spin independently with minimum friction. Some engines even use gas
bearings to enable the shafts to move with zero friction, but they are costly and can cause a lot of damage
if constant pressure is not maintained [3]. Each shaft has blades mounted to its exterior that accelerate the
air through the turbine. Due to the high speeds of rotation, the turbine undergoes a lot of vibration, making
engine damage a reasonable risk [4]. The benefit of having a triple spool engine, or an engine with three
independently spinning shafts, is that if one of the shafts becomes damaged, the engine can still function
because the other two shafts can still spin independently of the damaged shaft. Figure 2.2.A shows a detailed
diagram of the layout of a triple spool gas turbine.

Figure 2.2.A Diagram of a triple spool gas turbine engine [1].
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Trying to understand the functionality of a triple spool gas turbine from a two-dimensional image is not an
easy task. Bringing a three-dimensional visual aid will greatly increase students’ success in learning how
this system operates [5] and increase their likelihood of using that understanding to contribute to the growth
and progress of modern technology.
2.2.2. Microcontrollers and Remote Access
For the controls aspect of this project, we will be using an industrial programmable-logic microcontroller
(PLC) provided to us by Dr. Lemieux. PLCs are capable of reconfiguring the logic of the control system
without including additional hardware. Instead of adding an extra Boolean logic gate onto our control
system, we can streamline the process by using the provided microcontroller. PLCs used a programming
language commonly called “ladder-logic”, which is usually constructed in block-based programming suites
(“drag-and-drop” interfaces that resemble a logical electrical circuit). While the use of ladder-logic both
reduces the workload associated with programming the controls for our model and allows flexibility in our
analog inputs/outputs, a foreseeable downside to PLCs is that they are typically limited to discrete binary
or analog data. This makes interpreting complex discrete data unsuitable for PLCs in some cases [6].
There has been some research done in using PLCs remotely. One such instance attempted to trial remote
access for students to conduct lab experiments which required use of equipment reliant on PLC controllers.
Students working remotely would need to validate their equipment was functioning properly, access
guiding information, work within a time limitation. The study successfully achieved this by remotely
accessing a laboratory computer connected to some PLC-controlled laboratory systems. They were able to
make a GUI using Visual Studio which would allow the users to access cameras, PLC programs, and
simulations [7].
Another method of bridging this remote control gap uses radio frequency transmitters and receivers
integrated with a PLC. In their research paper “Xbee-based Wireless Automatic Level Control for
Cascaded Water Tanks using PLC,” Professors Sedghisigarchi and Asere worked on integrating XBee RF
modems with a PLC for cascaded water tanks. They also used Factory Talk View Machine to configure
their Human Machine Interface (HMI). Their work demonstrates the successful integration of these
components to obtain wireless control of the system [8]. While promising, such a system still requires
external computer connection, and is potentially limited in operational range relative to a microcontroller
system.
2.2.3. Safety Standards
In a classroom setting, safety is of the highest priority. Our design will need to observe many machine
guarding standards, educational safety standards, and electrical standards. Since our device contains moving
parts, we need to make sure we comply with OSHA’s Machine Guarding Standards [9] by including a
protective shield around any spinning parts that are considered a safety hazard. Since our device will be in
an educational environment, it must also comply with the Educational Science Safety standards [10] such
as requiring adequate personal protective equipment (PPE) when using the device. Use of wall-power and
other electronic systems will require compliance with electrical standards such as OSHA 3075 [11]-thereby ensuring proper insulation, grounding, PPE, and more. Additionally, Cal Poly has its own set of
safety standards, including requirements for PPE, safety guards for moving parts, and electrical equipment
being grounded or double insulated [12].
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2.3. Existing Solutions
For existing solutions, we focused our research on two fronts: products and patents. The products listed
were centered around educational models of turbines. The patents discussed focus on gas turbine
functionality and motor control schemes.
2.3.1. Products
We found several current products that aim to demonstrate the functionality of gas turbine engines. These
models are all demonstrations of entire turbine systems, not simply the driveshaft. Though we are tasked
with only modeling the driveshaft, these products are useful for two reasons. First, they model actual turbine
functionality which will be useful as we add aesthetic features to our model to add context to the driveshaft
assembly. Second, they are useful in describing ways that educational models are made – from CAD to
cutaways of real turbines. This gives us an idea of the attributes of a good educational model that we can
apply to our project. Some examples of this include using color to distinguish components, sizing of the
model for visibility of an entire classroom, and use of low-cost materials/processes like 3D printing. Below
is a list of relevant models, and what we gained from them.

3D Printed 2-Spool Model
Found on Etsy, this is an assembled model of a double spool turbofan engine. The model can be purchased
preassembled or as step files to 3D print at home. It is a small, desktop model that would not be visible to
a classroom of students. However, it shows that 3D printing can be a viable option for our design [13].

Motorized Turbofan Jet Engine Model Kit
The Motorized Turbofan Jet Engine Model Kit comes with lights, sounds, and a motor to spin the blades.
With a clear casing, the modeled compressor sections are easily visible. The model itself, however, is small
and would not provide visibility to a group of students. Furthermore, the model only has a single shaft,
which does not meet our requirement of demonstrating the triple spool driveshaft assembly. The model
does, however, incorporate different colored materials for different components which allows the viewer to
easily distinguish functions [14].

3D Model (CAD) of a Triple Spool Turbofan
While not a physical demonstration, the 3D Model of a Triple Spool Turbofan, shown in Figure 2.3.A,
demonstrates a triple spool turbofan in great detail. It clearly shows the internal components of a turbofan
in SolidWorks, something that will be useful as we begin the model of our project in SolidWorks.
Furthermore, it is free to download. The main downside of the 3D Model of a triple spool turbofan is that
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it is a purely virtual demonstration; thus, it is not sufficient in physically displaying the workings of the
triple spool shaft [15].

Figure 2.3.A 3D Model (CAD) of a Triple Spool Turbofan [15].

MiniLab Gas Turbine Engine
The MiniLab Gas Turbine Engine is a functioning gas turbine engine for instructional and research use.
The Cal Poly Aerospace Engineering Department used the MiniLab in its propulsions courses. It is a selfcontained unit with built-in data acquisition and monitoring. However, the MiniLab is not a triple spool
configuration and does not display the internal workings or components of the engine. [16].

Cutaway Turbine Engine
The SR-30 Cutaway Turbine Engine is the same engine used in the MiniLab but mounted on a stand with
cutaways to view the internal components. The compressor and turbine sections are color-coded for easy
identification, as seen in Figure 2.3.B. While a useful model of the inner components of a gas turbine engine,
this is a double spool motor that does not display the gearing and mechanism behind triple spool engines
[17].

Figure 2.3.B Turbine Technologies, LTD Model Turbine Engine [17].
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2.3.2. Patents
Table 2.3 presents a list of relevant patents to this project. The list includes patents that describe functions
related to actual gas turbine engines and serve as reference documentation for the model we plan to
construct.
Table 2.3. List of Relevant Patents.
Patent

Patent Number

“Three-spool gas turbine engine”

EP2128419A1

“Turbine frame and bearing
arrangement for three spool engine”

US10519860B2

“Aircraft engine simulation”

US3031776A

“Two-spool turboshaft engine
control system and method”

US8459038B1

“Geared turbofan engine gearbox
arrangement”

US8869504B1

Insights / Description
Describes a geared three-spool design for gas
turbine engines [18].
Shows bearing casing arrangement for
concentric shafts in three spool turbines [19].
Model for teaching gas turbine field
mechanics [20].
Useful models/diagrams for two-spool
turbine engines [21].
Details gearbox arrangement in triple spool
turbine. May have scale application for our
model [22].

From these patents, we were able to better understand the function of a triple spool gas turbine and its
driveshaft. For example, the patent “Turbine frame and bearing arrangement for three spool engine”
(US10519860B2) will be useful when brainstorming ideas for bearing arrangements [19]. While our project
focuses solely on the driveshaft mechanism and its control system, these patents give context to the shaft’s
functionality and purpose in a gas turbine engine.

3. Project Scope
Our project scope spans both digital and physical deliverables. As of our most recent discussions with our
sponsor, or group will design and produce a physical demonstration model of a triple spool turbine (using
the microcontroller and motors, given to us from our sponsor). This turbine model will be controlled by
computer software interface running on either a smartphone or laptop computer, enabling the user dynamic
and remote control of the turbine system.

3.1. Functional Decomposition
In early conceptualization of the project needs, we performed a functional decomposition study. This results
in the graphic shown in (Figure 3.1.A), which lays out the fundamental functions that our design must be
able to accomplish.
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Figure 3.1.A Functional Decomposition.

It is worth noting that while our project scope and design intention has changed substantially during the
creation of this document, the initial primary project objective centered around education which is
emphasized in this graphic. At a base level, our project goal is to educate students about the existence and
functionality of a triple spool gas turbine driveshaft. To succeed in this goal, we must be able to clearly
demonstrate the independent movement of all three shafts in three dimensions. In consideration of the
educational environment it will be used in, the model must have a user manual and interface, require little
to no maintenance and be easily set up. To function safely, the model should shield users from physical
hazards, minimize pinch points, limit the maximum speeds of any moving components, and have clearly
visible warning placards. The Functional Decomposition breaks down the problem and illustrates these
basic functions necessary to achieve the project goal of educating students.

3.2. Boundary Sketch
Given the decomposed functions outlined in a previous section, it can be helpful to sketch out a visual
representation of the project scope. Figure 3.2.A shows a conceptual representation of a potential turbine
demonstration model. It should be noted that while this could be a potentially successful architecture, this
sketch should not imply the design intent of our physical design. The dashed red line shows the termination
of our teams’ intended scope—showcasing the demonstration of primarily the motion components and
gearbox of the triple spool drivetrain. Our design is intended to demonstrate the possibility of three
concentric, independently-controlled shafts. Other features such as mockup turbine disks could be
potentially beneficial features, but will not be a driving part of the design. Our most important feature is the
dynamic interface that will be used to control the triple spool turbine. This user interface needs to have
remote capabilities and dynamic input to make using it intuitively.
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Figure 3.2.A Boundary Sketch.

3.3. Customer Needs and Wants
The success of our project depends on how well we fulfil our customers’ needs and wants. These features
formed the basis for concrete, measurable specifications that will be used in the Quality Function
Development process, shown in Table 4.2, and guided our technical research. For this project, we will
consider our customers to be: the Engines Lab Professors, the Engines Lab Students, Dr. Lemieux
(coordinator of Engine Lab and Project Sponsor), and Professor Harding (project coach and advisor).
Detailed below is a list of these needs and wants, generated from our background research and the
aforementioned interview with our sponsor.
1. Shafts Controlled Independently: The users want to be able to control each shaft of the triple spool
turbine independently from the others in both direction and speed.
2. Portability: Our users will need to move this product around the engine’s lab or even across
campus, so it needs to be easily moveable.
3. Aesthetic Quality: This is to be an educational display in the Engines Lab so the mechanical system
and user interface must look clean and professional.
4. Ease of use: Professors want to be able to easily set up the demonstration for the lab and have an
intuitive understanding of how to operate the user interface.
5. Safe to Operate: Every user should be confident that the product is safe to use.
6. Cost Effective: Our sponsor wants the maximum cost to benefit ratio possible while remaining
within budget and accomplishing the main goals.
7. Educational: The model should be built and displayed in a way that the students can learn how a
triple spool gas turbine shaft operates easily.
8. Record Data: Our sponsor wants the control system to be capable of recording shaft position over
time and to have the ability to retain data inputs from the user for later reference.
9. Control Position: Our sponsor wants to control the position of the shafts based on a datum position
to synchronize the user interface with the mechanical system.
10. Remote Control: Our sponsor wants to be able to manage and control the triple spool turbine
without being hardwired or connected to the turbine via USB.
11. User Interface: Our sponsor’s number one goal of this project is to have an advanced user interface
that directly interacts with the mechanical triple spool turbine.
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4. Objectives
The objective of this project is to provide an educational triple spool turbine model to the Engines Lab at
Cal Poly. Accompanying this is a user interface that directly controls the triple spool turbine and is capable
of taking dynamic inputs remotely and recording data. The main focus of the project is the user interface
and control system of the triple spool turbine. We have followed the Quality Functional Decomposition
process to determine the necessary design specifications to fulfill our sponsor’s needs and wants.

4.1. Problem Statement
The Engines Lab professor needs to physically demonstrate a triple spool turbine driveshaft to teach
students the complexity and uses of concentric shafts in gas turbines because they currently lack a physical
and interactive user interface to display to students.

4.2. Quality Function Development (QFD)
Our team developed a Quality Function Development (QFD) to produce the specifications needed for our
design based on our customers’ needs and wants. First, we weigh our customers' wants on how important
they are to each customer. Then, we grade alternative solutions based upon these needs to understand how
they would meet our customers’ wants and needs. Refer to Section 3.3 for user needs and wants. From there
we developed specifications that will ensure our design will meet our customers’ needs based on how the
benchmarks performed. Then we weighted each specification with how they are related to each customer's
need or want. From there we evaluate how each alternative solution stacks up against the specifications we
have created to evaluate how our product will compare to competitors.
During the QFD process, we found that there are no readily available products that can meet all of our
customers’ needs and wants. We learned that there are no current turbine models with an elegant user
interface capable of recording data and being controlled remotely. To achieve this, we created a list of
specifications, detailed in section 4.2.1. Our goal is to build a model that can be remotely controlled from
ten feet away, record data for five minutes, and have a ten second latency. To achieve this, we will have to
integrate a microcontroller with some form of a modem.

4.2.1. Specifications Description
We intend to ensure that every design requirement issued in our initial analysis is met or dismissed with
sufficient data and justification and that performance is validated with testing. Each of our specifications
will be measurable and testable to ensure our design meets our customers’ needs and wants. The following
is a description of each specification and how we will verify each specification is met.
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Table 4.2 Project Specifications.
Spec
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Specification

Requirement or Target

Tolerance

Risk*

Compliance **

Concentric Shafts
Production Cost
Weight
Size
Independent Control
Set up time
Maximum RPM
Turbine Display
Zero Position
Data collection time

Three shafts
$2000
60 lbs
36’’ x 80’’
Three shafts
Five minutes
30 RPM
120 degrees
Position Datum
Five minutes
Covers in Critical
Locations
Zero Current (0 A)
3 – 6 wheels
10ft connection
10 seconds

Target
Minimize
Minimize
Minimize
Target
Minimize
Target
Maximize
Target
Maximize

M
M
M
L
L
L
L
L
L
M

I
A
T
T
I, T
T
T
I, T
I, T
T

Target

L

I

Target
Target
Maximize
Minimize

L
L
H
H

I,T
I
I,T
T

Shielding of Hazard Points
Emergency Stop Button
Rolling Capability
Remote Access Distance
Latency

* Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low
** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test
1. Concentric Shafts: we need three concentric shafts inside each other to meet the requirement of a
triple spool turbine. To measure we will inspect the unit for three concentric shafts.
2. Production Cost: our team must complete the project within a $2,000 budget. Our treasurer
Michael Megna would budget our project to stay under this $2,000 limit.
3. Weight: the weight of the entire assembly needs to be less than 60 pounds to ensure it is portable
and safe. We will ensure it is under 60 pounds by weighing the assembly.
4. Size: the triple spool turbine should be able to fit through a 36’’ x 80’’ door for ease of use and
portability. We will test this by rolling the unit through doors on campus and measuring it with a
tape measure.
5. Independent Control: each shaft will be able to be independently controlled. This means it should
be possible that one shaft can turn in one direction at a specific speed while any other shaft turns in
the opposite direction at a different speed. This will be tested with our control system to ensure
each shaft is independent of each other.
6. Set Up Time: for ease of use in a lab setting, it should take no longer than five minutes to set up the
triple spool turbine for educational purposes. This will be tested by asking a professor unfamiliar
with the system to look over the manual and attempt to get it functioning in five minutes.
7. Maximum RPM: each shaft will have a maximum RPM of 30 or less for safety and practical
reasons. This will be measured with our encoders in the system and with motor control to ensure
we meet this specification.
8. Turbine Display: our turbine shafts and blades should be, at the very least, viewable by 120
degrees so they can be easily displayed in a classroom. This will be tested by measuring locations
where the main shafts are fully visible and using trigonometry and inspection to check visibility
angle.
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9. Zero Position: the triple spool turbine must be able to control its position. To do this the turbine
needs to be able to zero itself to a datum position. We will test this component of our control system
using the microcontroller and by inspection.
10. Data Collection Time: the customer wants to be able to collect data about speed and position over
a period of time. Depending on the memory of our microprocessor this time can be limited.
Therefore, at a minimum, the turbine will be able to collect data for five minutes. This will be tested
as we develop our controller code the ensure we can get the needed amount of data points for five
minutes.
11. Shielding of Hazard Points: Hazard points such as pinch points, rotating components, or exposed
electronics will be contained/isolated in adequate shielding (i.e. a shroud, transparent cover, or
electrical insulation). This will be inspected to ensure we cannot view or touch any hazard points
without disassembly.
12. Emergency Stop Button: the turbine model will include an easily accessible emergency stop button
to quickly halt any moving parts in the event of an accident/concern.
13. Rolling Capability: the turbine model will be mounted on wheels to allow for easy transport. This
will be inspected on our final model to ensure the model can roll relatively easily around the
Engines Lab.
14. Remote Access Distance: Our customer wants to be able to control the turbine remotely. Worst case
scenario, we can deliver a ten foot long USB cord. Best case scenario, the turbine could be
controlled remotely via the internet. Due to our experience, it is hard to determine whether we will
be capable of providing true remote access to the turbine. We will measure this distance but
hopefully, if we can access it remotely, we could simply test using an internet connection across
town or further.
15. Latency: Communication latency should be at most ten seconds during remote use. This is a large
number simply to give us a large room for error. This is high risk because there is a
large uncertainty of how much software optimization we will be capable of doing. This could be
tested by using test code to measure how long the system takes to read and write data to the user.

5. Project Management
In this section, we will discuss our project management plan to complete the project on time. We will go
into detail about the design process we are following, as well as the timelines for our project milestones.
5.1. Design Process
For this project, our team is following the design process of “Empathize, Define, Ideate, Prototype, Test.”
We started by interviewing our sponsor and user, both of which are Dr. Lemieux, from a perspective of
empathy to truly understand the design problem. After interviewing Dr. Lemieux and partaking in our
research, we have compiled our understanding of the problem and generated a set of engineering
requirements that reflect a strong solution. Next, we will go through the ideation process to brainstorm
several possible solutions and use decision matrices to pick the best concept. From there we will build and
test the prototype, ideating and re-prototyping as we go to refine the concept. Some analyses we will use to
design and test our concept are tip and tilt analysis, electrical safety analysis, failure mode, and effects
analysis, and gearing analysis to make sure the final product is safe and long-lasting.

5.2. Milestones
For this project, we have three major milestones to achieve project completion. The first milestone is the
Preliminary Design Review or PDR. The major tasks we will need to complete to reach this milestone are
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to solidify five design concepts and go through a thorough concept selection process using decision matrices
to decide which concept to move forward with. Then we will need to create a concept CAD model, complete
preliminary analyses, and make a checklist for design hazards. Throughout this process, we will build a
concept prototype. Finally, we will need to write the PDR report and prepare our presentation to deliver to
the class and Dr. Lemieux. These tasks and milestones timelines are shown in Table 5.2 and can be found
in more detail in our Gantt Chart in Appendix B.

Table 5.2 Milestones.
Milestone
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Final Design Review (FDR)

Due Date
Dec. 2, 2021
Feb. 11, 2022
May 26, 2022

6. Conclusion
Our design challenge is to create a lab demonstration and user interface for a triple spool turbine model for
our sponsor Dr. Lemieux. The triple spool turbine needs to have three concentric shafts that are capable of
independent motion and can be simply controlled by professors remotely using the user interface. The
turbine demonstration we are constructing is going to be used as an educational tool to teach Engines Lab
students how a triple spool turbine is configured and used in real-life applications. The user interface needs
to be intuitive for ease of use and education purposes. The triple spool turbine will need to be capable of
collecting input and position data from control sessions. Lastly, our user interface should be able to be used
over the internet to grant remote control of the triple spool turbine. Currently, there are no easily purchasable
products that can provide the educational utility, intuitive user interface, or remote control that Dr. Lemieux
desires.
We plan to create a turbine model that is capable of independent motion of each of its three shafts. The
scope of this project will include the shafts, blades, blade shield, gearbox, motors, container, user interface,
and some form of remote desktop access or XBee modems for remote control. We will design the system
following our specifications detailed in section 4.2.1. This will fulfil our customers' wants and needs (see
section 3.3); we plan to follow the schedule detailed in table 5.2.
We are currently working towards a Preliminary Design Review, which is the initial design ideation of the
project (see section 5 Project Management for more information). We are planning to deliver the
Preliminary Design Review on December 2nd, 2021.
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Abstract
Our team, Team F22, was tasked with the design of a demonstration triple spool driveshaft assembly for
Dr. Patrick Lemieux. Our scope involves creating the physical model of the driveshaft assembly, associated
graphical user interface, and control system to operate the demonstration model. The objective is to use this
model for educational demonstrations in the Engines Laboratory at California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo, as well as for some professional test applications. With our scope defined, we narrowed
down our design using Pugh, morphological, and weighted decision matrices. Our design consists of a
mechanical model of a triple-spool driveshaft assembly mocked up as if it were part of a turbofan engine
(a common end use for such a design) mounted on top of a rolling cart. Relevant electronics such as the
control unit, power supply, motors, and others are contained inside the rolling cart. The controller and
motors are pre-defined for our project and will be supplied by Dr. Lemieux. We have constructed both a
prototype physical model and a PowerPoint rendering of a concept graphical user interface to solidify our
understanding of our designs. While our design will likely change as we further refine our analysis, these
models served to educate us on possible downstream challenges, check the feasibility of some of our design
concepts, and inform our sponsor of our design intent. Moving forward, our team hopes to further develop
our design concept, gain a better understanding of the necessary components required to support our
sponsor-selected hardware, and progress with finalized analysis and structural prototyping.
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1. Introduction
A triple spool drive shaft is a drive assembly that consists of three independently controlled concentric
shafts, commonly found in current generation gas turbine engines such as the Rolls Royce Trent 1000 [1].
The mechanical design of these components is incredibly complex with intricate bearing arrangements and
housings. Dr. Patrick Lemieux, our sponsor, has tasked our senior project team with the design and
manufacture of a model triple spool drive shaft for the Engines Laboratory at California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly). The design of this triple spool driveshaft demonstrator has two
main aspects: a mechanical model and a software controller. The mechanical model focuses on the
driveshaft demonstrator, its architecture and packaging, and its drive components. The purpose of the
software controller is to present the user with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for control and based on
feasibility, data acquisition, and remote control. With motors and controllers selected by Dr. Lemieux,
integration of the electro-mechanical hardware with the software interface will be the crux of this project.
With no major changes since our recent completion of the Scope of Work Report, this Preliminary Design
Review details the development and description of our chosen design and concept prototype from idea
generation to physical models, including the prototype GUI.

2. Concept Development
To develop and select our chosen design, we followed a specific design process. First, we researched what
solutions or patents might already exist to get ideas for our design and how we can make something superior
to those existing solutions in Dr. Lemieux’s areas of interest. Next, we started brainstorming ideas using
several different methods over several different sessions. One method we used was the “Worst Idea”
method, where we brainstormed all the worst solutions we could think of and used their opposites to
generate real solution ideas. Another method we used was picking functions off our Functional
Decomposition (Appendix A) and brainstorming all the different ways we could fulfill a single function.
The full results from our ideation sessions can be found in Appendix B. To conclude ideation, we built
several fast concept models (Appendix C) to flesh out some of our ideas three dimensionally, coming up
with a few new ideas, exploring the feasibility of ideas, and integrating multiple ideas during this process.
After the ideation phase, we followed the Controlled Convergence method to evaluate and select our top
concepts. First, we put our ideas into Pugh matrices (Appendix D) to compare them to each other and the
top existing product and eliminate the obviously inferior ideas. We then took the remaining ideas and placed
them into a morphological matrix (Appendix E), where we combined several ideas for the different
functions to form each of our five top system concepts.
2.1. Top Five System Concepts
The following sections detail the five best full system concepts we came up with from the Pugh and
morphological matrices. Each of the five concepts includes three motors to ensure complete independent
control and some backup mechanical controls to ensure the system can still be shut down safely if the user
interface fails. Each idea also includes a gear box, a safety shield, speed limitations, a safety manual, safety
stickers, and at least one emergency stop button to maximize the safety of the design. Additionally, each
concept includes marked fan blades, colored components, stripes down the shaft lengths, an end cap, and a
single external cord limitation because aesthetics are important to Dr. Lemieux and will increase the ease
of learning for lab students. All five ideas have these shared features to fulfill design requirements; where
the ideas differ are in the shaft shape, drivetrain, and user interface.
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2.1.1. Option A: Belt Drive with Varying Diameter Shafts and Unified Interface
The first idea (Figure 2-1) uses constant diameter shafts of varying size for the three concentric shafts. Its
drivetrain consists of a belt and pulley system to drive the three shafts. Its control system is composed of a
local computer connected to the model via USB.

Figure 2-1. Sketch of Option A highlighting the shaft shape, drivetrain, and user interface.
2.1.2. Option B: Belt Drive with Varying Diameter Shafts and Extended Interface
The second idea (Figure 2-2) also uses constant diameter shafts of varying size with a belt and pulley
drivetrain. Its control system, however, is comprised of a touchscreen mounted onto the assembly (no
connected computer control), making the system self-contained.

Figure 2-2. Sketch of Option B highlighting the shaft shape, drivetrain, and user interface.
2

2.1.3. Option C: Belt Drive with Stepped Diameter Shafts
The third idea (Figure 2-3) uses stepped shafts of varying size that align the create a single, uniform outer
diameter. These shafts would be driven by a belt-and-pulley drivetrain, and control input would be made
from a computer connected to the system via USB, Ethernet, or another hard connection.

Figure 2-3. Sketch of Option C highlighting the shaft shape, drivetrain, and user interface.
2.1.4. Option D: Gear Drive with Stepped Diameter Shafts
The fourth idea (Figure 2-4) uses stepped shafts in the same manner as Option C—creating a continuous
outer diameter. Its control system is also composed of a local computer connected to the model via USB,
but the drivetrain instead uses a geared power transmission system.

Figure 2-4. Sketch of Option D highlighting the shaft shape, drivetrain, and user interface.
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2.1.5. Option E: Geared Drivetrain with Varying Diameter Shafts
The fifth idea (Figure 2-5) uses continuous diameter shafts in the same manner as Concepts A and B, but
with the shafts connected to the motors by gear. Its control system is composed of a local computer
connected to the model via USB.

Figure 2-5. Sketch of Option E highlighting the shaft shape, drivetrain, and user interface.
2.2. Concept Selection
A weighted decision matrix (Table 2-1 and Appendix F) based on sponsor feedback was used to select the
best system concept from the top five ideas. For mechanical functionality, the most important needs were
for the shafts to be concentric, independently controlled, suitable for lab education, and safe. Dr. Lemieux
also wants the design to be low-cost and lightweight, while being a size suitable for transportation and lab
use with minimal set up time before operation. He also expressed a desire for the ability to log a zero
position, collect data, and to control the system remotely. These last three desires (data acquisition, remote
control, and positional logging) while not required, are of high interest.
Our team decided to move forward with Option A-- utilizing continuous diameter driveshafts of varying
size, driven by belts, with the system controlled by a computer connected locally. This concept yielded
the highest score in the decision matrix and therefore best met Dr. Lemieux’s wants and needs. Option A
was superior to Option C because it uses continuous diameter shafts, rather than stepped shafts. Stepped
shafts are more complex, costlier to fabricate, and fatigue more quickly. It was superior to Option E
because it uses a belt and pulley drive instead of a gear drive; belt and pulley drives are simpler, quieter,
smoother, and less costly to fabricate while still being accurate enough to allow for the possibility of data
collection. Option D included both stepped shafts and a gear drive, thus being inferior to Option A for the
aforementioned reasons. Finally, Option A scored much higher than Option B because of its computer
interface. A computer interface has the potential to support remote access, which is very important to Dr.
Lemieux, unlike the integrated touchscreen interface. The computer interface also allows more flexibility
in data acquisition as data can be written to a computer and not the microcontroller. Option A was the
most affordable, smallest, and the lightest option of the five while providing the best avenue for enabling
data collection and remote access.
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Table 2-1. Weighted Decision Matrix. Please see Appendix F for full screen detail.

3. Concept Design
After much revision and iteration, our concept prototype, like the general scope of our project, is split into
both “hard” and “soft components”. That is to say: software and hardware elements. Our current design
incorporates the wheeled-cart architecture we down selected in our ideation convergence. An overview of
this assembly can be seen in Figure 3-1.

Turbine Assembly
Cart
Motor Spaceclaim (3x)
Drive System Spaceclaim
Power Supply

Control Unit
Safety Shield Spaceclaim

Side View

Figure 3-1. Isometric Overview of Concept Design.
A general sense of the assembly content can be obtained from this schematic. The concept generally consists
of the turbine mechanical model mounted on top of a rolling cart. The control units, power distributive or
5

support electronics, power supply, and motors will be housed inside this cart. Mechanical power will be
transmitted from the motors to the turbine by way of belts and pulleys routed through a cut-out at the top
of the cart.
This cart will likely be of the type used for laptop or media technology storage and will be purchased offthe-shelf. Not shown are any provisions for a hard control interface, emergency stops, or wall power
hookup. These are provisions that will be added as the design gains more fidelity in the coming weeks.

3.1. Physical Concept Prototype
At the time our prototype model was developed, our team was waiting for clarifications from our sponsor
defining a finalized choice in motor and controller selection. As such, our teams’ prototyping (and current
CAD model) centers around the sections of our design we felt were best defined.
For the mechanical model, our prototype (and respective CAD model) included the driveshaft assembly,
some mockup turbine components, and a basic stand to support the model. A basic schematic view of these
elements is included in Figure 3-2.

Triple-Spool
Shaft Assembly
Mockup Turbine
Stand
Clark Y Airfoil
Demonstrator Disks

Figure 3-2. Schematic Overview of Concept Driveshaft Design.
This design, while not finalized, forced us to consider the support/stand used to hold the turbine assembly,
the practicality of assembling three rotating concentric shafts, and even allowed us to try our hand at
producing additively manufactured, mockup turbine blades. Furthermore, it provided a better understanding
of the packaging and size constraints of our model. A section view giving a better view of the shaft(s)
assembly and internal workings of this same model is shown in Figure 3-3. Images of the finished concept
prototype can be found in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.
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Figure 3-3. Section View of Concept Driveshaft Design.

Figure 3-4. Side View of Physical Concept Model.

Figure 3-5. Top View of Physical Concept Model.
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Figures 3-3 through 3-5 show the three independent, concentric shafts—drawn in white, grey, and black,
respectively. In this design, these shafts are held in place with 3D-printed split sleeve bearings. These
bearings will be replaced with standard size bearings and purchased off-the-shelf. Furthermore, the shafts
would be custom-made from aluminum or steel to suit the design, instead of being constrained. Critical
diameters would be turned or bored on a lathe. The exact proportions and lengths of the shafts will likely
see more refinement as the design progresses. The turbine stand will likely be made from a combination of
aluminum extrusion and 3D printed components. Any safety shielding will be constructed from saw or
waterjet cut polycarbonate. Any other miscellaneous geometry (such as turbine blades, hard user interface
panel, or aesthetic components) will be 3D printed.
As of now, the general structure of the design is relatively well understood, but there are some places where
exact components lack definition. As mentioned prior, we have yet to finalize our selection of specific
bearings, shaft constraints, fasteners, pulleys, etc. We are also waiting for more definitions of the
electromechanical systems from our sponsor. Dr. Lemieux has specified a series of motors and controllers,
but not an exact model. This may also drive a need for a specific power supply, breakout electronic
hardware, or specific harnessing. These are elements we hope to understand in the next few weeks and are
discussed more in depth in Section 3.3, Sponsor Selected Hardware. Finally, we have not settled on a
specific cart. We plan to use a multimedia transport cart from an office or industrial supplier but are looking
for an affordable make that provides enough information to use for computer-aided design.
3.2. Prototype Graphical User Interface
The majority of the scope of this project centers around the user interface used to control the triple spool
turbine. Where our physical prototype centered around the driveshaft assembly, our soft prototype focused
on developing the concept user interface used to operate our model. An image of the prototype interface is
included in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6. Turbine Controller GUI.
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This interface is inspired by the GUI of programmable logic controllers (PLC) and is meant to solidify our
plan for the user experience when operating the turbine model. The GUI is intended to be used on a
Windows computer and will most likely be accessed through either a website or a standalone Windows
application. At least in terms of graphical quality, it represents a balance of desired functionality with
expected programming feasibility.
Where PLC interfaces typically have simple imagery (if any) of the machine and controls of the system,
our design is intended to incorporate a bit more graphical complexity. We intend to create a dynamic (or
quasi-dynamic) controller that displays the motion of the turbine in real-time. This was of great interest to
our sponsor and will likely be achieved by displaying different GIF image animations depending on the
current state of a given motor, instead of dynamically animating the speed of the motor based on user input.
The triple spool turbine controller contains buttons, dials, and windows to provide the user with proper
information and context of the triple spool driveshaft. The main window in the middle would be a GIF of
the triple spool turbine 3-D model showing the user the motion of the physical model. The green checkboxes
under visibility are to allow the user to hide various shafts to isolate a spool of interest, or to get a better
look at one or more specific stages of the assembly.
The window on the right shows data being read and written to the microcontroller from the computer. This
window is to assist in troubleshooting and to allow the user to see what data is being sent and received as a
sanity check for machine functionality, as well as diagnostic use in data acquisition. The emergency stop
(“E-stop”) button is a safety feature used to immediately stop machine motion, the “zero all” button will be
used to zero the position of all shafts at once when the motors are stationary, and the “record” button will
allow the user to collect data about the turbine’s shaft's position and speed over a period of time. This can
be configured in different ways in the settings menu, shown in Table 3-1.
Dials are denoting the process value for the relative rotational speed of each shaft. Ideally, the user could
then type the speed setpoint into the text box of each digital display. Lastly, each window excluding the
main menu has a network icon and return button to take the user back to the previous window they were at.
This will allow the users to go back to the main menu and navigate to other windows.
As our team works to develop this user interface, we will have to ensure our design is compatible with the
chosen controller, provide instruction in the user manual, and give users various options to configure the
controller itself. Much of this configuration will be included in other menus of the interface--shown in Table
3-1. The main menu acts as the main hub of the program where the user can navigate from one screen to
another. The user manual is a reader of a document of instructions on how to properly use the controller,
troubleshoot the turbine, and set up the physical model. The settings page is a secondary hub for various
settings pages similar to the main menu. The network page allows the user to set up a proper internet
connection to remotely access and control the triple spool turbine. The data collection page is used to
configure the data collection button to allow the user to set a period to collect data, intervals of data
collection, and what data to collect. If for any reason the user inputs too many data points for the
microcontroller to reasonably collect, the user will be notified instead of the program failing later. Lastly,
the controller settings are used to allow the user to configure the controller’s visuals such as enabling section
view or invisible shafts.
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Table 3-1: Main Menu, User Manual, and Settings GUI.

1 - Main Menu
This screen shows the front page for a potential software
suite. A user can access the controller interface or other
settings pages from here.

2 - User Manual Reader
Includes instructional material to operate and own the triple
spool turbine model.

3 – Settings
The menu for settings to select various settings is displayed
on the page.

4 - Network Settings
Settings to connect to triple spool turbine, set up internet
connection for the turbine as well.

5 - Data Collection Configuration
The settings to alter the data collection. Allow the user to
change what data is collected, the period of each recording,
and overall recording time.

6 – Controller Settings
These settings allow the user to alter the visual options of the
controller. The user can alter the angle of the view, turn on
the section view, and enable invisible shafts.
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3.3. Sponsor Selected Hardware
Our sponsor has defined much of the electronic hardware to be used in this design. Specifically, Dr.
Lemieux has chosen an Allen Bradley microcontroller unit and a set of Teknik ClearPath motors.
The control unit is a Compact Logix 5380 and is compatible with Ladder Diagram (LD), Structured Text
(ST), Function Block Diagram (FBD), and Sequential Function Chart (SFC) programming languages.
These Allen Bradley controllers are programmed using Studio 5000 Logix Designer. The languages
compatible with programming motion control are LD, ST, and SFC. To power the microcontroller, we need
to provide power to the module (MOD) and the field side (SA). The MOD power, the power needed for the
controller logic, must be DC instead of AC. SA is power used for powering the machines the PLC is
controlling. The MOD and SA power cannot exceed 32V DC or 10 A. Rockwell Automation recommends
that MOD and SA are powered by different external power sources to ensure the system will have power if
one power supply is shut off. In our scenario, we will have access to only one power source from the lab,
so this will need to be considered in our design [2].
Dr. Lemieux has selected the Teknik Clear Path Motor CPM-SCSK-2310D-RLNB. The current design we
have proposed would require three motors for independent shaft control. The Teknik Clear Path motor is
“an all-in-one servo system: a precision brushless servo motor (with encoder)” [3]. The motor is rated to be
powered with 24 to 75 Volts direct current. The logic is powered with four to 28 volts of direct current. The
continuous power the motor can provide is 38 W and provides 13 oz-in of torque. The motor’s specifications
are above and beyond what is needed for this project.

4. Concept Justification
Our current concept model incorporates a design we found to be simple to manufacture, feasible within
our mechanical and software experience, and our sponsor’s requirements. The following sections detail
how our design will meet each of our design specifications. We will also discuss the design hazards and
accompanying safety plans, as well as our concerns regarding the design software integration.
4.1. Mechanical Design
Based on his analyses, our sponsor has recently chosen and provided the motors and controller discussed
in Section 3.3. With little time for analysis since the motor or controller were selected, most of the
mechanical design or component selection our team performed centered around usability, transport of the
mechanical model, or general safety considerations.
We chose a horizontally-oriented turbine model as it was something our sponsor had expressed a strong
preference for. This model consists of the most mechanically-simple representation of a triple spool turbine
we could imagine—three concentric, standard-sized, hollow, simply supported shafts. This design is also
easy to manufacture—requiring only slight modification to some off-the-shelf tubing in a manual lathe.
Other components such as bearings, shaft seals, or shaft collars could then be purchased and easily
integrated. As our design is speed-limited and has no mechanical loads, we did no structural analysis to
check the driveshafts for safety. Any drive hardware will be chosen with a significant structural margin to
alleviate any concerns around failure.
Belts and pulleys were chosen for the drive system as they are simple to design around, can easily alleviate
error in the positioning of the motion components, and are cheap and available for purchase for the size of
the motors we were provided. Mounting the turbine assembly on top of the cart, while better for visibility,
also allows the motion system to be stowed inside of the cart and the drive belts routed through a hole in
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the top surface. The entire demonstration assembly can then be enclosed in a safety shield. This design
minimizes pinch points and user exposure to moving hardware and allows minimal effort to be put toward
safety shielding without compromise to user safety. It also allows wires/harnessing to be concealed within
the cart enclosure, resulting in a more seamless overall appearance and minimizing trip hazards.
Finally, a cart will be selected as off-the-shelf hardware from an industrial supplier such as McMasterCarr.
This will vastly reduce the amount of manufacturing effort required by our team, and likely cost less than
the required materials to build a cart of comparable quality. This said cart can then be modified (drilled,
cut, welded) to integrate our mechanical systems.
All of the described hardware (electronic and mechanical) is the same as or reflective of hardware that is
commonplace in most CNC machines ranging from industrial machining centers to consumer 3D printers.
Such systems operate at far higher speeds with greater loads than our design with little to no issue. Our
design is heavily speed-limited with no appreciable mechanical loads, and in areas of concern, the design
uses components with such a significant margin that we are confident in their functionality relying on
engineering judgment and experience alone. Not only is the majority of the hardware we have selected
commonplace in other machinery running with larger loads than ours, but we will also be testing and
refining our design for safety considerations downstream, as well as incorporating safety elements to reduce
the risk of misuse.

4.2. Software Integration
As a team of four mechanical engineers, software development and integration are far from our strong suit.
The development of the software suite and user interface will come with its challenges.
First, PLC controllers require specific programming languages, none of which our team is familiar with.
However, through research, we will be able to learn and implement them promptly. As discussed in Section
3.3, we have determined a list of potential languages to use and are looking to select one within Ladder
Diagram (LD), Structured Text (ST), and Sequential Function Chart (SFC) as each of these are compatible
with motion control. These will be programmed using the Studio 5000 Logix Designer software as it is
made for Allen Bradley PLCs.
Second, we are concerned with the level of the UI design we can perform using PLC languages. From our
current research and understanding, PLC user interfaces lack many things our sponsor wants and needs.
We plan to create a controller in PLC and fundamentally a low-level UI for testing purposes in a PLC
language. Once our team has reached this stage, we will be more comfortable with PLC and be able to
properly evaluate whether PLC can do all of the GUI design we need. If we decide not to use PLC for the
GUI, we will need to integrate another programming language to generate the user interface functionality
and design. This may cause further complications due to integrating the two separate control and interface
languages.
That being said, we do have a plan forward. This will begin with selecting a programming language for the
PLC, as discussed in Section 3.3 of this report. Once selected, technical research will be conducted to
explore its capabilities in terms of graphics interfacing. From there, we will determine if another
programming language will be needed to produce the desired interface functionality and then be integrated
into the motor controllers.
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4.3. Design Hazards and Safety Plan
The Design Hazards and Safety Plan (Table 4-1 and Appendix G) is an overview of what hazards our design
currently includes and how we plan to address these hazards to ensure users are aware of and/or safe from
these hazards. Hazards our design includes are pinch/shear points, high acceleration, gravity, voltages above
40V, stored energy, hazardous materials, and that the design can be used unsafely. Each of these hazards
has a plan to ensure the end-user is aware of the problem and adequately protected. The timeline in which
we would like to have each of these complete is by the end of February, so February 28th, 2022.

Table 4-1. Design Hazards and Safety Plan.
#

Description of Hazard
Planned Corrective Action
Three separate belt drives are We will have an enclosure for the drivetrain that will require
connected to the shaft and
an independent action to access and a key, ensuring
1
motor.
only certified personnel can access it. We will have a label on
the enclosure displaying that pinch points are inside.
The weight of our assembly We will perform tip and tilt analysis to ensure the geometry of
will be under 60 lbs but will our assembly is resistant to tipping. We will also orient the
2 be on wheels and could tip or turbine horizontally, so it is less tall and less likely to tip.
fall on a person.

3

4

5

6

Microcontrollers and
We will have an enclosure for all components that require
motors require voltages to
electricity that will require two independent actions to access
operate. The design also
and a key, ensuring only certified personnel can access it. We
includes a power supply to
will have a label on the enclosure
supply these voltages. The
displaying that there are high voltages and to not touch the
power supply will
microcontroller unless necessary. The cable that plugs into the
receive power from wall
wall outlets will be properly grounded.
outlets, which supply high
voltage.
Three shafts with plastic
The design includes a safety shield surrounding the spinning
turbine blades will be spinning shafts and blades so they cannot be touched without the
at a maximum of 30 rpm.
removal of the safety shield. Removing the safety shield will
require an independent action to access.
Many materials are Prop 65 The model will have a printed disclaimer
hazardous.
warning sticker displaying the required Prop
65 hazardous statement.
It is always possible for
We will create a user manual to explain how to use the model
people to find a way to use a properly.
product in an unsafe manner.
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5. Project Management
In this section, we will discuss our planned next steps and go over our planned analyses and purchases. We
will also outline a preliminary manufacturing and testing plan.
5.1. Next Steps
To bring our project to Critical Design Review (CDR), our first task is to perform extensive technical
research on our given motors and PLC from Allen Bradley, as well as the Allen Bradley PLC programming
software to learn how to program our system and figure out the software capabilities for creating a user
interface. Additionally, we will perform some design analysis at this time. We aim to have the majority of
these items complete by our in-class Interim Design Review (IDR) on January 13th. After IDR, we will
work on finalizing our CAD model and select all our needed parts. Following this, we will create a
manufacturing plan and drawings so we can have our structural prototype built for CDR on February 11th,
our second major milestone out of three in the project. Our final major milestone, the Final Design Review,
will follow on May 26th. These items are also laid out in the Gantt Chart in Appendix H.
5.2. Planned Analyses
Early in our next steps, we will conduct several design analyses. These will include down selecting the PLC
programming, completing analysis on electrical power needs, and optimizing system geometry and layout
to ensure a functional and optimal design. We will also perform tip and tilt analysis, electrical safety
analysis, and failure modes and effects analysis to make sure our design is as safe as possible.
5.3. Planned Purchases
There are several items we will need to purchase to complete our design, starting with a cart to mount and
contain the model and its components. For the turbine display, we will need bearings, aluminum or steel
tube for the shafts, polycarbonate for the safety shield, and filament to print the turbine blades and nose
cone. For the drivetrain, we will need three motors, some v-belts, pulleys, a power supply, and a wall power
cord. For the user interface, we will need a PLC, button for the physical emergency stop, a USB port
connection, and some switches and cables. There will likely be some miscellaneous material costs
(maximum of $100) allocated toward fasteners, sheet metal, and plastic for the frame and mounting
considerations.
5.4. Preliminary Manufacturing and Testing Plan
To complete our structural prototype, we made a preliminary manufacturing plan. Our first step is to build
or acquire a cart to mount or model onto. We will then assemble the turbine display model using tubes and
bearings, build the turbine display mount, and use it to mount the turbine to the cart. We will then assemble
the drivetrain, connecting the three motors to the three shafts with a belt and pulley system, cutting a hole
through the cart surface to feed the belts through to the display. From there, we will connect the power
supply and PLC to the motors and power cord. After assembling the system, we will attach the safety
enclosure for the drivetrain and electrical system, as well as the safety shield for the display model.
Throughout this entire process, we will be working on coding the components and user interface.
After completion of the prototype, we will follow the preliminary testing plan to see if our prototype meets
our specifications. First, we will weigh the assembly to see if it weighs less than 60 pounds. Next, we will
attempt to wheel it through a standard size door without disassembly to test whether we meet the size
specification. Following this, we will test the visibility of the display by seeing how far to the left and right
of the turbine someone can stand while still having a full view of the display and finding this visibility angle
to see if it is at least 120 degrees. Next, we will closely inspect the system for any hazard points that are
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accessible without disassembly. After this, we will set up the model to be used for a lab setting, timing how
long it takes to make sure it takes less than five minutes. After setting up, we will test the independent
control by sending a command to each shaft separately and checking to make sure the other two shafts are
unaffected each time. We will then turn all three shafts up to maximum speed and check to make sure none
exceed 30 rpm. Finally, we will test both the virtual and physical emergency stop buttons to make sure that
the current drops to zero and all parts stop moving upon the activation of either one.

6. Conclusion
This Preliminary Design Review highlights the chosen design direction for the triple spool demonstration
model and control system. Through the use of tools such as Pugh and weighted decision matrices, our initial
ideas were down selected to the current design direction, which included both the physical mechanical
design and the software controller concept. Development of the mechanical prototype gave valuable insight
into packaging processes and the design of the shaft’s stand. With the mechanical design of the project
being relatively determinate, the software integration and user interface are primary areas of uncertainty
due to a lack of experience and program capability. Moving forward, we plan on conducting extensive
research into PLC programming languages, finalizing the mechanical design of the physical model, and
establishing a plan to power and integrate all the sponsor-selected electronic hardware. This design and
analysis will be presented in our next major deliverable, the Critical Design Review (February 11th), where
we will detail our structural prototype and user interface. As such, we ask Dr. Lemieux for agreement on
the design direction outlined in this report, pending his feedback on our questions before moving forward.
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Appendix A. Functional Decomposition
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Appendix B. Ideas and Concept Sketches
Ideation Session 1:

Ideation Session 2:
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Ideation Session 3:

Horizontal Turbine Configuration

Vertical Turbine Configuration

Physical Interface Dials

Physical Interface Configurations

Singel Motor Gear Drive

Single Motor Belt Drive

Enclosure Configuration

GUI Animation Configuration
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PLC UI

Putty UI

VR Headset

Motor and MCU Schematic
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Appendix C. Ideation Models

Two Spool Turbine Blade Assembly

User Interface Screens and Layout

Physical Interface

Freestanding Cart Idea

Safety Shield Concept

Turbine Connected to local Computer
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Belt Drive

Physical Interface Model

User Interface

Turbine Display and Assembly
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Appendix D. Pugh Matrices
Table D-1. Synnovea Wood’s Pugh Matrix
Criteria

Datum Vertical Horizontal Speed Direction Racing Dots on
Soft,
Transp
Orientatio Orientatio
Blade Deformable arent
n
n
Dials Switches Stripe Tips
Fan Blades Safety
Sheild

Portable

S

+

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Aestheticall
y Pleasing

S

-

S

-

-

+

+

-

-

Easy to Use

S

-

S

+

+

+

+

S

S

Safe to
Operate

S

+

S

+

+

S

S

+

+

Educational

S

+

S

S

S

+

+

S

S

User
Interface

S

S

S

+

+

S

S

S

S

Total:

0

1

0

2

2

3

3

0

0

Table D-2. Wyatt Conner’s Pugh Matrix
Criteria
Educational
Ease of use
Remote Control
Aesthetics
Data Collection
Total:

Datum
S
S
S
S
S
0

GIF
+
S
+
+
S
3

VR
+
+
+
S
2

PLC
S
S
S
S
S
0
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Putty
S
-4

3-D
model
+
+
+
S
2

Table D-3. Marco Salguero’s Pugh Matrix
Pugh Matrix
Criteria
Portable (Relative to
Physical Model)
Aesthetically Pleasing
Easy/Simple to Use
Safe to Operate
Flexibility in Control
(Settings/Location)
Design Practicality
Total:

Datum

Virtual
Reality

Local
Computer
Interface

Local
Smartphone
App
(Bluetooth)

Integrated
Touchscreen

Webserver /
Page

S

-

-

S

+

+

S

-

+

+

+

-

S

-

+

S

+

S

S

+

+

+

S

+

S

+

-

+

S

+

S

-

S

-

S

-

0

2

3

3

3

-1

Table D-4. Michael Megna’s Pugh Matrix

Criteria
Portable
Aesthetically
Pleasing
Easy to Use
Safe to
Operate
Educational
Triple Spool
Independent
Control
User Interface
Total:

1
Motor
Geared
Datum Shafts
S
-

1
Motor
-Belt
Driven
Shafts
-

3
Motors
- One
Each
Shaft
-

3 Hand
Cranks
for Each
Shaft
-

1 Hand
Crank
Geared
to
Shafts
-

Gas
Powered
Motor
Geared
to Shafts
-

Air Powered
Motors
(Pneumatic)
-

S
S

+
S

+
+

+
+

-

-

-

-

S
S
S

S
+
+

S
+
+

S
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

S
S
0

+
3

+
3

+
+
5

+
0

-1

+
-2

+
-2
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Appendix E. Morphological Matrix
Function

Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6

Limit
Physical

Gear Box

Clear Shield

Speed
Limits

Safety
Manual

Safety
Stickers

E Stop
Button

Single
Motor

3 Motors

Gear Drive

Belt Drive

Mark
(Dot)

Single
External

Each
Blade

Cord

Webpage

Mechanical Integrated
Components Touchscreen

Dangers
Independent
Movement

Aesthetic

User
Interface

Stepped
Shafts

Fan
Blades

Local
Computer

Different
Sized Shafts
Colored
Components

Remote
Computer

"Racing
Stripe"

App
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Jet-like End
Cap & Duct

Appendix F. Weighted Decision Matrix

Pairwise Comparison

Concentric
Shafts
Concentric Shafts

Set
Up
Time

Maximum
RPM

Turbine
Display

Zero
Position

Data
Collection

Sheilding
of
Hazard
Points

Emergency
Stop
Button

Rolling
Capability

Remote
Access
Distance

Latency

Production
Cost

Weight

Size

Independent
Control

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Production Cost

1

Weight

1

1

Size

1

1

0

Independent
Control

0

0

0

0

Set Up Time

1

1

0

0

1

Maximum RPM

1

0

0

0

1

0

Turbine Display

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

Zero Position

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

Data Collection

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

Sheilding of
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0

0

0

0

0
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Button

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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1
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0

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

Remote Access
Distance

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Latency

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Total

11

4

0

1

12

3

10

9

7

6
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8

4

3

Weight

5

2

1

2

5

2

5

4

3

3

5

5

4

3

2
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Weighted Decision Matrix
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Appendix G: Hazard Checklist

Y

N
1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing, or similar
action, including pinch points and sheer points?
2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

X
X
X
X

3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
4. Will the system produce a projectile?
5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

X
X
X
X

6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
8. Will any part of the electrical system not be grounded?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights, or pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either
the design or the manufacturing of the design?
14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as
fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain
on reverse.
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Appendix H: Gantt Chart
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DEMONSTRATION TRIPLE SPOOL
TURBINE AND CONTROLS
CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW REPORT

PRESENTED BY TEAM F22
Synnovea Wood – sywood@calpoly.edu
Michael Megna – mmegna@calpoly.edu
Wyatt Connor – wsconnor@calpoly.edu
Marco Salguero – mesalgue@calpoly.edu

Department of Mechanical Engineering
California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo
March 9, 2022

PREPARED FOR
Dr. Patrick Lemieux
Engines Lab Professor, Cal Poly SLO

Abstract
Our senior project team has been tasked to design a triple spool drive shaft demonstration model for the
Engines Laboratory at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, by our sponsor Dr. Patrick
Lemieux. The scope of the project involves creating the physical model of the driveshaft assembly,
associated graphical user interface (GUI), and control system to operate the demonstration model. Since
our Preliminary Design Review, we have completely defined and refined our design through the building
of our structural prototype, analysis, and consideration for safety, manufacture, maintainability, and budget.
We have also updated our project timeline to account for ordering and shipping times. Our completed design
includes a mockup triple spool driveshaft assembly mounted on top of a rolling cart, driven by a belt and
pulley drivetrain, and commanded by a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) control system inside the
locking cart compartments. The model will take user inputs via a Python GUI on a personal computer that
connects to the system via USB, which communicates with the PLC software to instruct the Clear Link
controller to control each motor’s speed. We have constructed a structural prototype model of the cart
containing the main electronics, which will be the base for our final verification prototype, as well as a
crude Python GUI to demonstrate proof of concept. From the structural prototype, we found that we needed
to redesign our mounting system for the electronics, as they did not come with din rail mounting as we
expected. We also discovered that the components did not come with all the necessary cabling required for
the PLC and motors, so we will need to do one more round of sponsored ordering to utilize the industrial
grade electronics. Additionally, our team’s trial Studio 5000 software license will be expiring on March
2nd, so a new license will need to be obtained. To proceed with the final verification prototype, our team
will need to access the previously acquired PLC. The manufacture and assembly of this verification
prototype will continue through April as parts are obtained. Testing to verify that all design specifications
are met will proceed through May, as well as user interface development, which will receive increasing
emphasis as the mechanical components are completed. The final verification prototype will be complete
for Final Design Review on May 26th.
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1. Introduction
The triple spool drive shaft design is becoming increasingly common in modern-day gas turbine engines.
Being a mechanism made of three independently controlled concentric shafts, it is quite complex and can
be difficult to understand. As such, our sponsor, Dr. Patrick Lemieux, has tasked our senior project team to
design and manufacture a triple spool drive shaft model for the Engines Laboratory at California
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly), to help students have a better understanding of
this incredible modern-day technology.
Previously, we presented a preliminary design concept in Preliminary Design Review (PDR) detailing a
model made up of interconnected 3D printed blades, sleeve bearings, a steel cart, an electronic system space
claim containing only a single power supply, a general belt, and a pulley drivetrain space claim, and a
manufactured safety shield. Since PDR we have refined the design to be made up of individually printed
blades with resin printed seats, needle bearings, a charging cart, a fleshed out electronic system with three
power supplies, a detailed drivetrain assembly including a mounting block for the motors, an off the shelf
safety shield, and an updated user interface. Additionally, we have made some adjustments to our project
timeline to accommodate for shipping and order delays.
This document will discuss the details of the design, justification, and plans for manufacture and design
verification of our triple spool drive shaft model. It will also showcase our current structural prototype, the
updated project timeline, and projected project budget to obtain permission to move forward with this
design.
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2. System Design
ACRYLIC SAFETY
ENCLOSURE

Shown in Figure 2-1 is a schematic depicting
the high-level assembly of our turbine model
system. Our design consists of three main
subassemblies: one allocated for mechanical
and motion systems, one allocated to the cart
and chassis, and one denoting the electronic
systems stored within the cart. The purpose
of this design is to safely demonstrate
individual control of three concentric
driveshafts.

TURBINE MODEL

CART

Students and instructors can operate the
DRIVETRAIN
turbine model through a computer interface
MOTORS
ASSEMBLY
(not pictured). This interface is to be hosted
on a generic Windows laptop. Process
ELECTRONIC
values such as speed and movement
SYSTEMS
direction can be inputted through the
interface, and the system response is
observed through the transparent safety
shield surrounding the turbine model. This
Figure 2-1: Annotated Isometric View Showing
interaction, control, and observation will
Assembly Overview.
serve as a supplement to the curriculum for
the courses in the Cal Poly engines lab— acting as a visual reference to support students’ understanding of
triple-spool driveshafts and turbine assemblies.
The user interface and control schema are built from a Python-based library that accepts user input and
passes it to the programmable-logic-controller (PLC) in a readable format via serial cable. The PLC will
then send a command to the Clear Link controller as to what speed or position is desired. The Clear Link
controller will be configured using C++ as that is the language defined by Teknic. The Clear Link controller
will then tell the clear path motors what voltage they should receive to get the desired position or speed.

PLC

Computer

Ethernet
Comm.

Serial Comm.

Tactile Input

User

Python Client

Ladder Logic

Clear Link Motor
Controller

Power and
Control

Clearpath
Motors

C++
Mechanical Drive

Visual Feedback

Figure 2-2: Information / Input Flow Through the User Operation of the Turbine Model.
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The drivetrain assembly uses belts and pulleys to transmit mechanical power from the drive motors to the
turbine spools. This assembly mounts inside the upper compartment and is connected to the turbine model
by belts routed through a hole in the top of the cart. The motor wiring passes through an opening in the
shelf to the lower compartment where the rest of the electronics are mounted. The electronics provide power
and signals to the motors to command them to turn on, change direction, or change speed.
The mechanical assembly will ultimately be controlled by a virtual user interface, but the focus of this
Critical Design Review is on the physical components as a proof of concept and to create a test bed for the
user interface to operate the electronics. Each assembly and its associated cost breakdown will be covered
in greater detail in the following sections. The complete Drawing and Specification Package and Indented
Bill of Materials can be found in Appendix A, while the complete Project Budget can be found in Appendix
B.
2.1. Subsystem Breakdown
Our design includes three main assemblies: the frame and chassis, the mechanical assembly, and
electronics. Where the frame and chassis assembly provide surfaces to mount and an enclosure to shield
the electrical and mechanical components, the mechanical assemblies supply mechanical power and
transmit it to the turbine model. The electronics include all electrical components, such as the power
supplies, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), Clear Link controller, and Clear Path Motors. Details of
these subsystems are included in the following sections.
2.1.1. Electrical Control System
The electronic and software sub-system is comprised of a PLC, controller, three motors, three power
supplies, and a user interface. The purpose of this subassembly is to take user input from our software and
physically control our three motors to independently control each shaft. The configuration of the electronic
system can be seen in Figure 2-3.
120 V

AC

24 V
75 V

120 VAC

75 V
75 V

DC

DC

DC

24 V

DC

DC

Power
Data

Figure 2-3: Electronic System Configuration.
The NEMA Clear Path Motors will be controlled using the Clear Link controller which will contain all the
firmware required to operate the system. The Clear Link will perform a closed-loop position or speed of
each motor with a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller in the programming language of C++
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[1]. The Clear Link performs the PID control with a smaller period compared to our PLC (10ms, as opposed
to 200-300ms respectively). This period is crucial in controlling a motor as a large period can cause large
instabilities as the controller will overshoot the desired value.
2.1.2. High Voltage Motor Sub-System
The NEMA Clear Path motor serves as the source of mechanical power in the system and requires a 75
VDC power supply. To account for this, we are using Teknic’s own 75 VDC power supply the IPC-5. This
power supply converts a 120 VAC wall power to 75 VDC. Similar to the IPC-5 the 24 VDC Power Supply
from Teknic converts wall power to 24 VDC to provide the proper voltage to our PLC’s MOD and SA
power lines. The MOD power line powers the PLC and the SA power supplies power to other devices
connected to the PLC such as the Clear Link controller.
2.1.3. Software Sub-System
Our design uses a Rockwell Automation CompactLogix 5380 programmable-logic-controller (PLC) that
will communicate to a computer via ethernet or USB cord. The PLC will translate user commands sent
from the computer regarding motor speed or direction and forward them to the Clear Link motor controller
[2]. This layout is shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4: Software Configuration.
The personal computer (PC) and PLC will communicate over a universal serial bus (USB) cord. The PLC
will be able to send data about the performance of the triple spool shaft to the computer, so the user interface
can display it to the user. The user interface will be created using
python as they have plenty of open-source libraries that are easy
to use. More information on the user interface can be found in
Section 3.5.
Because the three driveshafts in the turbine model need to be able
to rotate independently of each other (at different speeds in
different directions) bearings are needed to isolate each shaft
from the shaft surrounding it. To achieve this, the turbine model
assembly contains six individual needle bearings (two per
spool), which can be seen in Figure 2-6. Needle bearings were
selected due to their compact size, availability, and low cost.
These bearings are typically known for a high radial load
capacity – greater than what this system will experience—but
should still be checked for lifecycle capability. Assuming a given Figure 2-5: Cart and Safety Enclosure
shaft weighs a maximum of 15 lbf such that a typical bearing
Isometric View.
experiences 7.5 lbf radial load while operating at 30 rpm, the
bearings were predicted to have a near-infinite lifetime (provided proper maintenance and lubrication are
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provided). This analysis is very conservative, as not only were the worst possible radial load and operational
speed values of all the bearings selected, but a 15lb driveshaft mass allocation is far larger than what the
system is likely to ever see. More detailed hand calculations can be found in Appendix C. The user interface
will document how the user interacts with the UI numerically and save this data and then send this data as
a byte string to the PLC over a USB cord. The user interface code is in Appendix D.
2.1.4. Frame and Chassis
While our design contains numerous mechanical
and aesthetic components, these individual items
are supported by a modified laptop storage cart,
shown in Figure 2-5. These carts are commonly
available, include integrated power strips, and
offer modularity and ease of modification at a low
cost. This particular model is sourced from Global
Industrial Supply Co. and consists of two sheet
metal cabinets stacked on top of one another-forming a shelf at their intersection. The lower
cabinet is mounted on caster wheels, allowing the
assembly to roll. While the upper section is
reserved for the drive motors and drivetrain
assembly (described in 2.2), the lower section of
the cart contains the electronics of the system.
Locks on the doors of each cabinet prohibit users
from contacting electronic or motion components
while the turbine model is in use.

Figure 2-6: Section of Driveshaft Assembly.

Turbine Model
Assembly

2.2. Mechanical Subassembly
Shown in Figure 2-7 is an overview of the
drivetrain assembly used to transmit power to the
turbine model assembly. Three Clearpath NEMA
23 motors mount on standoffs on an aluminum
plate and transmit power through a flexible
coupler to drive pulleys (shown in the lower left
of the image) via three chromed rod driveshafts.
These pulleys transmit mechanical power to the
turbine assembly (shown in Figure 2-6) via three
cut-to-length GT2 (metric two-millimeter pitch)
belts. The belts are tensioned by three idler
pulleys mounted in sliding blocks that allow the
application of pressure to the belts. This will help
to take up slop in the system. The turbine model
serves as the main visual element to communicate
the functionality of the triple-spool-driveshaft
design.

GT2 Belting

Clearpath
Motors
Driveshafts
Timing
Pulley

Figure 2-7: Mechanical Drivetrain
Assembly.
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2.3. Summary Cost Breakdown
Currently, the project has a budget overrun of $133.12. The largest contributors to cost are the frame and
chassis and drivetrain assemblies. As such, our team will need to discuss with Dr. Lemieux whether the
preferred course of action is to augment the budget by $200, or an amount deemed sufficient by the team
and sponsor, or to decrease the design quality to stay under budget. A complete breakdown of the project
costs can be found in Appendix B.
Table 2-1: Cost Breakdown by Sub-Assembly
Sub-Assembly

Cost

Driveshaft
Driveshaft Stand
Drivetrain
Frame & Chassis
Unsponsored Electronics
Total
Budget

$
188.35
$
35.12
$
468.30
$
872.11
$
74.85
$ 1,638.73
$ 1,500.00

Budget Overrun

$ (133.12)

3. Design Justification
To ensure that the aforementioned design will meet each specification and fulfill our sponsor’s
requirements, our team has taken many measures to justify any engineering decisions and to include
provisions for safety, maintenance, and manufacturability. The manufacture of our structural prototype was
a key factor in driving some design choices and proved that several of our specifications have been met.
Our verification prototype will be tested and inspected to prove each specification has been met; each of
these tests and inspections is detailed in Section 5: Design Verification Plan. A complete list of
specifications can be found in Appendix E.
3.1. Materials
All of our build materials were specifically chosen to meet specifications, look professional, support
manufacturability, and ensure longevity. Our materials include both off-the-shelf parts and stock material
for custom parts.
3.1.1. Off-the-Shelf (OTS) Hardware
Much of our design relies on off-the-shelf hardware as it is extremely efficient in cutting down on
manufacturing time, provides known specifications, and is highly likely to be of higher quality than what
we could produce on our own. We chose a CNC enclosure to act as a protective shield (Specification 11)
around the driveshaft assembly as it is transparent-- providing a 360-degree view of the turbine model
(Specification 8).
Our design utilizes a repurposed Chromebook charging cart because it already has wheels to easily transport
it (Specification 13), rubber bumpers to prevent damage of collision (specification 11) and its power strip.
The cart has small holes to allow venting of electronics and cable routing. The cart has two separate,
lockable compartments that allow for compartmentalization, separation, and protection of the two
assemblies that contain the most risk to promote safety for users, passersby, and maintenance (Specification
11). The cart is made of metal and arrived disassembled, dropping shipping costs (Specification 2), and
making it much easier to modify during the manufacturing phase. Its width and height dimensions of 18
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and 45 inches ensure that the cart will fit through all standard-sized doors (Specification 4) and be tall
enough to provide a visible display for students in a classroom or lab (Specification 8). Finally, the cart
weighs forty pounds, using only 67% of our maximum allowable weight and leaving us with 20 pounds to
work with for all our small components (Specification 3).
We chose the mechanical hardware with consideration for budget, longevity, and design convenience. We
chose a belt and pulley system because it is cost-effective (Specification 2), and easy to install. Opting for
cut-to-length belting allowed for flexibility in placement/location with minimal effect on cost, design
complexity, or manufacturing effort.
We chose to use needle bearings in the driveshaft assembly because they are low profile, minimizing the
shaft diameters necessary to have three concentric spools (Specification 1) and majorly cutting costs in tube
stock (Specification 2). Additionally, needle bearings perform better than roller bearings for longevity.
Finally, we chose to use flanged pillow bearings for the driveshafts connected to the motors in the drivetrain
assembly because they are compact, fit seamlessly into the simple geometry and orientation we had chosen.
The electronic components in this design can be split into two separate lists, those required and prepurchased by our sponsor, and those required to support the pre-purchased hardware. The sponsor selected
hardware consists of electronic hardware from Rockwell Automation, Teknic, and Molex. Our sponsor
requires this project to incorporate the Compact Logix 5380 PLC capable of sending data to our controller
and computer at the same time (Specification 10), and Teknic Clear Path Motor and Clear Link Controller
which is capable of position control (Specification 9). These components require power supplies to convert
wall power of 120 VAC to 75 VDC and 24 VDC. Teknic offers these power supplies compatible with our
sponsored selected hardware. For these, we selected the IPC-5 (75 VDC Power Supply) and the 24 VDC
power supply. The wires, connectors, and terminals required specifically for these components are also
from Teknic and are included in the sponsor selected hardware.
The non-sponsor-selected electric hardware includes the buttons and switches that will be attached to our
cart and the wire required to connect them to Molex terminals on the Clear Link Controller. The emergency
stop is rated for 600 volts (sufficient for US wall power) and uses screw terminals in which we will connect
22-gauge wire to the wall power source.
3.1.2. Custom Fabricated Parts
Our custom fabricated parts are mostly aluminum or 3D printed. First, all our stock metal, aside from the
belt driveshafts, is aluminum; this includes tube stock, sheet metal, and T slot extrusion. This is because
aluminum is affordable (Specification 2), lightweight (Specification 3), and easy to machine, making it a
quite common material for applications with low loads. Furthermore, in most cases, because the aluminum
comes as extruded or tube stock, most of the manufacturing work for our parts is simply cutting stock
material to length.
We chose to 3D print the turbine blades, blade seats, and nosecone in thermoplastic because this tends
toward inexpensive (Specification 2), lightweight (Specification 3) components while alleviating the
manufacturing challenges associated with their complex geometries. This also allows easy production of
these components on campus.
3.2. Geometry
The geometry of this design was chosen to ensure all the specifications were met. It was designed with
careful consideration for manufacturability, assembly, safety, and cost-effectiveness.
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The cart is laid out so there are three different sections: the top surface, the upper compartment, and the
lower compartment. The top surface will contain the shield, driveshaft assembly, and mechanical user
interface, the upper compartment will contain the drivetrain assembly, and the lower compartment will
contain the electronics assembly.
The top surface of the cart is mainly dedicated to the driveshaft assembly as an elevated platform to
demonstrate its functionality in a way that will be easily visible in a classroom or lab (Specification 8). The
driveshaft assembly geometry is such that each of the three shafts is concentric to one another (Specification
1) and each has its driving belt to give them complete independent rotation (Specification 5). The top surface
will the emergency-stop button (Specification 12), such that it will be intuitive to use and easy to find in an
emergency. The clear safety shield will be installed on top as well to protect the users and the equipment
from any foreign objects coming into contact with the spinning shafts and blades, as well as the belts that
will poke through the surface to interface with the shafts.
The upper compartment of the cart is dedicated to the drivetrain assembly, including the majority of the
belt and pulley drive, the three motors, motor mount, and tensioning system. We located this assembly in
the upper compartment so the motor shafts would be as close to the turbine driveshafts as possible while
still being in a locked enclosure (Specification 11) to minimize the length of belts needed and cut down
costs (Specification 2). The assembly contains three motors, one for each turbine driveshaft, to maintain
complete independent shaft control (Specification 5). These motors are laid out in a vertical stack to
simplify the drivetrain assembly and belt layout, keeping it orderly and easily manufacturable. Because of
the compartmentalization, the upper compartment will be mostly free of wiring to decrease the electrical
hazards when maintenance is being performed on the drivetrain.
The lower compartment of the cart is dedicated to the electronics assembly; it will house every electronic
component except for the motors, emergency stop button, and mechanical backup switches. The electronics
are kept in the bottom compartment to contain and lock the majority of the system wiring and high voltage
away from any foreign objects for safety purposes (Specification 11). Additionally, compartmentalization
keeps the assemblies clean and orderly. Finally, having the electronics in the bottom helps keep the overall
assembly from being too top-heavy, keeping its center of gravity lower to the ground to make it less
susceptible to tipping.
3.3. Safety, Maintainance, and Repairs
Because this design is to function in a classroom setting, safety during use and longevity in functionality
are paramount to its design. Our design has incorporated features for both safety and future maintenance,
which are outlined in the following sections.
3.3.1. Safety:
Our design includes two main provisions for safety: packaging considerations in our cart shielding and
electromechanical interventions in both electronics and software.
The cart we have selected includes several safety features. Pertinent to use are its locking caster wheels, its
corner bumpers, and its lockable enclosure. The locking casters will ensure that when the cart is not in
motion or transportation, the wheels remained locked, and the cart does not move when interacted with or
the turbine assembly powered on. When in transport, the cart also features corner bumpers to not only
protect the cart itself, but also any walls or doorways the cart could contact in transport. Finally, the two
shelves are fully enclosed and lockable, meaning that all internal electronics like the motors or power
supplies are enclosed and inaccessible to the user without a key. The intention is for the enclosure doors to
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be shut and locked while the device is powered on and/or in motion, providing a second form of protection
(beyond basic shielding and insulation) for the user from electrified wiring and spinning components.
Beyond the cart itself, we have included a rigidly mounted acrylic safety shield to block access to the turbine
model (and its rotating blades) during operation. It has a door that can be opened or removed to access and
service the turbine, but otherwise will remain closed and served as a passive barrier to prevent contact with
moving components. While the risk of harm is low due to the low speed of the turbine blades, this will
largely reduce the chance of contact, to begin with.
There will also be several electromechanical safety provisions. The first and most important of these is the
inclusion of both a physical and virtual Emergency Stop Button (E-Stop). The physical E-Stop will be
mounted to the top of the cart and serve to directly cut off all power entering the devices by terminating the
connection of the power supplies. This will allow for quick and total termination of power to the system in
the event of a loss of control or other emergencies. Our virtual interface will also feature an E-Stop button
to stop motor motion but will not have provisions to cut power to the motor system.
Finally, the turbine assembly will be speed limited to a maximum speed of 30 rpm. This speed limit will
ensure minimal mechanical loading on the shafts, 3D printed components, and bearings. Such low speeds
ensure that rotating components pose minimal risk to users and offer the possibility of reduced mechanical
wear. For further information, see the attached Design Hazard Checklist in Appendix F. The Clear Path
motors can perform this speed cap on their own according to the Clear Path Manual with the proper setup
[3].
3.3.2. Maintenance and Repair
While there are no major consumables here are, however, components that will need to be inspected
periodically for minor wear, depending on the number of cycles run. The first of these are the belts that
connect the motor driveshaft to the turbine shafts. These belts will need to be inspected for cracks or
separation of the glued joints after periods of heavy operation or after long periods of operation. Repairing
cracks or damaged belts involves loosening the tensioner, slipping off the belt, and installing a new belt.
Other than belts, all of the bearings will need to be lubricated periodically to maintain proper operation.
Further repair considerations are taken by using mechanical fasters, screws, bolts, etc, to fasten components
rather than welding. This allows for easy disassembly in the case of maintenance or repair.
3.4. Analysis
To justify our design selections of motors, bearings, and wires, our team has completed multiple
engineering analyses including Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and motor selection, electrical
power capability, and bearing selection analyses. The following sections will go over each analysis in more
detail.
3.4.1. FMEA
To validate and confirm our chosen design direction, a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) was
completed concurrently and is attached in Appendix G.
3.4.2. Motor Selection
The motors selected for the design must have sufficient torque to overcome the kinetic friction at 30 RPM.
Conservative methods were used to find the maximum radial load transmitted through a bearing (shown in
the calculations used to find bearing life in Appendix C). This was used to find a required axial torque based
on equations from amroll.com [4]. The result we found was the torque needed from our bearing was 0.00170
N-m, but our motor can provide 0.1 N-m continuously according to the manual [3]. The calculations for
selecting the motor are shown in Appendix H.
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3.4.3. Electrical Power Capability
The electrical analysis we completed was for power draw and sizing of the wires. A wall outlet can provide
1800 Watts, the conservative estimate we calculated for our system to use was 560 Watts, well below this
threshold is nice. The power numbers used in this calculation were estimated from the user manuals of each
component, which are contained in our reference [2] [1] [3]. The wire sizing calculation was to ensure that
our 12-gauge wire pulling all the power to the emergency stop would be sized correctly to account for the
power drawn by the system. A 12-gauge wire is rated for 20 amps and the calculated current through that
wire is 5.7 amps based upon the power calculation made before. The complete analysis and calculations
can be found in Appendix I.
3.4.4. Bearing Selection
Because the three driveshafts in the turbine model need to be able to rotate independently of each other (at
different speeds in different directions) bearings are needed to isolate each shaft from the shaft surrounding
it. To achieve this, the turbine model assembly contains six individual needle bearings (two per spool),
which can be seen in Figure 2-6. Needle bearings were selected due to their compact size, availability, and
low cost. These bearings are typically known for a high radial load capacity – greater than what this system
will experience—but should still be checked for lifecycle capability. Assuming a given shaft weighs a
maximum of 15 lbf such that a typical bearing experiences 7.5 lbf radial load while operating at 30 rpm,
the bearings were predicted to have a near-infinite lifetime (provided proper maintenance and lubrication
are provided). This analysis is very conservative, as not only were the worst possible radial load and
operational speed values of all the bearings selected, but a 15lb driveshaft mass allocation is far larger than
what the system is likely to ever see. More detailed hand calculations can be found in Appendix C.
3.5. Structural Prototype
In receiving our electronic components and building our structural prototype (the display cart on which we
will mount the turbine model) we learned several key details. Not only do the electronic components lack
din rail mounting features as we originally thought (driving us to an alternative mounting method), but we
also discovered internal features that we did not know about before ordering. The top surface of the cart
has a cross member on the underside, so we will need to be careful when we make the through cut for the
belts during manufacture. Additionally, there are inner panels not included in our CAD model that while
providing a surface to mount the components onto mean that we will not be able to simply drill holes
through as easily as we thought. On the other hand, we also discovered that the two compartments of the
cart are assembled separately and then joined together. This makes some of the manufacturing easier for us
as it will be much easier to cut through before it is fully assembled.
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Figure 3-1: Structural Prototype of User Interface.
The user interface is made using python with the pysimplegui library to easily make this interface. The way
the structural prototype works is that the user will interact with the interface seen in Figure 3-1: Structural
Prototype of User Interface. Whenever the user uses the slider or presses a button the python script will
save this data into a variable. This variable will then be used to determine what outcomes will happen on
the user interface and the PLC. For example, if the user were to increase the slider of shaft one to 10 RPM,
then the user interface will update the figure with a GIF animation of the turbine spinning in that specific
direction. Simultaneously the UI will send data to the PLC containing the command to set the first motor
to a specific RPM to get the desired RPM of shaft one input into the user interface. The code for the user
interface can be seen in Appendix D.
3.6. Remaining Concerns and Unknowns
Currently, with the progress we have made with our structural prototype we still have some concerns and
unknowns of our final design and how it will be created. First, we have not learned how to code in ladder
logic in the Logix Studio 5000 program. Additionally, the Logix Studio 5000 license we are using is a trial
for us to use that is expiring on March 2nd. We need to consult with our sponsor about purchasing or
obtaining an education license from Rockwell Automation. Secondly, there still is an unknown aspect to
how we could configure this system to access remote control. We have researched the possibility of using
a Transmission Control Protocol server, but we do not know how it could be implemented or operates. As
far as being able to set up the PLC with a serial USB wire is standard. Lastly, we have concerns with our
budget as we are over our $1,500 budget. To address this issue, we need to talk with our sponsor about what
option we have to play. These options are we augment the budget, we augment our design to implement
cheaper components. This needs to be addressed swiftly as we beginning to order parts already.
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4. Manufacturing Plan
Construction of the aforementioned design will come in three phases: material procurement, manufacturing,
and assembly. Off the shelf components and custom fabricated hardware will be integrated into a cohesive
product. The details of this as well as a manufacturing timeline are presented in the following sections.
4.1. Material Procurement
Our team have two primary means of materials procurement. Our sponsor will be purchasing the industrialgrade components directly, whereas we will be purchasing the rest of the materials through Cal Poly.
Our sponsored items include items from Rockwell Automation, Teknic, Molex, and State Electric. We have
already obtained a PLC from Rockwell Automation, as well as the three motors, three power supplies, the
Clear Link, and two 75V power cables from Teknic. After further research, we have found that we will
need additional cabling and motor connector and power wires from Teknic, as well as a triple pin connector
from Molex and a terminal block from State Electric for the PLC.
Our unsponsored materials include items from Global Industrial, McMasterCarr, Online Metals, and
Amazon. We have already obtained a cart to contain our components from Global Industrial. We will be
ordering our set screws, bearings, chrome-plated steel rods, GT2 pulleys, belting, spacers, belt adhesive,
aluminum extrusions, and fasteners from McMasterCarr, as they provide quick shipping times and
reliability. Our tube stock and sheet metal will be ordered from Online Metals, and our shield (CNC
enclosure), turbine pulleys, switches, emergency stop button, and 12- and 22-gauge wiring will be ordered
from Amazon, as they are extremely cost effective.
4.2. Manufacturing
Manufacturing will be broken up by subsystem. Frame and Chassis manufacturing will consist of building
and modifying our cart and safety shield. The Mechanical and Motion subassembly will feature the bulk of
our manufacturing time and include creating the turbine stand and motor mounts, as well as the turbine
model itself. Lastly, the Electronics will be integrated using plug connectors and soldering in the E-Stop.
The software will be developed concurrently with mechanical manufacturing.
A detailed step-by-step manufacturing guide is included in Appendix J.
4.2.1. Frame and Chassis
Being off the shelf components, there is little manufacturing work to be done to the cart or safety shield.
Once assembled, the hole for the belts will be cut, along with drilled mounting holes for the safety field and
other mechanical assemblies. The safety shield will be built per the manufacturer’s instructions. Then, four
mounting holes will be drilled and tapped into its vertical rails.
4.2.2. Mechanical and Motion Subassembly
The majority of our manufacturing effort will be focused on the Mechanical and Motion Subassembly. This
subassembly is comprised of two major subsystems: the driveshaft subsystem which includes the turbine
model itself, and the drivetrain subassembly which packages the motors and drives the driveshaft system.
Driveshaft Assembly (ME01)
The driveshaft assembly consists of the driveshaft stand and the driveshafts themselves with their turbine
modeled blades. The driveshaft stand will be made using an aluminum plate and T-Slot extrusion. The stand
also features an aluminum stator tube that will be tack welded in place.
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Once cut to length, the shafts will be taken to the lathes in The Hangar where the internal bores will be
turned for bearings. Two of the shafts are sized to fit through the through-bore on the lathes, alleviating any
need for support. The largest of the shafts, however, will require a steady rest to moderate chatter in the
turning process.
The blades, blade roots, and nose cone will all be 3D printed using 3D printers in the IME Additive
Manufacturing Lab. The blades and nose cone will be FDM printed in PLA or ABS, depending on
availability. The disc roots will be resin printed using an SLA printer.
Drivetrain Assembly (ME02)
The drivetrain assembly features many of the same processes listed above for the driveshaft stand. The
drivetrain and motor mounting stand will be made again using cut to length aluminum T-Slot extrusion and
aluminum plate. This plate, however, will have mounting provisions for the three motors and their
respective flange bearings in the form of patterned holes. We plan to drill these holes on a drill press, using
paper templates to guide positioning.
The belts are standard cut-to-length GT2 timing belts. These belts will be cut to size then bonded into a
loop using an appropriate bonding adhesive.
The belt tensioner plate will then be cut and installed to the top of the drivetrain assembly. The tensioner
blocks will be 3D printed and are then to be installed onto the belts and onto the plate, with only hand
tightened bolts at the moment.
4.2.3. Electronics and Software
The power supplies, controller, and PLC all have standard mounting holes or provisions for DIN rail. Holes
will be drilled in the cart to mount these components directly to the cart frame. The wiring for these
components will be routed through holes cut in the middle shelf of the cart, routing to the motors. Further,
electronics will be connected to one another using connectors, with the only solder/splicing being for the
E-Stop button.
To create the user interface, we are using Python to create the user interfaces using the “pysimpleui” library.
The user interface will contain multiple pages such as the main menu, controller, and settings. The main
menu will act as the page that links all the other pages together. The user interface is the most important
page and the structural prototype of it can be seen in Figure 3-1: Structural Prototype of User Interface.
4.3. Assembly
As with manufacturing, most of our assembly centers around the Mechanical and Motion subsystem. The
biggest challenge comes with system integration, mainly the integration of the mechanical and electronic
systems into the cart assembly. A breakdown of a summary of how each sub-assembly is assembled in our
design can be seen in the sections below. For a detailed step-by-step assembly, see Appendix J.
4.3.1. Driveshaft Subassembly
The turbine stand will be assembled first. The process consists of fastening the plates to the aluminum TSlot extrusion using ¼” – 20 metal screws. Once the frame is complete, the stator tube will be aligned
through the frame and tack welded into place.
Once the turbine stand is complete, the driveshafts will be assembled by installing their respective bearings,
then sliding the shafts through the stator tube. Once the bearings and shafts are installed in the stand, the
pulleys will be installed as axial constraints, as will the 3D printed components that will be secured on the
shafts using set screws or adhesive.
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4.3.2. Drivetrain Subassembly
Similar to the driveshaft assembly, the assembly of the drivetrain will begin with the motor mounting stand.
The stand will be constructed identically to the turbine stand where the plates will be fastened to the T-Slot
extrusion using ¼”-20 metal screws. The flange bearings will be installed to receive the motor driveshafts.
Before mounting to the stand, the motors will have their driveshafts installed using the set screw coupler
and the standoffs secured to the bolt pattern on the motors. Then, the motors and driveshafts will be installed
into the stand, adding the pulleys and the belt before securing into the bearings on the other side of the
stand.
4.3.3. System Integration
System Integration is the final step in the assembly process where we will bolt on the two mechanical
subsystems to the cart, install and tension the drive belts, and wire the motors and electrical hardware
together. All mechanical systems will be bolted to the cart using ¼”-20 hardware. Once the driveshaft and
drivetrain assemblies are installed, the belts will be tensioned by sliding the tensioning blocks along their
slots, then tightened the blocks in place. The electrical hardware will be connected using the plug connectors
on each of the wires.
4.3.4. Electronics
Electronics assembly will comprise of linking pre-made plugs from one electric component to another.
First, wire the emergency stop button to wall voltage using the 12-gauge wire. After that, we will hook up
the three power supplies to the emergency stop. The IPC-5 75 VDC power supplies will connect to each
motor with a Teknic power capable meant for this exact application. The 24 VDC power supply will hook
up the MOD and SA power bus on the PLC terminal block through a 22-gauge wire. The SA power is
meant to power external units the PLC controls and the MOD power is meant to power the PLC directly.
From there we will hook up the Clear Link controller to the SA power bus of the PLC terminal block using
22-gauge wire. Additionally, the Clear Link controller will hook up the PLC with an Ethernet cable to
enable communication between the two. To set up communication between the Clear Controller and motors
the Teknic control cables will be set up between each other. Lastly, for setting up a computer to interface
with this we will hook up the PLC with a computer using a USB cable.
4.4. Timeline
The timeline for manufacture and assembly is dependent on when we can get our parts in. As the cart has
already arrived, we can begin operations on it immediately. All the other components either still need to be
ordered or need to be processed and shipped, so manufacture most likely won’t begin until next quarter for
all operations that require more than just the cart. We will manufacture the stand parts first next quarter
before moving into the spools and other components. Specific dates for each operation can be found in
Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Manufacturing Operation Dates
Assembly

Component

Manufacturing Operation

Date

Frame &
Chassis

Cart

Cut through belt hole in the top surface of cart.
Cut through wiring hole in a shelf of the cart.
Drill and tap mounting holes in the cart.

3/3/2022

Driveshaft

Turbine
Stand

Cut T-Slot to length.
Cut sheet stock to size.
Drill holes in sheet stock.

3/29/2022

Drivetrain

Motor
Stand

Cut T-Slot to length.
Cut sheet stock to size.
Drill holes in sheet stock.

3/29/2022

Driveshaft

Spools

Bore inner diameters for bearings.
Drill holes for set screws.

3/31/2022

Drivetrain

Belts

Cut belts to length.
Bond belts into loops.

4/5/2022

Drivetrain
Drivetrain

Driveshafts
Pulleys

Cut shafts to length.
Bore inner diameters on the three larger pulleys.

4/5/2022
4/7/2022

Driveshaft

Blade
Roots

3D Print (Resin) blade roots.

4/12/2022

Driveshaft

Blades

3D Print (FDM) blades.

4/14/2022

As far as assembly, the cart has already been assembled, but everything else will need to be assembled as
the necessary parts are manufactured. As such, further assembly most likely will not begin until mid-April
when the essential driveshaft and drivetrain assembly components are complete. The blades and blade roots
will likely take longer to be completed as they require the 3D printer, but they are not essential to assembly
of the major components. The mechanical assembly will be completed on April 28th. The wiring and
mounting of the electronics will be interspersed among other operations as parts arrive and are completed
on April 28th. Specific dates for each assembly operation are shown in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2: Assembly Operation Dates
Assembly
Frame
Driveshaft
Drivetrain
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Driveshaft

Component
Cart
Turbine Stand
& Driveshafts
Motor Stand
& Drivetrain
Blades
Blade Roots
Turbine Stand

Drivetrain

Motor Stand
& Belts

Frame

Safety Shield

Electronics

All

Assembly Operation
Assemble the cart.
Assemble the driveshaft assembly,
minus the blades and blade roots.
Assemble the drivetrain assembly,
minus tensioning the belts.
Bond the blades into the blade roots.
Bond the blade roots into the three spools.
Screw turbine stand onto the top surface of the cart.
Fit the three belts over the three large pulleys.
Screw the motor stand onto the cart.
Tension the belts.
Screw safety shield onto the top surface of the cart.
Wire all electronic components together. Mount all
electronic components to the cart via standoffs.
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Date
2/15/22
4/12/22
4/14/22
4/19/22
4/21/22
4/26/22
4/26/22
4/26/22
4/28/22

5. Design Verification Plan
To verify that our design will meet all of our specifications (Appendix E), our team will perform several
tests and inspections in the Cal Poly Engines Lab. Each inspection or test and their respective required
equipment are detailed in the following sections, as well as in the Design Verification Plan (DVP) in
Appendix K. Testing dates and timelines can be found in the DVP and the Gantt Chart (Appendix L).
5.1. Tests
Our team will be performing 13 tests to prove that the design will meet the 12 testable specifications. The
12 specifications to be tested are shown in Table 5-1. Each test will be detailed in the following subsections.

Table 5-1: Specification to Test
Spec.
Number

Specification Name

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
14
15

Weight
Size
Independent Control
System Characteristics
Maximum RPM
Turbine Display
Zero Position
Data Collection Time
Emergency Stop
Remote Access
Latency

5.1.1. Test 1 – Cart Dimensions
Test 1 will prove that the design meets Specification 4; it will require the use of a measuring tape. To
confirm this specification is met, the width (narrowest side) and the height of the cart will be measured with
the measuring tape. The design meets Specification 4 if the cart’s width is less than 36 inches, and the
height is less than 60 inches. If the cart passes, it should be able to fit through most standard classroom
doors. It is acceptable to test the cart only, without any of the other assemblies, because none of the
components will protrude horizontally from the cart and the turbine assembly and shield are below
exceeding the maximum height if the cart is under 60 inches tall. This test was performed and completed
on February 22nd, as it only required the cart component.
5.1.2. Test 2 – Door Access
Test 2 will prove that the design meets Specification 4; it will not require the use of any extra equipment.
To confirm this specification is met, the cart will be rolled through the standard size door that provides
entry to the Engine’s Lab. The design meets Specification 4 if the cart can pass through the doorway without
making contact with the doorframe. This test was performed and completed on February 22nd, as it only
required the cart component.
5.1.3. Test 3 – Independent Shaft Rotation
Test 3 will prove that the design meets Specification 5; it will not require the use of any extra equipment.
To confirm this specification is met, the largest two driveshafts will be held stationary while the smallest
shaft is rotated. Then the process will be repeated twice more, spinning each shaft independently while the
other two are held stationary. The design meets Specification 5 if each shaft can spin freely when the other
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two shafts are stationary. This test will be performed and completed on April 26th, as it requires the cart,
turbine assembly, and drivetrain assembly.
5.1.4. Test 4 – Visibility
Test 4 will prove that the design meets Specification 8; it will require the use of a measuring tape. To
confirm this specification is met, one team member will stand five feet away from the cart assembly and as
far left as possible while still having a full view of the turbine. Another team member will stand five feet
away from the cart but as far right as possible while maintaining a full view. The tape measure will then be
used to measure the distance between the two team members. Knowing this distance and that the other two
sides of the triangle are five feet; geometry will be used to calculate the viewing angle. The design meets
Specification 8 if the viewing angle is at least 120 degrees. This test will be performed and completed on
April 26th, as it requires the cart, turbine assembly, and shield.
5.1.5. Test 5 – Assembly Weight
Test 5 will prove that the design meets Specification 3; it will require the use of a large scale. To confirm
this specification is met, the entire model assembly will be placed on a large scale and weighed. The design
meets Specification 3 if the total weight is less than 60 pounds. This test will be performed and completed
on April 28th, as it requires a complete physical assembly.
5.1.6. Test 6 – System Characteristic Test
Test 6 will prove that the design meets Specification 7; it will require the use of a voltmeter. To confirm
this specification is met, we will run each spool in an open loop control to identify the characteristics of our
system and develop a closed loop control model. To perform this test, we will configure the Clear Link
controller in an open loop proportional gain configuration. From there we will input various desired speeds
and positions that are fairly small, then record the data using our encoders to see what the motor’s actual
speeds and positions are based on the voltage sent to the motor during the test. We will take multiple data
points across a range of desired positions and speeds to create a graph of position or speed versus voltage.
This will allow us to use the slope of the graph to obtain the gain of the plant system. The plant system
displays how the voltage sent to the motor is being converted to speed or position. The slope of the graph
will give us a constant to multiply the gain by to obtain the physical system’s total gain and find the voltage
we should send the motor to achieve the speed or position we want. Finding the total gain is important when
we want to determine the gain constants in our proportional integral derivative (PID) controller, as we need
to account for how the physical system will convert voltage into motion. The uncertainties associated with
this test are the reading from our encoders, the reading from our voltmeter, and the uncertainty that
propagates into the slope of the data. This test will need to be performed on each shaft of the assembly as
each shaft has different physical characteristics to account for. The design meets Specification 7 if the
system has been successfully configured so that the gain will be limited so the voltage sent to the motor
will never induce a speed greater than 30 RPM, as measured by the encoders in the motors. This test will
be performed and completed on April 28th, as it requires the entire functional assembly.
5.1.7. Test 7 – Maximum Rotational Speed
Test 7 will prove that the design meets Specification 7; it will require the use of a timer. To confirm this
specification is met, the largest shaft will be turned up to its maximum speed. At maximum speed, a team
member will count how many revolutions it makes over 15 seconds. Multiplying the number of revolutions
by four will give the maximum speed in revolutions per minute. This process will be repeated for each of
the other two shafts. The design meets Specification 7 if the maximum speed for all three shafts is less than
30 RPM. This test will be performed and completed on April 28th, as it requires the entire functional
assembly.
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5.1.8. Test 8 – Shaft Datum Return
Test 8 will prove that the design meets Specification 9; it will require the use of a laptop. To confirm this
specification is met, the user interface will be pulled up on the laptop and enabled. Next, the smallest shaft
will be rotated so it is no longer at its datum point. Then, a team member will press the button on the user
interface that is supposed to bring the shaft back to its zero position. This process will be repeated for all
three shafts. The design meets Specification 9 if all three shafts return to the zero position when the
corresponding “zero” button is pressed. This test will be performed and completed on April 28th, as it
requires the entire functional assembly.
5.1.9. Test 9 – Emergency Stop Confirmation
Test 9 will prove that the design meets Specification 12; it will require the use of an ammeter and a laptop.
To confirm this specification is met, the user interface will be pulled up on the laptop and enabled. Next,
all three motors will be commanded on, and the emergency stop button will be pressed. A team member
will then use the ammeter to determine the current in the wires immediately following the emergency stop
button. The design meets Specification 12 if the current recorded is zero Amperes. This test will be
performed and completed on April 28th, as it requires the entire functional assembly.
5.1.10. Test 10 – Setup Time for Lab Use
Test 10 will prove that the design meets Specification 6; it will require the use of a stopwatch, a laptop, and
a professor without detailed knowledge of the project willing to spend a half-hour or less to test the model.
To confirm this specification is met, the professor will be given a laptop and the complete model assembly.
Next, they will be instructed to figure out how to make each of the three-shaft spins. Once they start, a
stopwatch will be started. The stopwatch will be stopped when the professor accomplishes the task. The
design meets Specification 6 if the recorded stopwatch time is less than five minutes. This test will be
performed and completed on May 3rd, as it requires the entire functional assembly and an external tester.
5.1.11. Test 11 – Data Recording Capability
Test 11 will prove that the design meets Specification 10; it will require the use of a stopwatch and a laptop.
To confirm this specification is met, the user interface will be pulled up on the laptop and enabled. Next,
the button to record data will be pressed at the same time a stopwatch is started. When the user interface
stops collecting data, the stopwatch will be stopped. The design meets Specification 10 if the recorded
stopwatch time is at least five minutes. This test will be performed and completed on May 12th, as it requires
the entire functional assembly and complete data collection code.
5.1.12. Test 12 – Remote Control Confirmation
Test 12 will prove that the design meets Specification 14; it will require the use of a laptop. To confirm this
specification is met, the user interface will be pulled up on the laptop without a hardwire connection and
enabled. Next, the motors will be commanded on through the remote interface. The design meets
Specification 14 if the shafts begin to rotate when enabled remotely. This test will be performed and
completed on May 12th, as it requires the entire functional assembly and completes remote access code.
5.1.13. Test 13 – Remote Control Lag Time (Latency)
Test 13 will prove that the design meets Specification 15; it will require the use of a laptop. To confirm this
specification is met, the user interface will be pulled up on the laptop without a hardwire connection and
enabled. Next, the motors will be commanded on through the remote interface at the same time a stopwatch
is turned on. The stopwatch will be turned off as soon as the shafts begin to obey the command and spin.
The design meets Specification 15 if the recorded time from the stopwatch is less than five minutes. This
test will be performed and completed on May 12th, as it requires the entire functional assembly, complete
data collection code, and complete remote access code.
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5.2. Inspections
Throughout the design and build process, we will also be performing four inspections to ensure the design
meets the four non-testable specifications. The four specifications to be inspected are found in Table 5-2.
Each inspection will be detailed in the following subsections. None of the inspections require the use of
any equipment.

Table 5-2: Specification to be Inspected
Spec.
Number

Specification Name

1
2
11
13

Concentric Shafts
Production Cost
Shielding of Hazard Points
Rolling Capability

5.2.1. Inspection 1 – Rolling Capability Check
Inspection 1 will prove that the design meets Specification 13. To confirm it is met, the cart component will
be inspected for functional wheels. The design meets this specification if it has four wheels that are capable
of rotating so the cart can roll. This inspection was performed and completed on February 22nd, as it only
required the cart component.
5.2.2. Inspection 2 – Shaft Concentricity Check
Inspection 2 will prove that the design meets Specification 1. To confirm it is met, the turbine assembly
will be inspected for rotating shaft number and orientation. The design meets this specification if there are
three shafts capable of rotation that inside one another. This inspection will be completed on April 26th, as
it requires the turbine assembly.
5.2.3. Inspection 3 – Exposed Hazard Point Check
Inspection 3 will prove that the design meets Specification 11. To confirm it is met, the entire physical
assembly will be thoroughly and carefully inspected for any hazard points, such as electronics, spinning
parts, and pinch points, which are not enclosed in protective equipment. The assembly will also be inspected
for any hazard points, shielded or not, that do not have an accompanying warning label. The design meets
this specification if there are no unshielded or unlabeled hazard points. This inspection will be performed
and completed on April 28th, as it requires the complete physical assembly.
5.2.4. Inspection 4 – Budget Check
Inspection 4 will prove that the design meets Specification 2. To confirm it is met, the team’s budget sheet
will be inspected for the sum of the expenses. The design meets this specification if the sum of the expenses
does not exceed $1,500. This inspection will be performed and completed on May 12th, as it requires the
entire functional assembly to ensure that there will not be any additional last-minute purchases not included
in the inspection.
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6. Conclusion
This Critical Design Review illustrates our complete mechanical triple spool drive shaft model design,
manufacturing plan, and testing plan, as well as the justification for each of our design choices. The refined
design, materials, and manufacturing methods we have chosen were down selected based on Failures Modes
and Effects Analysis, hazard identification, and consideration for manufacturability, maintainability, and
project budget. Based on our manufacturing and design verification plans, we aim to have a final
verification mechanical prototype manufactured and assembled by April 28th and conduct continuous
testing on this prototype through May 12th. Our purpose is to frontload the final mechanical prototype so
we can spend the majority of Spring quarter focusing specifically on the user interface and integrating it
into the mechanical prototype by Final Design Review on May 26th. Our next steps are to obtain an
agreement from Dr. Lemieux to move forward with our purchasing, manufacturing, and testing plans and
begin the manufacture of our final verification mechanical prototype. We also hope to confirm an order for
our final sponsored components and a software license renewal and obtain the PLC to store with the rest of
our electronic components for use in the verification prototype.
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F22 TRIPLE SPOOL DRIVESHAFT CART AND INTERFACE
Indented Bill of Material (iBOM)
Assy Level

Part Number

Vendor's Part
Number

0
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

TSD
MEXX‐XXX
ME01‐XXX
ME01‐001
ME01‐002
ME01‐003
ME01‐004A
ME01‐004B
ME01‐004C
ME01‐005
ME01‐006A
ME01‐006B
ME01‐006C
ME01‐007A
ME01‐007B
ME01‐007C
ME01‐008
ME02‐XXX
ME02‐001
ME02‐002
ME02‐003
ME02‐004
ME02‐005
ME02‐006
ME02‐008
ME02‐009
ME02‐010
ME02‐011
ME02‐012
ME02‐013
ME02‐014

‐
‐
‐
OM‐9569
OM‐15228
OM‐24388
MMC# 5905K511
MMC# 5905K341
MMC# 5905K346
MMC# 92785A523
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
OM‐8106
MMC# 7936K32
MMC#47065T411
MMC# 6412K13
a17052400ux0508
MMC# 3764N113
MMC# 4575N25
‐‐
‐‐
MMC# 3682N1
MMC# 94639A452
MMC# 90128A945
MMC# 90044A121

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
0
1
1
0
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

ME02‐015
ME02‐016
ME02‐017
ME03‐XXX
ME03‐001
ME03‐002
ME03‐003
ME03‐004
FR
FR01
FR02
ESXX‐XXX
ES01‐XXX
ES01‐001
ES01‐002
ES01‐003
ES01‐004
ES01‐005
ES01‐008
ES02‐XXX
ES02‐001
ES02‐002
ES02‐003
ES02‐004
ES02‐005
ES02‐006
ES02‐007
ES02‐008

MMC# 90107A011
MMC# 96537A160
MMC# 91251A540
‐
MMC# 47065T101
‐
OM‐7861
MMC# 91251A540

Descriptive Part Name

Lvl0
Lvl1
Lvl2
Lvl3
Lvl4
Triple Spool Driveshaft Assy
Mechanical and Motion
Driveshaft Assembly
Spool 1 Shaft
Spool 2 Shaft
Spool 3 Shaft
Needle Roller Bearing
Needle Roller Bearing
Needle Roller Bearing
8‐32 Set Screw
Spool 1 Blades
Spool 2 Blades
Spool 3 Blades
Spool 1 Blade Holder (Disc Root)
Spool 2 Blade Holder (Disc Root)
Spool 3 Blade Holder (Disc Root)
Nose Cone
Drivetrain Assembly
Motor Mounting Plate
Motor Driveshafts
Aluminum T Extrusion
Screw Shaft Coupler
100 Tooth Large Pulleys
36 Tooth Timing Pulleys
Flange Mount Pillow Bearing
Tensioning Bearing Block
Tensioner Mounting Plate
GT2 Cut to Length Belting
Nylon Standoffs
Fasteners ‐ 10x32 0.75" Long
Fasteners ‐ 10x32 2.5" Long

Unit Cost

Pack of:

Qty
Needed

PKG
Needed

Part Cost

$34.65
$44.34
$9.96
$8.99
$12.81
$8.48
$8.77
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

1
1
1
1
1
1
50
‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

1
1
1
2
2
2
12
18
18
18
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

$34.65
$44.34
$9.96
$17.98
$25.62
$16.96
$8.77
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

$34.88
$22.40
$22.87
$12.62
$16.00
$16.47
$14.90
‐
‐‐
$12.68
$14.10
$7.85
$17.81

2
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
50
50
25

2
3
4
3
3
3
6
3
1
1
12
3
12

1
1
1
3
3
3
6
3
1
1
1
1
1

$34.88
$22.40
$22.87
$37.86
$48.00
$49.41
$89.40
‐
‐
$12.68
$14.10
$7.85
$17.81

Fasteners ‐ 10x32 Washer
$5.11
Fasteners ‐ 10x32 SS Nut
$8.29
1/4 ‐ 20 Metal Screws
$10.29
Driveshaft Stand Assembly
Aluminum T Extrusion
‐
Stand Plate
‐
Stator Tube
$29.51
1/4 ‐ 20 Metal Screws
‐
Frame and Chassis
WBB2298010
Cart
$739.11
KB3018
Safety Shielding
$120.00
Electronic Systems
Electronic Control System
ES01‐001ES01‐001
AB CompactLogix 5380
$5,000.00
PWR‐IO‐24VDC
24V Power Supply
$39.00
CLNK‐4‐13
Clear Link Ethernet/IP Controller
$249.00
EAN0721248989765
22 gauge wiring
$14.94
F130000558659955
Emergency Stop Button
$7.79
SW12G68008F10C2
12 gauge wiring
$12.48
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
High Voltage Motor System
Teknik Clear Path Motors
$257.00
CPM‐SDSK‐2310D‐RL
IPC‐5IPC‐5IPC‐5
75V Power Supply
$257.00
CPM‐CABLE‐CTRL‐M
Motor controller wire
$23.00
395105003
Molex Triple Pin Connector
$8.48
CPM‐CABLE‐PWR‐MS
Motor Power wire
$19.00
CABLE‐CAT5‐120
CAT5e Cable
$9.00
CPM‐CABLE‐USB‐120
USB AB
$9.00
5069‐RTB64‐SCREW
Terminal Block for PLC
$36.38
TOTAL PARTS

100
100
50

22
15
16

1
1
1

$5.11
$8.29
$10.29

‐
‐
1
‐

4
2
1
8

‐
‐
1
‐

‐
‐
$29.51
‐

1
1

1
1

1
1

$739.11
$133.00

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
10
1
1
1
1

3
2
3
1
3
2
1
1

3
2
3
1
3
2
1
1

232

$5,000.00
$39.00
$249.00
$14.94
$7.79
$12.48
$771.00
$514.00
$69.00
$8.48
$57.00
$18.00
$9.00
$36.38
$8,287.19

Source

Type

‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Online Metals
Online Metals
Online Metals
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
Stock
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Online Metals
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Amazon
McMaster
McMaster
Stock
Stock
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster

‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Modified
Modified
Modified
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Custom Fab
Modified
Modified
OTS
OTS
Modified
OTS
Custom Fab
Custom Fab
Modified
OTS
OTS
OTS

McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
‐‐‐‐‐‐
McMaster
Online Metals
Online Metals
McMaster
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Other
Amazon
‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Royal Industrial
Teknic
Teknic
Other
Other
Other
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Other
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Other

OTS
OTS
OTS
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Modified
Custom Fab
Modified
OTS
‐‐‐‐‐‐
Modified
OTS
‐‐‐‐‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
‐‐‐‐‐‐
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS
OTS

DWG?

Spec. Sht.

URL

More Info

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

https://www. 2" OD x 0.25" Wall Aluminum Tubing, 9" Long Custom Cut
https://www. 1.375" OD x 0.25" Wall Aluminum Tube, 12" Long
https://www. 0.75" OD x 0.125" Wall Aluminum Tube, 15" Long Custom Cut
https://www.
https://www.
https://www.
https://www.
‐
FDM 3D Print
‐
FDM 3D Print
‐
FDM 3D Print
‐
3D Resin Printed
‐
3D Resin Printed
‐
3D Resin Printed
‐
FDM 3D Print

X
X
X
X
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
X

X

‐

X
X
‐
X

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
X
X

‐
‐
‐

https://www. .125" Thick x 12" x 36"
https://www. 3 Ft long rod, cut to length to make 3 driveshafts
https://www. 1" T Slot, 3 ft length
https://www.mcmaster.com/6412K13/
https://www. uxCell 100 Tooth Aluminum Pulley
https://www. 36T GT2 timing Pulley to Drive Belts (Mounted on Input shafts)
https://www. Low‐Profile Mounted Sealed Steel Ball Bearing (Pillow)
‐‐
Clevis Tension Bearing Mount, 3D Printed
‐‐
https://www. For 1000 mm Length
https://www. Pack of 50
https://www. Pack of 50
https://www. Pack of 25
https://www. Pack of 100 Washers for General use with 10‐32 Screws
https://www. Pack of 100
https://www. Pack of 50

X
X
X
X

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
See Aluminum Extrusion Above, enough stock for both
‐
See ME02‐001. This stock is enough for both
https://www. 2.75" OD x 0.25" Wall Aluminum Tube, 6.5" Long Custom Cut
‐
See 1/4 ‐ 20 Above which includes enough for these

X
‐

X
X

https://www. Purchased from Global Industiral
https://www. Purchased from Amazon

‐
X
X
‐
‐
‐

X
‐
X
‐
‐
‐

https://www.
https://teknic
https://teknic
https://www.
https://www.
https://www.

X
X
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

X
X
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

https://teknic
https://teknic
https://teknic
https://www.
https://teknic
https://teknic
https://teknic
ww.stateelectri

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft
Assembly Overview

1

2

ITEM NO.
1
2
3

PART NUMBER
ME - Mechanical
and Motion
Systems
FR - Frame and
Chassis
ES - Electronic
Systems

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

Mechanical Components and
Drivetrain

1

Cart, Safety Shielding, and
Supports

1

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22

ME 429 - Winter 2022

Dwg.#: TSD01

3

1

Assembly: TSD

TRIPLE SPOOL DRIVESHAFT ASSEMBLY Drwn. By: Marco Salguero

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:4

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

10

15

SECTION A-A
SCALE 1 : 2

13

2

8

9

4

7

12
17

11

1

5
3
16

ITEM NO. PART NUMBER
1
Spool 1 Shaft
2
Spool 3 Shaft
3
5905K511
4
Spool 2 shaft
5
Disk Root
6
Blade
7
Disk Root
8
Blade
9
Disk Root
10
Blade
11
Nosecone
12
5905K341
13
5905K346
14
92695A150
15
3764N123
16
3764N123
17
3764N123

DESCRIPTION

Needle-Roller Bearing

Needle-Roller Bearing
Needle-Roller Bearing
Alloy Steel Cone-Point Set Screws
High-Strength Gt Timing Belt Pulley
High-Strength Gt Timing Belt Pulley
High-Strength Gt Timing Belt Pulley

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22

ME 429 - Winter 2022

Assembly: ME01

Dwg.#:ME01-OVR Version 1

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

QTY.
1
1
2
1
1
14
1
18
1
18
1
2
2
7
1
1
1

6

DRIVESHAFT ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

Drwn. By: Marco Salguero

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

Scale: 1:4

NOTES
•
X.XX 0.01
•
X.XXX 0.005
•
STK: ALUMINUM 0.50''
TUBE CUT TO LENGTH

.50 THRU

15.00
A
4 X .03 X 45°
A

.75

SECTION A-A

SCALE 1 : 1
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Dwg.#:ME01-001

Assembly: ME01

001 - SPOOL 1 SHAFT

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/17/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:1

SECTION F-F
SCALE 1 : 1

4 X .03 X 45°

12.00
2 X #8-32 Tapped Hole

.75

.38
1.00

F

F

.88 THRU

1.38

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22

ME 429 - Winter 2022

NOTE
•
X.XX 0.01''
•
X.XXX 0.005''
•
STK: ALUMINUM TUBE 1.375''
CUT TO LENGTH
•
BORE 1.00'' HOLE
•
TAP 8-32 HOLES

Dwg.#:ME01-002

Assembly: ME01

002 - SPOOL 2 SHAFT

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/17/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:1

2.00
C

C

1.50 THRU

NOTES
•
X.XX 0.01
•
X.XXX 0.005
•
STK: ALUMINUM 2.00'' TUBE, BORE
OUT 1.625'' HOLES
•
TAP 8-32 HOLES FOR GRUB
SCREWS

2 X #8-32 Tapped Hole
.75

.38

1.625
4 X .025 X 45°

9.00
SECTION C-C
SCALE 1 : 1
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Dwg.#:ME01-003

Assembly: ME01

003 - SPOOL 3 SHAFT

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/17/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:1

ME01-004A

2 3/8"

+0"
1/2" - 0.01

+0"
2" - 0.0005

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

5905K346
Needle-Roller
Bearing

ME01-004B

1 5/8"

+0"
3/4" - 0.01

+0"
1 3/8" - 0.0005

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

5905K341
Needle-Roller
Bearing

ME01-004C

1"

+0.01
3/4" - 0"

3/4"
PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

5905K511
Needle-Roller
Bearing

ME01-005

3/16"

0.164"

118°

5/64"
Hex

#8-32 Thread

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

92695A150

Alloy Steel ConePoint Set Screws

NOTES:
•
TO BE FDM 3D PRINTED
•
ORIENTED WITH DATUM
B ON BUILDPLATE
•
COLOR AND FILAMENT
MATERIAL IRRELEVANT
AND BASED ON
AVAILABILITY
•
SAME ORIENTATION FOR
ALL BLADE SIZES

B
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Dwg.#:ME01-006

Assembly: ME01

006A,B,C - SPOOL 1-3 BLADES

Drwn. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: WYATT CONNER

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 2:1

NOTES:
•
ALSO KNOWN AS "DISC ROOT"
•
TO BE SLA 3D PRINTED IN RESIN
•
COLOR AND RESIN MATERIAL
IRRELEVANT AND BASED ON
AVAILABILITY
•
SAME ORIENTATION FOR ALL DISC
ROOT SIZES
•
VIEWS FOR VISUAL REFERENCE ONLY
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Dwg.#:ME01-007

Assembly: ME01

007 - SPOOL 1-3 BLADE HOLDER

Drwn. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: WYATT CONNER

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 2:1

NOTES:
•
TO BE FDM 3D PRINTED
•
ORIENTED WITH DATUM
A ON BUILDPLATE
•
COLOR AND FILAMENT
MATERIAL IRRELEVANT
AND BASED ON
AVAILABILITY

A
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Assembly: ME01

008 - NOSE CONE

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022
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Drwn. By: MICHAEL MEGNA
Scale: 1:1

Chkd. By: WYATT CONNER

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1

ME02-001

Motor Mounting Plate

2

2

ME02-003

T-Slotted Framing

4

3

7208K51

4

6412K13

Low-Profile Mounted
Sealed Steel Ball
Bearing
Set Screw Shaft
Coupling

5

7936K321

Chrome-Plated LowCarbon Steel Rod

3

Off-White Nylon
Unthreaded Spacer

12

94639A452

7

CPM-_ _ _ _ -231_
_-LS.step

8

95615A120

Medium-Strength Steel
Nylon-Insert Locknut

12

9

91251A537

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

12

10

ME02-010

Tensioner Plate

1

11

3764N113

High-Strength Gt Timing
Belt Pulley

3

12

ME02-009

Tensioner Block

3

13

10MHL20B5N

Timing Pulley

3

3

ME 429 - Winter 2022

Assembly: ME02

Dwg.#:ME02-OVR Version 1
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10

3

6

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22

13

6

5
11

6

12

9

3

2

1
8

4

DRIVETRAIN ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

Drwn. By: Marco Salguero

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

Scale: 1:4

NOTES:
X.XX 0.01
•
•
X.XXX 0.005
•
STK: 0.25'' ALUMINUM
STOCK
•
DIMENSIONS ARE
MIRRORED ACROSS
CENTER LINES
2.32
4X

1.875
.50

1.375

.25 THRU

.13

B

.50
3X

.41 THRU
2.57

18 X

.25 THRU
.93
7.00
.93

B
3.25

3.25

4 X .125 X 45°

SECTION B-B
SCALE 1 : 2

13.00
Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22
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Dwg.#:ME02-001

Assembly: ME02

001 - MOTOR MOUNTING PLATE

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:2

NOTES:
•
X.XX 0.01
X.XXX 0.005
•
•
STK: 0.375'' CARBON
STEEL ROD
•
ORDER AND CUT TO
LENGTH

.375
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Dwg.#:ME02-002

7.50

Assembly: ME02

002 - MOTOR DRIVESHAFTS

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 4:1

NOTES:
•
X.XX 0.01
•
X.XXX 0.005
•
STK: T-SLOTTED
ALUMINUM
•
ORDER AND CUT TO
LENGTH

1.00

.21 THRU

2.88
1.00
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Dwg.#:ME02-003

Assembly: ME02

003 - ALUMINUM T EXTRUSION

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 2:1

ME02-004

1/4"-20 x 3/16"
Set Screw

3/4"

1"

3/8"

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

6412K13

Set Screw Shaft
Coupling

ME02-005,6

76.4 mm
Pitch Diameter

19.05 mm

75.9 mm

120 Teeth
2 mm Pitch
#8-32 Set Screw

For 3/8"
Shaft Diameter

9.65 mm
For 6 mm Max.
Belt Width

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

3764N123

High-Strength Gt
Timing Belt Pulley

ME02-008

2 1/2"

11/16"

1 7/8"

1 1/8"

11/32"

5/16"

8-32
Set Screw
+0.005
0.375" -0.000

1/32"

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

7208K51

Low-Profile Mounted Sealed
Steel Ball Bearing

.75

.159 THRU

.375

NOTES:
•
X.XX 0.01''
•
X.XXX 0.005''
•
3D PRINTED
COMPONENT

R.125

.43

1.69
R.44
.66

.130

.20 THRU

R.125
.875

R.075

.37

.19
1.25
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Dwg.#:ME02-009

.59
.85

Assembly: ME02

009 - TENSIONING BEARING BLOCK

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/19/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 2:1

NOTES:
•
X.XX 0.01''
•
X.XXX 0.005''
•
STK: 1/8'' ALUMINUM PLATE

1.625
1.625

.125

.125
R.10

.75
R.50

7.00
5.425

4.75

2.00

5.00
6.00
Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22
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Dwg.#:ME02-010

Assembly: ME02

010 - TENSIONER MOUNTING PLATE

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:2

ME02-011

3000mm

6mm

2mm
Pitch

PART
NUMBER

Belt Trade Number: LL2MR06

http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2022 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

3682N14

High-Strength HTD
Cut-to-Length Belt

ME02-012

+0.015
3/8" -0.015

+0.03
1 1/2" -0.03

+0.005
0.194" -0.005

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

94639A452

Off-White Nylon
Unthreaded Spacer

ME02-013

0.312"

0.19"

3/4"

0.19"

5/32"
Hex

#10-32 Thread

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

90128A945

Zinc-Plated Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

ME02-014

0.313in

0.19in

2.5in

0.19in

0.156in

10-32

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

90044A121

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

ME02-015

For #10
Screw Size

0.438"
0.203"

Washer may vary from
0.024" to 0.038" in thickness.

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

90107A011
316 Stainless
Steel Washer

ME02-016

#10-32 Thread

3/8"

1/8"

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

96537A160
18-8 Stainless
Steel Hex Nut

ME02-017

0.375in

0.25in

0.75in

0.25in

1/4"-20

0.1875in

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

91251A540

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

3
ITEM
NO.

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION QTY.

1

ME03-003

STATOR TUBE

1

2

ME03-002

STAND FACE
PLATE

2

3

47065T411_T-Slotted
Framing

T-Slotted
Framing

4

5

92695A150

Alloy Steel
Cone-Point
Set Screws

2

5

1

2

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22
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Assembly:ME03

Dwg.#:ME03-OVR Version 1

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

DRIVESHAFT STAND ASSEMBLY

Drwn. By: MARCO SALGUERO

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: WYATT CONNER

Scale: 1:4

NOTES:
•
X.XX 0.01''
•
X.XXX 0.005''
•
STK: T-SLOTTED ALUMINUM CUT TO LENGTH
•
MMC #47065T101

.205 THRU

2.88

1.00

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22
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Dwg.#:ME03-001

Assembly: ME03

001 - ALUMINUM T EXTRUSION

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER

Version 1

Date: 2/17/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:1

NOTES:
•
X.XX 0.01''
•
STK: 0.25'' ALUMINUM PLATE
•
DIMENSIONS MIRRORED ACROSS THE CENTER LINES
•
ONLINE METALS: #7861

5.00
2.50

4X

.25 THRU

.13

2.75 THRU

8.00
6.00

.55
.55
Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Team F22
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Dwg.#:ME03-002

4X .25 X 45°
Assembly: ME03

002 - STAND PLATE

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNER
Scale: 1:2

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

NOTES:
X.XX 0.01
•
•
X.XXX 0.005
•
STK: 0.275'' ALUMINUM TUBE
•
BORE 2.38'' HOLE FOR BEARING

2.75

.75

A

2.38

A

2.25

5.25

4 x .025 X 45°

SECTION A-A
SCALE 1 : 1
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Dwg.#:ME03-003

Assembly: ME03

003 - STATOR TUBE

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Drwn. By: WYATT CONNOR
Scale: 1:1

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

ME03-004

0.375in

0.25in

0.75in

0.25in

1/4"-20

0.1875in

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

91251A540

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

FRAME AND CHASSIS
ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

2

1

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

1

FR01 - Cart

DESCRIPTION
Global Industrial Chromebook
Charging Cart

2

FR02 - Safety Shielding

VEVOR CNC Safety Enclosure
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Dwg.#: FR-OVR

QTY.

1

1

Assembly: FR

FRAME AND CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

Drwn. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

Version 1

Date: 2/1/2022

Chkd. By: MICHAEL MEGNA

SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.

Scale: 1:15

NOTES:
•
MOCKUP OF OFF THE SELF
COMPONENT
•
CHROMEBOOK CART
•
VENDOR: GLOBAL INDUSTRIAL
•
TOP HOLE CUT WITH JIGSAW
•
MOUNTING HOLES DRILLED AND
TAPPED FOR SHIELD MOUNTING
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CompactLogix 5380 and Compact GuardLogix 5380 Systems and Controllers

Compact GuardLogix 5380 controllers can communicate with safety devices on
a DeviceNet® network via a 1788-EN2DN linking device, as shown in Figure 5
Figure 5 - Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controller Connected to Devices on a DeviceNet Network
Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 2 or SIL 3 Controller
Compact 5000 I/O Safety, Analog, and Digital Modules

1788 EtherNet-to-DeviceNet
Linking Device

DeviceNet Network

1791DS CompactBlock™
Guard I/O™ Module
1732DS ArmorBlock
Guard I/O Module

Design the System
Applies to these controllers:
CompactLogix 5380
Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 2
Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 3

1791DS CompactBlock Guard
I/O Module

1732DS ArmorBlock
Guard I/O Module

When you design a system, you must decide what system components your
application needs. Table describes components that are commonly used in
CompactLogix 5380 and Compact GuardLogix 5380 control systems.

System Components
Component
DIN rail

Required
Yes

Removable terminal blocks
(RTBs)

Purpose
Mounting system
The end cap covers the exposed interconnections on
the last module in the system.
If you do not install the end cap before powering the
system, equipment damage or injury from electric
shock can result.
IMPORTANT: You install the end cap after the last
module is installed on the DIN rail. This design helps to
prevent the end cap from going beyond the locked
position.
If you push the end cap beyond the locked position or
insert it from the backwards direction, you can damage
the MOD power bus and SA power bus connector.
Connect these power types to the controller:
MOD power
SA power

External power supply(1)

Provides Module (MOD) Power to the system

Yes

Provides Sensor/Actuator (SA) Power to the system

Yes - Only if the system
requires SA power.
If the system does not
require SA power, the
external power supply is not
needed.

End cap (5069-ECR)
IMPORTANT: The end cap
ships with the controller.

External power supply(1)

Yes

For More Information

CompactLogix 5380 Controllers Installation
Instructions, publication 5069-IN013
Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 2 Controllers
Installation Instructions, publication 5069-IN014
Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 3 Controllers
Installation Instructions, publication 5069-IN023

Yes

Rockwell Automation Publication 5069-UM001H-EN-P - October 2021

Power the System on page 24
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System Components (Continued)
Component

Purpose

Required

Studio 5000 Logix Designer
application

Configure the project that is used to define controller
activity during system operation

Yes

Linx-based communication
software

Used as follows:
Assign the controller an IP address
Maintain communication over the EtherNet/IP network

Yes

ControlFLASH software

Update controller firmware

Yes

For More Information
Minimum Requirements on page 13
Create a Logix Designer Application Project
on page 67
For compatible Linx-based communication
software and, see the
Product Compatibility and Download Center (PCDC).
Connect to the Controller on page 49
For compatible ControlFLASH software, see the
Product Compatibility and Download Center (PCDC).
Update Controller Firmware on page 55

Ethernet port A2

Complete tasks that only require a temporary
connection to the controller, for example, when you
download a project or update firmware
Connects to these network types:
Enterprise-level network
Device-level network
Connect to device-level networks

Secure Digital (SD) card
IMPORTANT: The 1784-SD2
card ships with
the controller.

Store data, such as the controller project and
diagnostics that are required by technical support to
obtain information if non-recoverable controller faults
occur.

Ethernet cables

Used as follows:
Access the controller from the workstation over an
EtherNet/IP network to set IP address, update firmware,
download, and upload projects
Connect controller to an EtherNet/IP network and
perform tasks that are required for normal operations

Yes.

Connect an Ethernet Cable on page 50

USB Cable

Access the controller directly from the workstation to
set IP address, update firmware, download, and upload
projects.
The USB port is intended for temporary local
programming purposes only and not intended for
permanent connection.

Yes - Only if you perform
tasks that are listed in the
previous column via the USB
port.
You can also perform the
tasks via the controller
Ethernet ports.

Connect a USB Cable on page 51

Yes for Compact GuardLogix
5380 controllers.

Safety I/O Devices on page 175

Yes

Standard I/O Modules on page 155
Safety I/O Devices on page 175

Yes.

Standard I/O Modules on page 155
Safety I/O Devices on page 175
Develop Motion Applications on page 247

USB programming port
Ethernet port A1

Connected to safety input and output devices, for
example, Compact 5000 I/O safety modules or
Guardmaster® Multifunctional Access Box.
IMPORTANT: CompactLogix 5380 controllers cannot
use safety devices.
Used as follows:
Local standard I/O modules that are installed in the
CompactLogix 5380 system
Remote standard I/O modules that are accessible via
Compact 5000 I/O modules the EtherNet/IP network
Local safety I/O modules that are installed in the
CompactLogix 5380 system
Remote safety I/O modules that are accessible via the
EtherNet/IP network
Dependent upon device type. Examples include:
Remote standard I/O modules
Devices that are installed on Remote safety I/O modules
an EtherNet/IP network
Ethernet switches
Motion control devices, such as drives
HMI devices
Integrated Safety I/O
devices on an EtherNet/IP
network

—
—

Use EtherNet/IP Modes , on page 125

—
We recommend that you
leave the SD card installed, so
if a fault occurs, diagnostic
Use the Secure Digital Card on page 97
data is automatically written
to the card.

(1) We strongly recommend that you use separate external power supplies for MOD power and SA power, respectively.
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Connect a USB Cable on page 51
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Controller Features

CompactLogix 5380 and Compact GuardLogix 5380 Systems and Controllers

CompactLogix 5380 and Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controller Features lists
features available on the controllers. The features are described in detail in the
rest of this manual.

CompactLogix 5380 and Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controller Features
Feature

User memory

CompactLogix 5380 Controllers
5069-L306ER, 5069-L306ERM
5069-L310ER, 5069-L310ER-NSE,
5069-L310ERM, 5069-L310ERMK
5069-L320ER, 5069-L320ERM,
5069-L320ERP
5069-L330ER, 5069-L330ERM

3 MB

Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controllers
5069-L306ERS2, 5069-L306ERMS2, 5069-L306ERMS3
5069-L310ERS2, 5069-L310ERS2K, 5069-L310ERMS2, 5069-L310ERMS2K,
5069-L310ERMS3, 5069-L310ERMS3K
5069-L320ERS2, 5069-L320ERS2K, 5069-L320ERMS2, 5069-L320ERMS2K,
5069-L320ERMS3, 5069-L320ERMS3K
5069-L330ERS2, 5069-L330ERS2K, 5069-L330ERMS2, 5069-L330ERMS2K,
5069-L330ERMS3, 5069-L330ERMS3K

5069-L340ER, 5069-L340ERM,
5069-L340ERP

4 MB

5069-L340ERS2, 5069-L340ERMS2, 5069-L340ERMS3

4 MB

5069-L350ERM

5 MB

5 MB

5069-L380ERM
5069-L3100ERM
—
—

8 MB
10 MB

5069-L350ERS2, 5069-L350ERS2K, 5069-L350ERMS2, 5069-L350ERMS2K,
5069-L350ERMS3, 5069-L350ERMS3K
5069-L380ERS2, 5069-L380ERMS2, 5069-L380ERMS3
5069-L3100ERS2, 5069-L3100ERMS2, 5069-L3100ERMS3
5069-L306ERS2, 5069-L306ERMS2, 5069-L306ERMS3
5069-L310ER, 5069-L310ER-NSE, 5069-L310ERM, 5069-L310ERMK
5069-L320ERS2, 5069-L320ERS2K, 5069-L320ERMS2, 5069-L320ERMS2K,
5069-L320ERMS3, 5069-L320ERMS3K
5069-L330ERS2, 5069-L330ERS2K, 5069-L330ERMS2, 5069-L330ERMS2K,
5069-L330ERMS3, 5069-L330ERMS3K
5069-L340ERS2, 5069-L340ERMS2, 5069-L340ERMS3
5069-L350ERS2, 5069-L350ERS2K, 5069-L350ERMS2, 5069-L350ERMS2K,
5069-L350ERMS3, 5069-L350ERMS3K
5069-L380ERS2, 5069-L380ERMS2, 5069-L380ERMS3
5069-L3100ERS2, 5069-L3100ERMS2, 5069-L3100ERMS3
32 tasks
31 standard tasks
1 safety task
1000 programs/task
Event tasks; all event triggers

0.6 MB
1 MB
2 MB

—
Safety memory

—
—
—
—
—

Controller tasks

Communication ports
EtherNet/IP network
topologies supported

32 tasks
1000 programs/task
Event tasks; all event triggers

0.6 MB
1 MB
2 MB
3 MB

8 MB
10 MB
0.3 MB
0.5 MB
1 MB
1.5 MB
2 MB
2.5 MB
4 MB
5 MB

1 - USB port, 2.0 full-speed, Type B
2 - Embedded Ethernet ports, 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps
Device Level Ring (DLR)
Star
Linear
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CompactLogix 5380 and Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controller Features (Continued)
Feature
EtherNet/IP modes

EtherNet/IP nodes
supported, max(1)

CompactLogix 5380 Controllers
Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controllers
Linear/DLR mode
Dual-IP mode - Available with the Logix Designer application, version 29.00.00 or later.
5069-L306ER, 5069-L306ERM
16 nodes
5069-L306ERS2, 5069-L306ERMS2, 5069-L306ERMS3
5069-L310ER, 5069-L310ER-NSE,
5069-L310ERS2, 5069-L310ERS2K, 5069-L310ERMS2,
24 nodes
5069-L310ERM, 5069-L310ERMK
5069-L310ERMS2K, 5069-L310ERMS3, 5069-L310ERMS3K
5069-L320ER, 5069-L320ERM,
5069-L320ERS2, 5069-L320ERS2K, 5069-L320ERMS2, 5069-L320ERMS2K
40 nodes
5069-L320ERP
5069-L320ERMS3, 5069-L320ERMS3K
5069-L330ERS2, 5069-L330ERS2K, 5069-L330ERMS2, 5069-L330ERMS2K,
5069-L330ER, 5069-L330ERM
60 nodes
5069-L330ERMS3, 5069-L330ERMS3K
5069-L340ER, 5069-L340ERM,
90 nodes
5069-L340ERS2, 5069-L340ERMS2, 5069-L340ERMS3
5069-L340ERP
5069-L350ERS2K, 5069-L350ERMS2, 5069-L350ERMS2K,
5069-L350ERM
120 nodes 5069-L350ERS2,
5069-L350ERMS3, 5069-L350ERMS3K
5069-L380ERM
150 nodes 5069-L380ERS2, 5069-L380ERMS2, 5069-L380ERMS3
5069-L3100ERM
180 nodes 5069-L3100ERS2, 5069-L3100ERMS2, 5069-L3100ERMS3
5069-L306ERM
2 axes
5069-L306ERMS2, 5069-L306ERMS3
5069-L310ERM, 5069-L310ERMK
4 axes
5069-L310ERMS2, 5069-L310ERMS2K, 5069-L310ERMS3, 5069-L310ERMS3K
5069-L320ERMS2,
5069-L320ERMS2K, 5069-L320ERMS3, 5069-L320ERMS3K
5069-L320ERM, 5069-L320ERP
8 axes

Integrated motion axes
supported
Only controllers with an 5069-L330ERM
‘M’ or ‘P’ in the catalog
5069-L340ERM, 5069-L340ERP
number support
motion.
5069-L350ERM
5069-L380ERM
5069-L3100ERM
5069-L306ER, 5069-L306ERM,
5069-L310ER, 5069-L310ER-NSE,
5069-L310ERM, 5069-L310ERMK
5069-L320ER, 5069-L320ERM,
5069-L320ERP
Local I/O modules, max

5069-L330ER(2), 5069-L330ERM(2),
5069-L340ER, 5069-L340ERM,
5069-L340ERP, 5069-L350ERM,
5069-L380ERM, 5069-L3100ERM

Programming
languages

•
•
•
•

Ladder Diagram (LD)
Structured Text (ST)
Function Block Diagram (FBD)
Sequential Function Chart (SFC)

Supported Controller
Features

•
•
•
•

Data access control
Firmware Supervisor
Secure Digital (SD) card
Standard Connections

16 nodes
24 nodes
40 nodes
60 nodes
90 nodes
120 nodes
150 nodes
180 nodes
2 axes
4 axes
8 axes

16 axes
20 axes
24 axes
28 axes
32 axes

5069-L330ERMS2, 5069-L330ERMS2K, 5069-L330ERMS3, 5069-L330ERMS3K
16 axes
5069-L340ERMS2, 5069-L340ERMS3
20 axes
5069-L350ERMS2, 5069-L350ERMS2K, 5069-L350ERMS3, 5069-L350ERMS3K
24 axes
5069-L380ERMS2, 5069-L380ERMS3
28 axes
5069-L3100ERMS2, 5069-L3100ERMS3
32 axes
5069-L306ERS2, 5069-L306ERMS2, 5069-L306ERMS3, 5069-L310ERS2,
8 modules 5069-L310ERS2K, 5069-L310ERMS2, 5069-L310ERMS2K, 5069-L310ERMS3,
8 modules
5069-L310ERMS3K
5069-L320ERS2K, 5069-L320ERMS2, 5069-L320ERMS2K,
16 modules 5069-L320ERS2,
16 modules
5069-L320ERMS3, 5069-L320ERMS3K
5069-L330ERS2, 5069-L330ERS2K, 5069-L330ERMS2, 5069-L330ERMS2K,
5069-L330ERMS3, 5069-L330ERMS3K, 5069-L340ERS2, 5069-L340ERMS2,
5069-L350ERS2, 5069-L350ERS2K,5069-L350ERMS2,
31 modules 5069-L340ERMS3,
31 modules
5069-L350ERMS2K, 5069-L350ERMS3, 5069-L350ERMS3K, 5069-L380ERS2,
5069-L380ERMS2, 5069-L380ERMS3, 5069-L3100ERS2, 5069-L3100ERMS2,
5069-L3100ERMS3
• For the safety task, Compact GuardLogix controllers support Ladder Diagram only.
• For standard tasks, Compact GuardLogix controllers support:
– Ladder Diagram (LD)
– Structured Text (ST)
– Function Block Diagram (FBD)
– Sequential Function Chart (SFC)
• Data access control
• Firmware Supervisor
• Secure Digital (SD) card
• Standard Connections
• Safety Connections

(1) A node is an EtherNet/IP device that you add directly to the I/O configuration, and counts toward the node limits of the controller. For more information on EtherNet/IP nodes, see page 113.
(2) When you use this controller with the Logix Designer application, version 29.00.00, the application limits the number of local I/O modules in the project to 16. For more information, see Knowledgebase
Article 5380 CompactLogix controllers limited to 16 local Compact 5000 I/O modules in V29 of Studio 5000.®
With the Logix Designer application, version 30.00.00 or later, the controller supports as many as 31 local I/O modules.

IMPORTANT
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When you use a CompactLogix 5380 or Compact GuardLogix 5380 controller, you do not need to configure a System
Overhead Time Slice value.
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Features Supported by Compact GuardLogix 5380 Controllers Via the
Safety Task
You can use the Compact GuardLogix 5380 controllers in safety applications
via the Safety task in the Logix Designer application.
In the Logix Designer application, the Safety task supports a subset of features
that are supported in the standard task as listed in this table.
Studio 5000 Logix Designer Application,
Version 31 or Later(1)
Safety Task
Standard Task

Feature
Add-On Instructions

X

X

Instruction-based alarms and events
Tag-based alarms

—
—

X
X

Controller logging

X

X

Event tasks(2)

—

X

Function Block Diagrams (FBD)

—

X

Integrated motion

X(3)

X

Drive Safety Instructions

X

—

Ladder Diagram (LD)

X

X

Language switching

X

X

License-based source protection
Import program components
Export program components

—
—
X

X
X
X

Sequential Function Chart (SFC) routines

—

X

Structured Text (ST)

—

X

(1) Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 2 controllers are compatible with Studio 5000 Logix Designer Application, version 31 or later.
Compact GuardLogix 5380 SIL 3 controllers are compatible with Studio 5000 Logix Designer Application, Version 32 or later
(2) While the safety task cannot be an Event task, standard Event tasks can be triggered with the use of the Event instruction in the
safety task.
(3) Limited to the use of Drive Safety Instructions with Kinetix 5700 ERS4 drives.

IMPORTANT

Safety Consideration
Compact GuardLogix 5380 controllers can produce standard tags as
unicast or multicast, but they can only produce safety tags as unicast.
The controllers can consume safety tags as either unicast or multicast.
When you configure a produced safety tag, you are only allowed to
configure unicast connection options. Logix Designer does not allow you
to configure multicast connection options.
When you configure a consumed tag, you must consider the capabilities
of the producer:
• If the producer in the I/O tree of this controller is a GuardLogix 5580 or
Compact GuardLogix 5380 controller, and you are consuming a safety
tag, you must configure the consumed tag to use unicast.
• If the producer in the I/O tree of this controller is a GuardLogix 5570 or
GuardLogix 5560 controller, or a Compact GuardLogix 5370 controller, the
safety consumed tag can be configured as either unicast or multicast.
A GuardLogix 5560 controller requires Studio 5000 Logix Designer
application version 19.00.00 or later for unicast produce/consume
safety tags.
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50
1.969

TEKNIC, INC.

USB Access

12.7
0.5

6.70
0.264

31.75
1.250

Note: Shaft key not included with motor
Key available through McMaster-Carr
Part Number: 96717A181
Description: Metric shaft key
Dimensions: 5mm x 5mm x 20mm

44.45
1.75

Recommended
clearance for USB
cable

For #6 or M3.5 thread-cutters
Use to mount optional
60mm x 60mm fan.

[L 2.54]
L .100

“L” Dimension
79.70 [3.138]
98.52 [3.879]
117.52 [4.627]
136.70 [5.382]

[20]
.787

Shaft Keyway Detail
[5]
.197

12.708
12.675
0.5003
0.4990

[5]
.197

5
0.197

[3]
.118

108.94 ±0.76
4.289 ±0.030

[31.75 0.020]
1.250 .008
5
0.197

20
0.787

2.03
0.080

98.43
3.875

90°

86.87 ±0.76
3.420 ±0.030

60.10 ±0.76
2.366 ±0.030

45°

0.220 5.60 THRU

0
73.03 -0.051
0.000
2.875 -0.002

ES01-001

50
1.969

3.18
.125

Model Number
CPM-_ _ _ _ -3411_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -3421_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -3432_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -3441_ - _ _

CLEARPATH MC/SD USER MANUAL REV. 3.16

163

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: CLEARPATH NEMA 34

TEL. (585) 784-7454

TEKNIC, INC.

Recommended
Clearance for
USB Access

10.82
.426

44.45
1.750
1.90±0.10
.075±.004

1/4” shaft svailable
231x and 232x
models only

Optional 1/4" Full Round Shaft

37.68
1.483

[L 2.54]
L .100

20.57
.810

9.533
9.500
.3753
.3740

12
.472

3
.118

3
.118

6.358
6.325
.2503
.2490

20.58±0.76
.810±.03

[3]
.118
[3]
.118

[1.80]
.071

“L” Dimension

84.81 [3.339]
84.81 [3.339]
103.83 [4.088]
122.83 [4.836]
141.83 [5.584]

Note: Shaft key not included with motor
Key available through McMaster-Carr
Part Number: 96717A086
Description: Metric shaft key
Dimensions: 3mm x 3mm x 10mm

[12]
.472

Shaft Keyway Detail

Model Number

CPM-_ _ _ _ -2310_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -2311_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -2321_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -2331_ - _ _
CPM-_ _ _ _ -2341_ - _ _

3.18
.125
For #6 or M3.5
thread-cutters.
Use to mount
optional 40mm x
40mm fan

4x

66.68
2.625

0
38.10-0.051
.000
1.500+.002
-

I/O Connector

32
1.260

59.10±0.76
2.327±.030

53.85
2.120
Power
Connector

5.20
.205 THRU

32
1.260

81.85±0.76
3.222±.03

4x

CLEARPATH MC/SD USER MANUAL REV. 3.16

164

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: CLEARPATH NEMA 23

TEL. (585) 784-7454
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ClearLink Hardware Manual / Rev. 1.05

ES01-003
Appendix B: Mechanical Reference
ClearLink Mounting and Clearance Dimensions
107.95
4.250

34.93
1.375

87.5
3.44

83.2
3.28

26.3
1.03

9.5
0.37

2X

5.08
0.200
Loose #10 Clearance
126.9
5.0

24.3 ±1
0.96 ±0.04
123.6
4.87
ClearLink Mounting Dimensions

ClearLink Mounting and Clearance Notes

T EKNIC , I NC .

x

Leave a minimum of 1.5" (38.1mm) clearance around all ClearLink
surfaces (except the mounting plate) for appropriate ventilation.

x

Provide appropriate clearance for top and side-mounted cables.
Note: some Ethernet and USB cables may require up to 2" clearance.

PHONE (585) 784-7454

34

ClearLink Hardware Manual / Rev. 1.05

CCIO-8 Mounting and Clearance Dimensions
76.20
3.000

COM IN

COM OUT

34.93
1.375

83.2
3.28

24.1
0.95
2X

5.08 THRU
0.200
Loose #10 Clearance

7.7
0.30

24
0.945
91.6
3.60

11.1
0.44
CCIO-8 Mounting Dimensions

CCIO-8 Mounting and Clearance Notes

T EKNIC , I NC .

x

Leave a minimum of 1.5" (38.1mm) clearance around all CCIO-8
surfaces (except the mounting plate) for appropriate ventilation.

x

Provide clearance for top and side-mounted cables. Note: some
Ethernet and USB cables may require up to 2" clearance.

PHONE (585) 784-7454

ES02-002
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IPC-3, IPC-5 USER MANUAL REV. 2.04

APPENDIX C: MECHANICAL REFERENCE
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS (IPC-3 AND IPC-5)
Units: mm [inches]
Tol. 2

Tol. 1

36.0
[1.417]

9.23
[.363]

Tol. 2

B
A

14.15 [.557]

A
60.5
[2.382]
Tol. 1

80.0
[3.15]
Tol. 1

A

A
B
Tol. 1

160.0
[6.3]

Mounting holes for optional
DIN rail adapter (see note*)

Dia. 2.50mm [.098”]
Qty. 3, M3 x 0.5 - 6H
Max. penetration into
case = 5.5mm [0.22”]

UP

Size “A” holes are provided
* Note:
for use with optional DIN rail
adapter bracket, Phoenix UTA-89
(not sold by Teknic.)

B

Dia. 3.45mm [.136”]
Qty.3, 8-32 UNC-2B
Max. penetration into
case = 6.35mm [0.25”]

B
Tol. 2

11.0 [.433]

Tol. 2

TEKNIC, INC.

39.7
[1.563]

36.7
[1.445]

Holes for direct mount

Tol.
Tol.11
Mechanical Tolerances
Tol. 1

+/- .203 mm
=
+/- .008 in.

Tol. 2

=

+/- .381 mm
+/- .015 in.

PHONE (585)784-7454
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MOUNTING

A

THIRD-PARTY FAN (IPC-5 ONLY)
The IPC-5 can be equipped with a standard 40 mm or 80 mm case fan, to
achieve up to 40% more continuous output power.
x

Case fans (also called muffin fans) can be found at online
electronics suppliers such as Digikey and Mouser.

x

Use non-conductive hardware to secure fan to case, such as plastic
or rubber screws, rubber fan “push pins” or similar by
manufacturers such as Nexus and Lamptron.

x

Select an “open corner” (open frame) fan for easier mounting.

x

Select a fan with a CFM rating of 15 or greater.

x

Install fan such that air is drawn air out of the case. Do not install
fan to blow air into the case.

x

Fans require an external power source, typically 12-24VDC.

TOP MOUNT FAN (40MM X 40MM)
UNITS = mm
13.46

32

40 mm case fan

16

32
4x Ø 4mm

Mounting hole pattern
for 40 mm top-mount fan
Top mounted IPC-5 case fan

TEKNIC, INC.

PHONE (585)784-7454
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SIDE MOUNT FAN (80MM X 80MM)
UNITS = mm
11.94

71.5

12.6

3x Ø 4mm
71.5

NOTE: DO NOT DRILL INTO CASE.
Use only the (3) mounting holes
indicated to attach fan to case.

Mounting hole pattern
for 80mm side-mount fan

80mm fan

No screw here

IPC-5 shown with optional
80 mm (side-mount) fan

Side mounted 80mm IPC-5 case fan

TEKNIC, INC.

PHONE (585)784-7454
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DIN RAIL ADAPTER (OPTIONAL, THIRD-PARTY)
The IPC-3 and IPC-5 casting comes with tapped holes specifically for use
with the DIN rail adapter shown below: Phoenix Contact PN: UTA-89,
(also listed as PN: 2853970). Note: This adapter is not sold by
Teknic.

Mounting Screws
M3 x 0.5 - 6H
Max. penetration
into case = 5.5mm

Tapped
holes
(3 places)

Description: Universal DIN rail
mount. Material: Die-cast zinc.
Dimensions: 89mm x 52mm.
Complete Information available
at www.phoenixcontact.com.

ANNii
wAs HeRe

Phoenix PN UTA-89
(also PN 2853970)
DIN Rail Adapter

Pull down to
release latch.

Tip: Connect a pull strap
here to make “blind”
removal from DIN rail easier. (SJFC)
Strap sold separately.

Clearance Note: If your DIN rail is screwed directly to a solid wall or cabinet, you
may need to install standoffs to provide clearance for mounting and removing the
unit. See illustration below.

Use only three
mounting screws
and standoffs.

No screw here!

Standoffs, unthreaded (qty. 3)
Metric: Length: 10mm. Inner diameter >3mm
English: Length: 3/8”. Inner diameter >3mm
Screws for use with standoffs (qty. 3)
Metric: M3 x 0.5, Class 6H, length: 16-18mm

TEKNIC, INC.

PHONE (585)784-7454
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APPENDIX D: MISCELLANEOUS TOPICS
HOW

TO

MODIFY AC LINE CORD FOR USE WITH 220VAC
Read this section if you plan to power your IPC-3 or IPC-5 using 220VAC
nominal power and you have a Teknic AC cable, part number IPC35CABLE110. This cable ships configured for use with single-phase 110 VAC.
MODIFY THIS CABLE ONLY IF YOU NEED TO USE 220 VAC
POWER.
DO NOT MODIFY THIS CABLE If you intend to use it with 110
VAC power.

off standard 110VAC
2 Cut
plug and replace with a

this jumper
1 Remove
if supply is to be
AC Line
(brown)

PE Ground
(green/yellow)

AC Line
(blue)

5

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

properly rated, 190250VAC grounded plug.

powered by 190-250
VAC mains power.

How to remove or cut jumper wire (for use with 190-250 VAC only)
NOTE: Disconnect cable from AC before attempting to modify.

Preferred Method

Alternative Method

Remove terminals with Molex extraction tool.

Cut wire and insulate with heatshrink or tape.
Note: Exposed leads are a shock hazard.

PULL WIRE AND
TERMINAL

OR
TERMINAL

5

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

HOUSING

SLOTS FOR
EXTRACTOR
TOOL

TEKNIC, INC.

EXTRACTOR TOOL
MOLEX PN: 11-03-0044

5

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

PHONE (585)784-7454
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INSTALLING AN AC LINE FILTER FOR CE EMISSIONS COMPLIANCE
This is an optional installation step. ClearPath conducted and radiated
emissions–even with no additional filtering–are unlikely to disturb other
equipment, therefore a line filter is not required for most installations.
However, for users seeking CE certification for their machine, Teknic
recommends the line filter shown below: EPCOS (TDK) part#
B84112G0000B110.

Recommended AC Line Filter
Mfg: EPCOS (TDK)
Part#: B84112G0000B110

AC Line Filter Installation
Directly connect the body of the EPCOS filter to a large, continuous metal RF ground
plane such as the machine chassis.
The filter (and all other system components) should be mounted to an area of exposed
bare metal to provide the best conductivity. Powder coated surfaces do not provide good
electrical connection.
Use electrically conductive mounting hardware.

EPCOS (TDK)
B84112G0000B110

PE
L1
L2

IPC 3/5
Power Supply
Minimize the distance between the filter and
the IPC-3/5. Keep the connections as short as
possible for best performance. If connections
must be greater than 12" long, consider using
shielded cable.

TEKNIC, INC.

75 VDC

ClearPath
Motor

PE

Equipment Chassis (Metal)

AC Line Filter

DC Out

L1
L2

AC In

Incoming AC Power and
Protective Earth (PE)
conductor

PE

A representative system was proven to comply with
EN55011 class A conducted emissions standards.

PHONE (585)784-7454
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APPENDIX B: MECHANICAL INSTALLATION
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: POWER4-HUB
Ø .155 ±.004 3.94 ±0.10 THRU
27.06
1.065

78.38
3.086
w/ connector
overhang

77.72 74.55
3.060 2.935
3.18
.125

3.18
.125

101.47
3.995
104.65
4.120

6.35
.250

1.55
.061

POWER4-HUB Mounting Dimensions

TEKNIC, INC.

TEL. (585) 784-7454

MISC. FASTENERS

0.375in

0.25in

2in

0.25in

0.188in

1/4"-20

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

90044A125

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

MISC. FASTENERS

0.312"

0.19"

2"
Thread length may vary from
1" to 1 3/8" in length.
0.19"

5/32"
Hex

#10-32 Thread

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

90128A955

Zinc-Plated Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

MISC. FASTENERS

#10-32 Thread

3/8"

15/64"

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

90631A411

Low-Strength Steel
Nylon-Insert Locknut

MISC. FASTENERS

0.375in

0.25in

0.5in

0.25in

1/4"-20

0.1875in

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

91251A537

Black-Oxide Alloy Steel
Socket Head Screw

MISC. FASTENERS

3/16"

0.164"

118°

5/64"
Hex

#8-32 Thread

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

92695A150

Alloy Steel ConePoint Set Screws

MISC. FASTENERS
1/4"-20 Thread

7/16"

5/16"

PART
NUMBER
http://www.mcmaster.com
© 2021 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.

95615A120

Medium-Strength Steel
Nylon-Insert Locknut

APPENDIX B
F22 TRIPLE SPOOL DRIVESHAFT CART AND INTERFACE
Project Budget Sheet
Sub/Assy

Vendor Part Number

F22 Part
Number

Description

Pkg Cost

Driveshaft Stand
OM - 7861
2.75" Aluminum Tube
$
29.51
Driveshaft
OM-9569
ME01-001
2" Aluminum Tube
$
34.65
Driveshaft
ME01-002
1.375" Aluminum Tube
$
44.34
Driveshaft
ME01-003
0.75" Aluminum Tube
$
9.96
Driveshaft
MMC# 5905K511
Needle Roller Bearing
$
17.98
Driveshaft
MMC# 5905K341
Needle Roller Bearing
$
25.62
Driveshaft
MMC# 5905K346
Needle Roller Bearing
$
16.96
Driveshaft
MMC# 92785A523
8-32 Set Screw
$
8.77
Drivetrain
ME02-001
.125" Aluminum Plate
$
34.88
Drivetrain
MMC# 7936K32
Motor Driveshafts
$
22.40
Drivetrain
MMC#47065T411
1" Aluminum T Extrusion
$
22.87
Drivetrain
MMC# 6412K13
Screw Shaft Coupler
$
37.86
Drivetrain
ME02 - 002 100 Tooth Aluminum Pulley $
48.00
Drivetrain
MMC# 3764N113
36 Tooth Timing Pulleys
$
49.41
Drivetrain
ME02 - 007 Flanged Tensioning Pulleys $
12.58
Drivetrain
MMC# 4575N25
Steel Ball Bearing (Pillow)
$
89.40
Drivetrain
MMC# 3682N1
GT2 Cut to Length Belting $
12.68
Drivetrain
MMC# 94639A452
Nylon Standoffs
$
14.10
Drivetrain
MMC# 90128A945
Fasteners - 10x32 .75" Long $
7.85
Drivetrain
MMC# 90044A121
Fasteners - 10x32 2.5" Long $
17.81
Drivetrain
MMC# 90107A011
Fasteners - 10x32 Washer $
5.11
Drivetrain
MMC# 96537A160
Fasteners - 10x32 SS Nut
$
8.29
Drivetrain
MMC# 91251A540
1/4 - 20 Metal Screws
$
10.29
Frame & Chassis
FR01-001
Cart
$ 739.11
Frame & Chassis
FR02
Safety Shielding
$ 120.00
Electronic Ctrl
ES01-001
AB CompactLogix 5380
$ 5,000.00
Electronic Ctrl
PWR-IO-24VDC
24W Power Supply
$
78.00
Electronic Ctrl
CLNK-4-13
Clear Link Controller
$ 249.00
Electronic Ctrl
ES01-002
22 gauge wiring
$
14.94
* All obtained items stored in Cal Poly Engines Lab except PLC, which is in Sponsor's Office

Ship/Tax
Est

Vendor

$ 5.61 Online Metals
$ 6.58 Online Metals
$ 8.42 Online Metals
$ 1.89 Online Metals
$ 3.42
McMaster
$ 4.87
McMaster
$ 3.22
McMaster
$ 1.67
McMaster
$ 6.63 Online Metals
$ 4.26
McMaster
$ 4.35
McMaster
$ 7.19
McMaster
$ 9.12
Amazon
$ 9.39
McMaster
$ 2.39
Amazon
$ 16.99
McMaster
$ 2.41
McMaster
$ 2.68
McMaster
$ 1.49
McMaster
$ 3.38
McMaster
$ 0.97
McMaster
$ 1.58
McMaster
$ 1.96
McMaster
Global Industrial
$ 13.00
Amazon
Royal Industrial
Teknic
Teknic
$ 2.84
Amazon

Purchase
Method

Purchase
Date

ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept 2/9/22
ME Dept
Sponsor 12/10/22
Sponsor 1/28/22
Sponsor 1/28/22
ME Dept

F22 TRIPLE SPOOL DRIVESHAFT CART AND INTERFACE
Project Budget Sheet
Sub/Assy

Electronic Ctrl
Electronic Ctrl
Electronic Ctrl
Electronic Ctrl
Motor System
Motor System
Motor System
Motor System
Motor System
Motor System
Motor System

Vendor Part Number

F22 Part
Number

Description

Pkg Cost

ES01-003
ES01-004
ES01-005
ES01-006

Emergency Stop Button
$
7.79
Toggle Switch 5 Pack
$
9.89
Rotary Switch 5 Pack
$
17.80
12 gauge wiring
$
12.48
CPM-SDSK-2310D-RLN
Teknik Clear Path Motors
$ 771.00
IPC-5
75W Power Supply
$ 514.00
CPM-CABLE-CTRL-MU120
Motor controller wire
$
69.00
395105003
Molex Triple Pin Connector $
8.48
CABLE-CAT5-120
CAT5e Cable
$
18.00
CPM-CABLE-USB-120AB
USB AB
$
9.00
5069-RTB64-SCREW
Terminal Block for PLC
$
36.38
TOTAL PARTS
$ 7,627.62
* All obtained items stored in Cal Poly Engines Lab except PLC, which is in Sponsor's Office
Sponsored - Complete $ 6,659.96
Sponsored - Still Needed $ 197.86
Unsponsored - Complete
Unsponsored - Still Needed
Est Ship/Tax Still Needed
Budget
Remaining

$ 739.11
$ 764.22
$ 129.79
$ 1,500.00
$ (133.12)

Ship/Tax
Est

$
$
$
$

1.48
1.88
3.38
2.37
-

Vendor

Purchase
Method

Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Molex
Teknic
Teknic
State Electric

ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor

Purchase
Date

1/28/22
1/28/22
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APPENDIX D
User Interface Code

APPENDIX E

Table of Specifications
Requirement
Tolerance
or Target

Spec #

Specification

1

Concentric Shafts

Three shafts

Target

We need three concentric shafts inside each other to meet the requirement of a triple spool
turbine. To measure we will inspect the unit for three concentric shafts.

2

Production Cost

$1,500

Minimize

Our team must complete the project within a $1,500 budget. Our treasurer Michael Megna
would budget our project to stay under this $1,500 limit.

3

Weight

60 lbs

Minimize

The weight of the entire assembly needs to be less than 60 pounds to ensure it is portable and
safe. We will ensure it is under 60 pounds by weighing the assembly.

Minimize

The triple spool turbine should be able to fit through a 36’’ x 80’’ door for ease of use and
portability. We will test this by rolling the unit through doors on campus and measuring it with
a tape measure.

4

Size

36’’ x 60’’

Description

5

Independent
Control

Three shafts

Target

Each shaft will be able to be independently controlled. This means it should be possible that
one shaft can turn in one direction at a specific speed while any other shaft turns in the opposite
direction at a different speed. This will be tested with our control system to ensure each shaft is
independent of each other.

6

Set up time

Five minutes

Minimize

For ease of use in a lab setting, it should take no longer than five minutes to set up the triple
spool turbine for educational purposes. This will be tested by asking a professor unfamiliar
with the system to look over the manual and attempt to get it functioning in five minutes.

7

Maximum RPM

30 RPM

Target

Each shaft will have a maximum RPM of 30 or less for safety and practical reasons. This will
be measured with our encoders in the system and with motor control to ensure we meet this
specification.

8

Turbine Display

120 degrees

Maximize

Our turbine shafts and blades should be, at the very least, viewable by 120 degrees so they can
be easily displayed in a classroom. This will be tested by measuring locations where the main
shafts are fully visible and using trigonometry and inspection to check visibility angle.

9

Zero Position

Position
Datum

Target

10

Data Collection
Time

Five minutes

Maximize

The triple spool turbine must be able to control its position. To do this the turbine needs to be
able to zero itself to a datum position. We will test this component of our control system using
the microcontroller and by inspection.
The customer wants to be able to collect data about speed and position over a period of time.
Depending on the memory of our microprocessor this time can be limited. Therefore, at a
minimum, the turbine will be able to collect data for five minutes. This will be tested as we
develop our controller code the ensure we can get the needed amount of data points for five
minutes.

Table of Specifications
Requirement
Tolerance
or Target

Spec #

Specification

11

Shielding of
Hazard Points

Covers in
Critical
Locations

Target

12

Emergency Stop
Button

Zero Current
(0 A)

Target

13

Rolling Capability

3 – 6 wheels

Target

14

15

Remote Access
Distance

Latency

Description
Hazard points such as pinch points, rotating components, or exposed electronics will be
contained/isolated in adequate shielding (i.e. a shroud, transparent cover, or electrical
insulation). This will be inspected to ensure we cannot view or touch any hazard points without
disassembly.
The turbine model will include an easily accessible emergency stop button to quickly halt any
moving parts in the event of an accident/concern.
The turbine model will be mounted on wheels to allow for easy transport. This will be inspected
on our final model to ensure the model can roll relatively easily around the Engines Lab.

10 foot
connection

Our customer wants to be able to control the turbine remotely. Worst case scenario, we can
deliver a ten foot long USB cord. Best case scenario, the turbine could be controlled remotely
Maximize
via the internet. Due to our experience, it is hard to determine whether we will be capable of
providing true remote access to the turbine. We will measure this distance but hopefully, if we
can access it remotely, we could simply test using an internet connection across town or further.

10 seconds

Communication latency should be at most ten seconds during remote use. This is a large
number simply to give us a large room for error. This is high risk because there is a
Minimize large uncertainty of how much software optimization we will be capable of doing. This could be
tested by using test code to measure how long the system takes to read and write data to the
user.

APPENDIX F
CDR Design Hazard Checklist

Y

F22: Triple Spool Driveshaft & Controller

N

X

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or
similar action, including pinch points and sheer points?

X

2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

X

3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?

X

4. Will the system produce a projectile?
5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

X
X

6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?

X
X

8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?

X
X

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?

X

11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?

X

12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in
either the design or the manufacturing of the design?

X
X

14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?

X

15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such
as fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?

X
X

17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please
explain on reverse.

For any “Y” responses, on the reverse side add:
(1) a complete description of the hazard,
(2) the corrective action(s) you plan to take to protect the user, and
(3) a date by which the planned actions will be completed.

CDR Design Hazard Checklist

Description of Hazard
Three separate belt drives
are connected to the shaft
and motor.

The weight of our assembly
will be under 60 lbs but will
be on wheels and could
possibly tip or fall on a
person.
There will be some sharp
edges as a result of holes cut
through the components.
Microcontrollers and motors
require voltages to operate.
The design also includes a
power supply to supply
these voltages. The power
supply will receive power
from wall outlets, which
supply high voltage.
Three shafts with plastic
turbine blades will be
spinning at a maximum of
30 rpm.
Many materials are Prop 65
hazardous.
It is always possible for
people to find a way to use a
product in an unsafe
manner.

F22: Triple Spool Driveshaft & Controller

Planned Corrective Action
We will have an enclosure for the
drivetrain that will require an independent
action to access and a key, ensuring only
certified personnel can access it. We will
have a label on the enclosure displaying
that pinch points are inside.
We will perform tip and tilt analysis to
ensure the geometry of our assembly is
resistant to tipping. We will also orient the
turbine horizontally, so it is less tall and
less likely to tip.
All cuts will be filed and enclosed in some
form of enclosure to keep objects away
from them.
We will have an enclosure for all
components that require electricity that
will require two independent actions to
access and a key, ensuring only certified
personnel can access it. We will have a
label on the enclosure displaying that there
are high voltages and to not touch the
microcontroller unless necessary. The
cable that plugs into the wall outlets will
be properly grounded.
The design includes a safety shield
completely surrounding the spinning shafts
and blades so they cannot be touched
without the removal of the safety shield.
Removing the safety shield will require an
independent action to access.
The model will have a printed disclaimer
warning sticker displaying the required
Prop 65 hazardous statement.
We will create a user manual to explain
how to use the model properly and enclose
and label hazard points.

Planned Actual
Date
Date
3/31/22

3/31/22

3/31/22
3/31/22

3/31/22

5/24/22
5/24/22

Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

Prepared by: _____________________________

APPENDIX G

Date: ________________ (orig)

Team: F22

1) Fatigue Analysis
2) Limit Mechanical
Loading

RPN

1) Shield for blades
2) Speed Limit

Detection

Manufacturing defect,
Object collosion

Severity

8

Current Preventative
Activities

Occurence

Unbalance turbine, fly off
the assembly, visually
unpleasing.

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

Current Detection
Activities

RPN

Blade breaks

Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

Detection

Turbine

Potential Failure
Mode

Occurence

System / Function

Severity

Action Results

1

Visual inspection

1

8

1

Visual inspection

2

16

Send messages to the
controller from the
computer and if it is not
received in time detailed
the controller will turn off
the turbine

Wyatt
5/27

2

10

1

20

63

Physical E-Stop Button.
Test procedure in
manual.

Marco
5/27

5

3

1

15

4

72

Properly Insulate all
eletrical connections

Synnovea
5/27

9

1

4

36

Inspection if power is out

1

20

Seeing if the inverters
power the system

3

24

Turbine

Drive shaft fatigue

Shaft seizing, major
defomation, failure to
spin, motor harm

8

Fatigue life of shafts,
constant operation,
improper storage

Turbine

Bearing wear or breaks

Bearing seizing, failure to
rotate

5

Improper manufacturing,
Imrpoper spec, Lack of
lubricant

1) Bearing Selection
Calculations
2) Large factors of safety
3) Proper Lubrication

2

Visual and Auditory
Inspection

2

20

Turbine

Drive shaft imbalance

Large vibrations, Bearing
Failure

5

Manufacturing Defect,
Turbine Blade Failure

1) Proper Turning
Techniques in MFG
2) Balance Testing

2

Balance Testing and
Visual Inspection

2

20

Cart Assembly

Seizied Wheels

Unable to move cart

2

Improper Lubrication,
Manufactruing Defects

1) Source Quality Cart

1

Visual Inspection, Spin
Wheels

1

2

4

Fatigue over lifetime of
use

1) enclosure
2) Belt analysis

1

Visual inspection

1

4

4

Fatigue of fasteners over
1) proper instllation
time.

1

Visual inspection

1

4

2

Use over time may be hit
or scratched while in use 1) Material Selection
or being in a lab

8

Visual inspection

1

16

Cart Assembly

Belt wear or breaks

Cart Assembly

Mounting Mechanism
breaks or wears

Cart Assembly

Shielding Wears

Belt could break and
whiplash
Mounting mechanism for
the sheild could break
over time
Visible scratches and
wear makes it less
pleasing to wear

Misscommunication

Actions of machine do not
match user input

4

Software Suite

Overloading Memory

Recording data may
overload the memory of
the board causing data to
be lost

2

To many data points
collected while recording
data

Software Suite

Lost of motion control,
while running

Loss control of turbine
remotely while it is
running.

3

Error in code, lost of
internet connection.

Software Suite

Bug in Speed controller

Bug may cause speed
controller to go above the
rated rpm of the turbine

8

May cause physical
hardware to fail as it
could go above the rated
RPM

Software Suite

Virtual E-stop failure

Unable to stop motion of
turbine for an emergency

7

error in code causing
signal issues

Software Suite

Eletrical Hardware

Eletrical Shock, wear of
insulation

Eletrical Hardware

Loss of Power

Eletrical Hardware

Power surge

Insulation of eletrical
components wears and if
touched may shock
indivuals
The loss of power to the
turbine will cause
involuntary shut down
Power surge to the
inverters may cause
hardware damage

Design FMEA Example - Wood Chair

Recommended
Action(s)

Responsibility &
Target Completion
Date

Actions Taken

0
1) calculate data points
before recording data

3

The code will have an
error of memory being full

10

program will send
commands from
computer to MCU which
will respond, if it doesn't
connection is cut

2

60

1) speed limitor
2) speed tolerence

1

Measuring speed of
motors

2

16

1) Stop with button
2) Unplug the machine

3

test the button preliminary
on software boot up

3

9

wear of use of insulation,
1) insulation
improper use of the
2) Warning Labels
machine, touching eltrical
3) Locked Enclosure
components

2

Inspect insulation and
general maintence

2

Eletrical power is cut from
1) None
the grid

10

4

Power surge from the
eletrical power grid

2

1) Built in sanity checks
between controller and
computer

1) inverted connected to
take blunt of a power
surge
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Revision Date: 12/7/2021

Design Tree

Design Level

System Level

Component Level

Turbine
Assembly

Driveshafts

Blades

Bearings
Turbine Assembly
Demonstration
Turbine Model /
Cart

Cart
Cart
Assembly

Drivetrain (Belts and Pulleys)
Safety Shielding
Graphical User Interface
Remote Control

Software
Suite

Data Acquisition
PLC Unit
Inverters
Power Supply

Electronic
Hardware

UPS

Function Tree

Overall
Design

Turbine
Assembly

Cart
Assembly

Software
Suite

Demonstrate Triple‐
Spool Driveshaft
Function

Support and rotate
disks.

Support driveshaft
assembly model

Accepts user input to
send to controller

Translate instruction
from software into
electronic signals

Send Data Feedback
to Computer/Software

Allow User Control
and Operation
Transmit motor input
into blade motion

Shield Electronics /
Sensitive Components

Animates machine
motion

Allow safe, convenient
use of system

Record Data

Electronic
Hardware

Transmit power from
controller to motors

Transmit wall power
to controller
Appear Aesthetically
Pleasing

Roll System (Support
Eveything on Wheels)

Records data

Convert electrical
power to mechanical
power sent to model
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APPENDIX J
Assy.

F22 MANUFACTURING PLAN SPREADSHEET

Item

Qty.

Source
Type*

Raw Materials
Needed

Saftey Shield

1

M

Safety Shield

Cart

1

M

Cart

Cart
Assembly

Turbine
Assembly

Equipment and Operations
anticipate using to make
the component
Drill and Tap 1/4" - 20 holes
Amazon
for mounting to the cart
[Mustang 60]
Cut hole in the top for belts
Global Industrial using angle grinder / jig saw.
Drill mounting holes
Supply
[Mustang 60]
Cut T-Slot to length with
chop saw. Cut plate to size
Online Metals
with verical band saw. Drill
holes on drill press.
[Mustang 60]
3D Print, FDM Prints [IME
Campus Supplies
Additive Lab]
3D Print, SLA Resin Prints
Campus Supplies
[IME Additive Lab]

Key limitations of this
operation places on any parts
made from it
Need to align holes drilled in
cart with tese holes tapped into
the Safety Shield

Online Metals

Bore Inner Diameters [Aero
Hanger]

Stickout Length, Length of the
Shaft

Online Metals

Bore Inner Diameters [Aero
Hanger]

Stickout Length, Length of the
Shaft

Online Metals

Bore Inner Diameters [Aero
Hanger]

Stickout Length, Length of the
Shaft

Online Metals

Cut to size and weld to
None of us are skilled AC TIG
Turbine Stand [Aero Hanger]
welders

How Procured?

Turbine Stand

1

B

.125" Aluminum
Sheet and T-Slot
Extrusion

Blades

54

B

PLA or ABS
Filament

Blade Roots

3

B

Resin

Shaft 1

1

B

Shaft 2

1

B

Shaft 3

1

B

Stator Tube

1

B

Bearings

3

P

Needle-Roller
Bearing

McMaster-Carr

Pulleys

3

M

3 Large Pulleys

McMaster-Carr
and Amazon

*Source Type: Purchase (P), Modify (M) , Build (B)

2" OD x 0.25"
Wall Aluminum
Tubing
1.375" OD x 0.25"
Wall Aluminum
Tube
0.75" OD x 0.125"
Wall Aluminum
Tube
2.75" OD x 0.25"
Wall Aluminum
Tube

Torque grub screws to
constrain axial [Aero
Hanger]
Bore out the inner diameters
on the larger pulleys to
receive turbine shafts [Aero
Hanger]

Method of cutting holes in cart
will have to be validated
Positioning holes for drilling
will likely require a paper
template or some other means
of insuring location.
Print bed size, Length of Blades
Print bed size

Hole Sizing and Position in
Shafts, Fitting Tolerance

Boring out pulley ID's

F22 MANUFACTURING PLAN SPREADSHEET

Assy.

Item

Qty.

Source
Type*

Raw Materials
Needed

How Procured?

Turbine
Assembly

Belts

3

P

Cut to length GT2
Belts

McMaster-Carr

Teknik Clear Path Motors

3

P

n/a

Teknik

ClearLink Motor Controller

1

P

n/a

Teknik

24 V Power Supply

2

P

n/a

Teknik

75 V Power Supply

2

P

n/a

Teknik

AB CompactLogix 5380

1

P

n/a

Rockwell
Automation

Wiring

n/a

P

n/a

McMaster-Carr

E-Stop Button

1

P

n/a

McMaster-Carr

StudioLogix 5000 Designer
and Python

1

P

n/a

Rockwell
Automation

Mounting Plate

2

B

.125" Aluminum
Sheet and T-Slot
Extrusion

Online Metals

Shaft Coupler

3

P

n/a

Small Pulleys

3

P

n/a

McMaster-Carr

McMaster-Carr

Electronic
Hardware

Software
Suite

Drivetrain
Assembly

Drive Shaft

3

M

3/8"Chrome-Plated
Low-Carbon Steel
Rod

T Slot Aluinum Extrusion

4

M

T Slot Aluinum
Extrusion

*Source Type: Purchase (P), Modify (M) , Build (B)

McMaster-Carr
McMaster-Carr
and Amazon

Equipment and Operations
Key limitations of this
anticipate using to make operation places on any parts
the component
made from it
Cut to length and bond into a Correct bonding is crucial in
loop [Mustang 60]
maintaining strength
Bolt pattern in drivetrain stand
n/a
to match the NEMA 23 motors
n/a
Holes in cart to mount controller
Holes in Cart to Mount Power
n/a
Supply
Holes in Cart to Mount Power
n/a
Supply
The cart will reuqire holes to
n/a
mount the PLC
Cut wires to length [Mustang
Length of wires
60]
Solder/Splice E-Stop in
E-Stop mounting will require
main power wiring [Mustang
provision in the cart, or a
60]
bracket of some kind
To be supplemented with
n/a
Python for GUI (pysimplegui
suite)
Cut T-Slot to length with
Positioning holes for drilling
chop saw. Cut plate to size
will likely require a paper
with verical band saw. Drill
template or some other means
holes on drill press. [Aero
of insuring location.
Hanger]
n/a
n/a
n/a
Modify Stock, change the
length of the stock using
abrasive cut off saw
[Mustang 60]
Modify Stock, change the
length of the stock using
abrasive cut off saw
[Mustang 60]

n/a
Method of retaining bearings on
the diameter of the shaft.
Mating the T Slot extrusion
with the cart assembly. The
profile of the extrusion.

Appendix J - Manufacturing and Assembly Plan
1. MANUFACTURING
The following presents a step-by-step guide to manufacturing the entirely of the Triple Spool Driveshaft
Model Assembly. For reference, please see the attached drawing package for detailed engineering drawings.
1.1. Frame and Chassis
1.1.1. Cart (FR01-001)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.1.2.
1.
2.

Cut a 4” x 6” rectangular hole in the top of the cart to allow the belts to pass through.
Drill four 1/4” holes in the top surface of the cart for the turbine stand.
Drill four 1/4” holes in the corners of the top surface of the cart for the safety shield.
Drill eight 1/4” holes in the back wall of the cart’s lower compartment for din rail.
Drill four 1/4” holes in the shelf of the cart for the motor stand.

Safety Shield (FR02)

Drill four 1/4” holes in the corners of the bottom vertical pillars for mounting.
Hand tap aforementioned ¼” holes with ¼” – 20 tap.

1.2. Mechanical and Motion – Driveshaft Assembly
1.2.1. Turbine Stand (ME03)
1.
2.
3.

1.2.2.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.2.3.
1.
2.
3.

1.2.4.
1.
2.

1.2.5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.2.6.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut out two 5” by 8” rectangular plates from a ¼” aluminum stock plate using veritcal band saw.
Cut one 2” hole in each of the plates for the stator tube using drill with hole saw.
Drill four 1/4” holes in the corners of both plates for the T slot connections.

Stator Tube (ME03-002)
Cut 2.75" OD x 0.25" Wall Aluminum Tube stock to a length of 6.5”.
On a lathe, bore inner diameter to Ø 2.375” at a depth of 0.75”.
Drill and tap two #8-32 holes for bearing set screws.
Note: A steady rest may be required to minimize chatter.

Turbine Blades (ME01-004)
FDM 3D print each of the turbine blades, orienting with root end on build plate.
SLA 3D print the three roots for the turbine blades.
FDM 3D print the nose cone with base on build plate.

Shaft 1 (ME01-001)
Cut 0.75" OD x 0.125" Wall Aluminum Tube stock to a length of 15”.
Note: Shaft sizes fit in lathe through bore.

Shaft 2 (ME01-002)

Cut 1.375" OD x 0.25" Wall Aluminum Tube stock to a length of 12”.
On a lathe, bore inner diamter to Ø 1.00” at a depth of 0.75”.
Drill and tap two #8-32 holes for bearing set screws.
Note: Shaft sizes fit in lathe through bore.

Shaft 3 (ME01-003)
Cut 2" OD x 0.25" Wall Aluminum Tubing Tube stock to a length of 9”.
On a lathe, bore inner diamter to Ø 1.625” at a depth of 0.75”.
Drill and tap two #8-32 holes for bearing set screws.
Note: A steady rest may be required to minimize chatter.

1.3. Mechanical and Motion – Drivetrain Subassembly
1.3.1. Mounting Plates (ME02-001)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cut two 6” by 12” rectangular plates from a ¼” aluminum stock plate using a veritcal band saw.
Drill three 0.41” holes down the center of both plates for the driveshafts.
Drill four 1/4” holes in the corners of both plates for the T slot connections.
Drill six 1/4” holes on both plates for the bearing fasteners.
Drill twelve 1/4” holes in one of the plates for the motor set screws.

1.3.2. Motor Drive Shafts (ME02-002)
1. Cut three 7.5” long shafts from a 3/8” chrome casting stock shaft using a chop saw.

1.3.3.
1.
2.
3.

T Slot Aluminium Extrusions (ME02-003)
Cut four 3” lengths from T Slot Aluminum Extrusion for the turbine stand.
Cut four 6” lengths from T Slot Aluminum Extrusion for the motor stand.
Hand tap all predrilled ¼” holes in T-Slot with ¼” – 20 tap

1.3.4. GT2 Belts (ME02-004)
1.
2.

Cut the three lengths of GT2 belts, specificed in drawing package.
Bond each length into a loop using Permabond 910 Adhesive.

1.3.5. Tensioner Plate (ME02-009)
3.

Waterjet a 6” x 7” plate of ¼” aluminum stock plate per drawing dxf.

1.3.6. Tensioner Block (ME02-008)
1.

3D print each of the Tensioner Blocks, oriented the base on the build plate.

2. ASSEMBLY
This section describes assembly instructions for the parts manufactured per the instructions above. For
reference, please see the attached drawing package for detailed engineering drawings which includes
assembly and exploded views.
2.1. Mechanical and Motion - Driveshaft Subassembly
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Screw the four 3” aluminum T slot lengths to each of the corners of both 5” x 8” aluminum plates,
fastening them together so they are parallel, and the large holes are aligned.
Tack weld the 2.75” stator tube into the 2.75” holes on the turbine stand. In regard to shaft positioning,
make sure to maintain symmetry about the stand midplane.
Fit one of each of the 2” (large) needle roller bearings into each end of the 2.75” (largest) diameter
aluminum tube stock stator tube.
Fit the 2” (second largest) diameter aluminum tube stock inside the two 2” (large) needle roller bearings so
there is an equal length of tubing protruding from each side and the notched end is on the same side as the
larger shaft.
Fit one of each of the 1.375” (medium) needle roller bearings into each end of the 2” (second largest)
diameter aluminum tube stock.
Fit the 1.375” (second smallest) diameter aluminum tube stock inside the two 1.375” (medium) needle
roller bearings so there is an equal length of tubing protruding from each side and the notched end is on the
same side as the larger shafts.
Fit one of each of the 0.75” (small) needle roller bearings into each end of the 1.375” (second smallest)
diameter aluminum tube stock.
Fit the 0.75” (smallest) diameter aluminum tube stock inside the two 0.75” (small) needle roller bearings so
there is an equal length of tubing protruding from each side and the notched end is on the same side as the
larger shafts.
Secure all bearings uisng #8-32 set screws.
Install the large pulleys onto the shafts corresponding to their inner diamter. Secure using #8-32 set screws.
Bond the three 3D printed blade roots to the corresponding three shafts on the unnotched ends.
Bond each of the 3D printed blades into a notch in the roots, making sure the thicker ends of the blades are
furthest from the parallel plates.
Press fit the nose cone onto the 3/4” (smallest) shaft.

2.2. Drivetrain Subassembly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Screw each of the six flange ball bearings into the 6” x 12” rectangular aluminum plates.
Screw the four 6” aluminum T-Slot lengths into the bearing plates, making a “box” similar to the turbine
stand.
Bolt the tensioner plate on the top of the t-slot “box” orienting the slides perpendicular to the cart door.
Refer to assembly drawings for details.
Install the tensioner blocks into the slots. At this point, only hand tighten the bolts as they will be fully
tightened once tension is acheived.
Bolt the twelve 1.5” nylon standoffs into the 12 smaller holes on the coupling plate using ¼-20 metal
screws.
Fit the small pulleys to the shaft, securing with set screws.
Lay the three belts onto the three pulleys.
Fit the belts through the tensioner blocks, then install the roller bearings to capture the block onto the belt.
Fit each of the three 7.5” rods/sheave/belt assemblies into a pair of ball bearings.
Fit one end of each of the three 7.5” carbon steel rods into the screw shaft couplings, securing it with the
included set screw.
Fit the three motor output shafts into the other ends of the three couplings, securing with included set
screws
Secure the motors onto the nylon standoffs using ¼”-20 metal screws.
Screw the motor mount onto the upper shelf of the cart using ¼”-20 nut and bolt.

2.3. System Integration
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Screw the turbine assembly into the top of the cart so the non-bladed ends of the shafts are aligned over the
rectangular hole.
Secure the three belts onto the three pulleys on the turbine shafts.
Tension the belts by sliding the belt tensioners along their slotted hole. Tighten tensioners in place.
Screw the cover onto the top of the cart so it is centered over the driveshafts.
Screw the PLC, three power supplies, and Clear Link in the cart mounting holes .
Wire the PLC, three power supplies, and Clear Link, three motors, wall power, emergency stop button, and
switches together, feeding the wire through the wire duct in an organized manner.

2.4. Electronics and Software
2.4.1. Electronics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wire the emergency stop button switch to wall power using the 22 guage wire.
Wire the 24V and two 75V power supplies in parallel with the emergency stop button switch.
Wire two motors to one of the 75V power supplies using the CPM-CABLE-PWR-MS120 wires.
Wire the third motor to the other 75V power supply with the same wire.
Wire the 24 VDC power supply to the MOD and SA Power on the PLC using 22 gauge wire with the
terminal block of the PLC.
6. Wire the 24 VDC from SA power of the terminal block ot he PLC to the three pin molex terminal block
attached to the Clear Link Controller.
7. Connect an ethernet cable from the PLC to the Clear Link Controller
8. Connect three Teknic motors the the Clear Link using the CTRL-MU120 wires.
9. Connect the five rotary and toggle switches to the Clear Link controller using 22 gauge wire connected to
the 3 pin molex terminal.
10. (Optional) Connect your personal computer to the PLC via USB AB wire.

2.4.2.
1.
2.

Programming
Program the PLC using Studio 500 Logix Designer.
Create User Interface using Python.

2.4.3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

User Interface
Download Anaconda (Python IDE)
Open the Anaconda Power Shell and download the Pysimpleui library
Download the F22 team software
Connect the USB AB cord from the computer to the PLC
Run the main file within Spyder program (Python IDE included in the Anaconda Suite)
Establish connection between the PLC and Computer
Operate the Triple Spool Drive Shaft assembly using the user interface

APPENDIX K
DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft Demonstration Model

Sponsor:

Patrick Lemieux

Edit Date:

TEST PLAN
Test
#

Specification

Acceptance
Required
Criteria
Facilities/Equipment

TIMING
Start date Finish date

Numerical Results

Notes on Testing

Synnovea

2/22/2022 2/22/2022

Width: 18 in
Height: 44.5 in

N/A

Cart
(SP)

Marco

2/22/2022 2/22/2022

Pass

N/A

Wyatt

4/26/2022

Test Description

Measurements

< 36 in
< 60 in

Engines Lab,
Measuring Tape

Cart
(SP)

Pass (Fits)

Engines Lab,
N/A

1

4. Size

Measure cart width and height.

Width
Height

2

4. Size

Roll cart through the Engine's Lab entry
door.

Pass/Fail

3

TEST RESULTS
Parts Needed

Spin each shaft while the other two are
5. Independent Control
held stationary.

Pass/Fail

Pass (Spins)

Engines lab, N/A

Cart, Turbine
assembly,
Drivetrain
assembly
(SP)

Responsibility

4

8. Turbine Display

Measure the maximum angle at which
the turbine is viewable.

Distance,
angle

< 120 deg

Engines lab,
Measuring tape

Cart, turbine
assembly, shield
(SP)

Michael

4/26/2022

5

3. Weight

Weigh complete assembly.

Weight

< 60 lbs

IME Lab, Scale

All physical
components (FP)

Synnovea

4/28/2022

6

7. Maximum RPM

Perform open loop control on each of
the three spools by inputting various
small desired speeds and positions
and recording the data using our
encoders to see what the motors actual
speed and positions are based on the
voltage sent to the motor during the
test.

Voltage
Speed
Position

< 30 rpm

Voltmeter

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Marco

4/28/2022

7

7. Maximum RPM

Count how many revolutions each
makes over 15s when at max speed.

Revolutions

< 30 rpm

Engines lab, Timer

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Wyatt

4/28/2022

8

9. Zero Position

Check if each shaft returns back to the
zero position when the "zero" button is
pushed.

Pass/Fail

Pass
(Returns)

Engines lab, Laptop

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Michael

4/28/2022

9

12. Emergency Stop
Button

Measure the current in the wire directly
past the emergency stop button after
the emergency stop button has been
pressed.

Amperage

0 Amps

Engines lab,
Ammeter, Laptop

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Synnovea

4/28/2022

10

6. Set Up Time

Time how long it takes for an unfamiliar
professor to figure out how to get the
model working.

Time

< 5 min

Engines lab,
Professor,
Stopwatch, Laptop

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Marco

5/3/2022

11

10. Data Collection
Time

Time how long the interface can record
data for.

Time

> 5 min

Engines lab,
Stopwatch, Laptop

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Wyatt

5/12/2022

12

14. Remote Access
Distance

Check if a remote laptop can control
the system.

Pass/Fail

Pass (Can
control the Engines lab, Laptop
unit remotely)

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Michael

5/12/2022
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DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft Demonstration Model

Sponsor:

Patrick Lemieux

Edit Date:

TEST PLAN

TEST RESULTS

Acceptance
Required
Criteria
Facilities/Equipment

Test
#

Specification

Test Description

Measurements

13

15. Latency

Time how long it takes for the physical
system to respond to commands sent
from a remote laptop.

Time

Inspect.
#

Specification

Inspection Description

Measurements

1

13. Rolling Capability

Inspect the cart for functional wheels.

Pass/Fail

Pass

2

1. Concentric Shafts

Check turbine assembly for three
rotatable shafts able to fit one inside
the other.
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1. Design Updates
Throughout the manufacturing process, our team discovered a handful of potential refinements to our initial
design including adjustments to the mounting strategy of our drivetrain assembly, constraint of the door to
the safety enclosure, and placement of mounting holes for the turbine stand and drivetrain.
Initially, our design was based around dimensions of the Global Industrial laptop cart our team found online.
When the cart actually arrived, we realized there were features (i.e. lateral supports, cross members, flanges)
we had not known to accommodate in our design given the limited information originally available to us.
To correct for this, our team made some creative adjustments to the integration process, changed locations
of some mounting holes, and cut out some metal supports in the cart.
More significantly, it was discovered that by simply widening the hole where the drive belts feed through
the top of the cart, the entire drivetrain assembly could be rotated 90 degrees from its initially intended
orientation. While this reduces the tensioning capability of the design, it drastically improves the stiffness
of the top, thin surface of the cart, as well as largely cutting down the lengths of the drive belts needed. The
mounting holes for the drive train were updated, and the assembly rotated.
Finally, during installation of the safety shield, the front access panel fell off as the manufacturer-supplied
magnetic strips were insufficient to support its weight. This fall managed to crack the corner of the panel.
After discussing the issue, it was decided that the enclosure seldom needed to have an entire panel removed
(top access is available with removal of a single screw) and that the panel could be drilled out and rigidly
mounted to the aluminum enclosure, thereby preventing future detachment. Additional holes were also
added around the base perimeter of the safety enclosure in order to help with the stiffness of the top surface
of the cart.

2. Manufacturing
The model triple-spool driveshaft assembly our team designed included a multitude of off-the-shelf, custom
fabricated, and modified components. This section discusses the process of manufacturing this design and
developing the software (complete code can be found in Appendix A).
2.1. Part Procurement
Throughout the project, we obtained the necessary parts from McMaster Carr, Online Metals, Amazon,
Global Industrial, our sponsor, and items we had on hand. Most of our mechanical parts and materials were
ordered from McMaster Carr and Online Metals, including fastening hardware, small pulleys, T extrusion,
sheet metal, and tubing because they are reliable, stocked almost all the things we needed, and had quick
shipping times. For standard electronic assembly parts, large pulleys, and safety shields, we ordered off of
Amazon because they were cost effective, had quick shipping times, and free shipping. We chose our cart
from Global Industrial because it best aligned with the requirements and criteria specified for the design
while meeting our budget and scheduling needs. We obtained our specialized electronics such as the PLC,
motors, and cabling from our sponsor from Teknic and Royal Industrial. Finally, we obtained a few smallscale parts like miscellaneous fasteners from items we had on hand to meet our timeline needs. Overall, our
team spend a total of $1,640.83 out of our $1,750 budget. A summary of our expenses can be found in
Table 2.1-A and a complete list of purchased parts and material costs can be found in the Final Project
Budget in Appendix B.
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Table 2.1-A: Summary of Overall Expenses
Category
Cost
Ship/Tax
Mechanical
$ 527.76 $ 166.99
Frame & Chassis $ 855.10 $ 12.97
Electrical
$
64.49 $ 13.52
Total:

Subtotal
$
694.75
$
868.07
$
78.01
$ 1,640.83

2.2. Mechanical Manufacturing
The mechanical manufacturing for this project consisted of
manufacturing the drivetrain assembly, the scale model
turbine assembly, and modifying the cart. The drivetrain and
driveshaft assemblies share very similar features and
materials, and in light of this we manufactured them
concurrently. The cart was then modified to suit these
subassemblies, which proved more challenging than
expected. All manufacturing was completed keeping safety
hazards detailed in our Risk Assessment (Appendix C) in
mind.
2.2.1. Turbine Model
Figure 2.2-A: Team Member Marco Salguero

The turbine assembly consists of two main subsets of parts: Holding the Assembled Turbine Driveshaft After
the mockup turbine, and the aluminum stand supporting it. Final Machining
Where the stand consists of concentric driveshafts, bearings,
retaining mechanisms, and blade assemblages. The stand
only included two face plates, extruded aluminum standoffs,
and one machined stator tube.
The concentric driveshafts for the turbine model were
machined from an aluminum round tube on a lathe in the Cal
Poly Aero Hangar. Both the concentric driveshafts and the
drive pulleys installed onto them were bored to the final
diameter. Bearings were ordered off-the-shelf and installed
into each turbine stage. Retaining set screw holes were
drilled and tapped in each stage to support the bearings. An
image of the finished driveshafts after machining is included
in Figure 2.2-A. An image of the pulleys during machining
is included in Figure 2.2-B. Upon completion of all the Figure 2.2-B: Team Member Marco
Salguero Boring a Drive Pulley
elements , the model driveshaft was assembled and
integrated in the modified cart.
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The face plates for the turbine stand were of the same
thickness and similar shape as the plates used in the
drivetrain assembly. These were all cut from the same
stock on the waterjet in Mustang 60, holes drilled to
final diameters, and outer shapes deburred using files
and sandpaper. The stator tube used to house the
concentric driveshafts were machined along with them
using the same techniques. Once complete, the
faceplates were assembled with the aluminum as a
distance reference, and the stator tube was tack welded
in place using a TIG welder at the Hangar by a fellow
senior project student, Dakota Hallingsworth. The
aluminum extrusion was then removed and the nowfixed stator tube and face plates were sandblasted to Figure 2.2-C: Completed Resin Print of the Model
hide scuff marks before final assembly.
Turbofan Blades
Some aesthetic components for the turbine model such
as blades, blade roots, nosecone, and shaft collars were produced using additive manufacturing. The latter
three were produced on filament-based printers in the IME labs, while the blades were printed on a resin
3D printer. An image of the first complete print of the blades is shown in Figure 2.2-C.
2.2.2. Drivetrain Assembly
Similar to the turbine model stand, the main motor mount plates for the drivetrain assembly were cut using
the waterjet in Mustang ’60 using a single sheet of 1/8” 6061
Aluminum. These plates were then deburred using a file and
various deburring tools, after which the screw holes were
countersunk.
The aluminum t-slot extrusion was then cut to length using
the horizontal band saw in the Hangar. Mistakes in setup or
machine unreliability led to uneven and unlevel cuts on many
of our t-slot lengths. To remedy this, the t-slot lengths were
faced square and true to one another on a manual mill. Once
finished to length, the center holes were tapped with ¼-20
thread.
Upon completion of the t-slots and mounting plates, the
drivetrain was assembled using 1/4-20 machine screws and
washers. The motors were then through-bolted onto the
drivetrain plates, finishing the completed assembly shown in Figure 2.2-D: Completed Drivetrain
Figure 2.2-D.
Assembly on a Table in the Cal Poly
Engines Lab

2.2.3. Cart Modifications

To accommodate and integrate our subassemblies into the cart, major modifications to the off the shelf
design had to be made. This mainly entailed drilling mounting holes for our electronics and mechanical
subsystems and adding provisions for cable routing and belts.
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The first modifications made to the cart involved drilling holes for self-tapping 10-32 screws to mount DIN
Rail on the bottom half of the cart to secure the electronics. These holes were drilled at regular intervals to
securely mount the DIN Rail to the cart, making sure to provide adequate spacing between the electronics
for cooling purposes.
Next, the cart was modified to mount the emergency stop (E-Stop) button. This consisted of locating and
drilling the four clearance screw holes to mount the plastic housing of the button. With those drilled, we
then used a jig saw to cut a larger hole for cable routing and the button’s electronics.
The last electronics related modification needed was to create holes between the two cart halves for cable
routing. This was done simply using a 1 7/8” hole saw. With this size, we could reuse the plastic grommets
on the side cable holes which we did not plan on using. These grommets then flanged the rough sheet metal,
protecting our cables.
To mount the mechanical assemblies, holes were drilled per the drawings created in SolidWorks. These
holes were drilled as basic clearance holes, as floating fasteners were used for drivetrain and driveshaft
assemblies. Using the drawings as a template, we then used an angle grinder to cut the main hole in the top
for the belt system.
2.3. Electronics Assembly
The manufacturing of our electrical assemblies consisted of two main avenues. First, mounting fixtures had
to be designed and manufactured. Second, the electronic components needed to be wired together properly,
including both data and power cables.
2.3.1. Mounting
To mount the electronics components onto the cart, the system required mounting fixtures that were
simultaneously secure and easy to attach or detach for wiring and maintenance. To do this we used DIN
rail mounting, commonly used in industry, screwed into holes drilled into the floor, and the built-in bracket
on the interior of the lower cart compartment via self-tapping 10-32 screws. All DIN rail was mounted in
these locations because they provided an extra layer so there would be no sharp screw points protruding
outside the cart and be a hazard.
Though the PLC and terminal blocks already contained built-in provisions for clipping to DIN rail, the
power supplies and ClearLink controller had no such provisions. To mount them, we designed and
manufactured mounting plates using DIN rail clips and eighth-inch aluminum sheet metal to interface the
power supplies and ClearLink to the DIN rail. We started by cutting the plates out of the sheet aluminum
on the vertical bandsaw (Figure 2.3-A) and creating drill templates corresponding to each of the
component’s built-in mounting holes. Using these templates, we drilled out clearance holes for the #8 DIN
rail clip fasteners in each plate, followed by clearance holes for the M3 screws for the power supplies and
clearance holes for the #10 screws for the ClearLink on their respective plates. The two 75 V power supplies
were both mounted on a single plate to save on material, with the drill templates created carefully to account
for their spacing requirements of one inch on all sides. After drilling the holes, countersinking them, filing,
and deburring, we mounted the electronics onto their respective plates using M3-0.5 screws directly into
the pre-tapped holes in the 75V power supplies, M3-0.5 screws secured with a nut and two washers through
the clearance holes in the 24V power supply, and 10-32 screws paired with a nut and washer through the
clearance holes in the ClearLink controller.
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Figure 2.3-A: Team Member Synnovea Wood Cutting the Electronics Plates Out on the Vertical Bandsaw

After manufacturing the mounting plates, screwing the DIN rail mounting onto the cart, and wiring the
components together (details in Section 2.3.2), we were able to easily clip the PLC, terminal blocks, and
mounting plates holding the power supplies and ClearLink onto the DIN rail, following the spacing
requirements of four inches of clearance around the PLC, which was the leftmost component as required,
one and a half inches of clearance around the ClearLink controller, and one inch of clearance around each
of the power supplies (Figure 2.3-B). Finally, we finished by mounting the emergency stop button into the
holes drilled into the top of the cart, fastening it in place with screws connecting the interior and exterior
casings.

Figure 2.3-B: The 24V and 75V Power Supplies are Mounted to the Cart Via Mounting Plates and DIN Rail
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2.3.2. Wiring and Cabling
After all the electronics were mounted to the cart, we used the Teknic cables, as well as 12- and 22-gauge
wire, to connect all the electronics together. A general layout of how electronics are wired can be seen in
Figure 2.3-C.

Figure 2.3-C: Wiring Diagram

To wire the PLC (Figure 2.3-D) we used 22-gauge wire to connect the Mod and SA power ports to the 24
VDC power supply. This was done by connecting the 22-gauge wire to the screw terminals to connect to
the PLC. The white wire is the live wire from the +V terminal of the 24 VDC power supply and the black
wire is neutral connected to the -V terminal of the 24 VDC power supply.

Figure 2.3-D: PLC Wiring
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To wire the ClearLink (Figure 2.3-E) we simply take those 22-gauge wires that are powered by the 24 VDC
power supply. The 22-gauge wires are connected to the three screw terminals inside the Molex connectors.
We used green wire for ground, white wire for power, and black wire for return. The green Molex connector
can be removed by snapping it off to easily change or fix wiring.

Figure 2.3-E: ClearLink Wiring

To wire the 24 VDC power supply (Figure 2.3-F) we need to connect the input terminals to the power cables
(the three screw terminals on the left). We connect the power wires to these terminals; white is live and
goes to the live port, black is neutral and goes to the neutral port and green is ground that connects to the
ground port. Each of these wires has a wire connection crimped onto the end of each wire to ensure that the
wires cannot come out of their designated terminal without the screw coming fully off. This is done to
prevent high voltages of 120V from shorting.

Figure 2.3-F: 24VDC Power Supply Wiring
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The terminal block (Figure 2.3-G) is wired to interrupt the power cable by the emergency stop to allow the
emergency stop the open the circuit. The white cable is the live wire from the power cable that then connects
to the same terminal as the red wire that connects to the emergency stop. The emergency stop button is
similar a single terminal in the terminal block; it just has a screw terminal, so it is wired just like the 24
VDC power supply where we crimped on circle ends to the wires for the emergency stop to prevent the
wires coming off the screw terminal. The second red wire is connected as the output of the emergency stop
to provide power to the 24VDC live wire in white. The brown connectors on the top are to short two
terminals together so we can have multiple outputs from a single input.

Figure 2.3-G: Terminal Block Wiring

This allows us to have a single live, neutral, and ground output and have two outputs: one to the 24 VDC
power supply and the other to the power cable displayed in Figure 2.3-H. The reason this is done so is that
the two 75 VDC power supplies connect to a wall outlet to ensure that power supplied to those can be
regulated by the emergency stop. The power cable had to be cut and spliced using the terminal block.

Figure 2.3-H: Total Wiring System and Electronic Sub-Assembly
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2.4. Software and Programming
The software and programming of the project were supposed to be the focus of the senior project. After
everything else, we were left with minimal time and resources to finish our software and programming. The
reason for this is that we couldn’t begin to test code without the PLC hooked up with the ClearLink
Connected to the motors. The motors have 75 VDC and require to be cleared by an electrician on campus
therefore progress on programming couldn’t be made without having the entire assembly complete.
The programming we did complete can be divided into two separate groups of PLC side of programming
and the computer/UI side of programming. We were able to complete a prototype for each that can be later
integrated to work together.
The PLC programming was done using Studio 5000 using Ladder logic. Most of the ladder logic
programming was provided to us by our sponsor Dr. Lemieux. The program given to us was intended for
one of his separate but similar projects and became the starter for our code. We made the ladder logic code
capable of sending commands to the ClearLink controller to run the motors at a certain speed specified in
the PLC program. If the user wanted to alter this speed it is detailed within Appendix D of our user manual
in section 3.1.
The computer side of programming was completely made using python. The code is comprised of two main
files which are the GUI.py and TCP_server.py. The GUI.py file is for the user interface that can numerically
send data about how the user is interacting with the interface. The window shown in Figure 2.4-A will pop
up if the user runs GUI.py. The GUI was created mostly using the pysimplegui library which is an open
source library for making user interfaces with Python. The GUI can show the user in real-time what the
turbine is doing by altering the play speed of three GIFs of the blades on each stage. This was done by
making the GIFs using PowerPoint and adobe photoshop and then converting that GIF file to base 64 to be
used by pysimplegui to play the GIF on the GUI.

Figure 2.4-A: Graphical User Interface

The plan from here was to send the data from the user interface to the PLC using a Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) server and client. The PLC would be the client and the computer would host the server.
This is the reason why we made the TCP_server.py file that would be able to host a TCP server that would
connect to the PLC if it had set up a TCP client in ladder logic. The computer would then be able to send
12

the PLC the data about the user inputs for the speeds of each shaft over the TCP server and receive data
from the client about how the physical system is performing in real-time.
2.5. System Integration
The System Integration part of manufacturing consisted of assembling all of our subassemblies into our
freshly modified cart (Figure 2.5-A). We started by installing the turbine stand and the drivetrain stand
using t-slot nuts in the frame connected to the cart using machine screws. With these installed, we connected
the motor power and data cables and fed them through the cable routing hole. We then installed all of the
electronics on their respective sections of DIN Rail, and connected the appropriate cables and terminals.
This included the E-Stop button which was mounted and its cabled fed through the cart to the main terminal
block. Lastly, the safety shield was fastened to the top of the cart using ¼-20” machine screws.

Figure 2.5-A: Final Verification Prototype

2.6. Challenges and Lessons
Throughout this project, our team encountered several challenges during manufacture. Through these
challenges we learned some lessons including problem solving and flexibility.
One challenge our team came across was finding previously unknown features on the cart, such as
crossmembers, that got in the way of the mounting of our mechanical system design. To work past this, our
team engaged in some creative problem solving and adjusted the orientation and mounting holes of the
design, as well as removed some portions of the cart.
Another challenge we encountered was during installation of the acrylic safety enclosure. As it was being
installed, the door fell off and onto the floor, causing a corner to crack and our team to find a new solution
to replace the magnetic strip holding it in place. Our solution was to screw the door on with tee nuts and
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screws instead; the door is now rigidly screwed in place which, while secure, is a less convenient strategy
when accessing the turbine model.
The turbine blades posed many manufacturing challenges. They were designed with the intention of resin
printing. During the manufacturing period of senior design, the printer used to print the blades continually
had issues that not only caused the prints to fail but required the machine to be serviced. This caused the
blade schedule to slip dramatically, resulting in them being the last component to be integrated into the
turbine model.
In boring the drive pulleys that mount on the concentric turbine shafts, we discovered that the manufacturersupplied CAD model for the pulleys was inaccurate, meaning that we would have to fixture the largest-bore
pulley differently than the others. This was eventually resolved by using some shims to hold the teeth
instead of the flanges of the pulley but caused the manufacturing of the pulley to slip a few days between
working sessions.
Our team faced a variety of technical, logistical, and informational challenges during the development of
the electrical and software components of our design. In support of developing the software and firmware
for our system, the electrical system required a lot of integrated testing. However, because the system
supplying power to the motors ran in excess of 48V, we required inspection and approval from the campus
electrician before we could test our this design. This put large schedule limitations on our ability to debug
the system because the inspection was constrained by our ability to get out-of-stock electrical components.
Beyond integration and testing, there were also many challenges in successful interfacing with the PLC
unit. We had to connect the PLC unit to the university internet service via an ethernet cable, and work to
assugn the controller a custom IP address via DHCP server. This required some discussion with contacts at
ITS, as well as a lot of learning and troubleshooting on our part.
Finally, the greatest challenge our team faced was rapidly learning how to use multiple unfamiliar
programming languages. At the start of the year, no one on our team knew how to program in python or
Studio 5000 (the ladder logic program used to program the PLC).The latter was particularly difficult as not
only were there little to no educational resources for Studio 5000, but the suite was also locked behind a
license. Between struggling to obtain a license, and lagging on electrical technical inspection/approval, we
weren’t even able to power on the PLC until our third quarter. This left little time for further refinement
and test of the code and electrical system.

3. Design Verification
Through our design verification process, we found that our design meets some specifications at this time,
but not all. This is partially due to the fact that some tests cannot be completed yet, as a connection between
the model and the interface cannot be established in the necessary timeframe. Despite this, we verified
through testing and inspections that the design does meet the specifications that are critical – items related
to safety or items necessary to fulfil the model’s purpose of demonstrating the triple-spool concept in a lab
setting. Specifications not met are either due to the need for further work on the project or are specifications
deemed unnecessary for the safety and functionality of the model after careful consideration. A testing
overview can be found in Table 3-A and sections 3.1 – 3.15 give details on each specification, how it was
tested, and the corresponding results. All testing was performed in the Cal Poly Engines Lab. More
information is included in our Design Verification Plan and Report (DVP&R) and test procedures, which
can be found in Appendices E and F, respectively.
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Table 3-A: Testing Summary
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Insp. 1
Insp. 2
Insp. 3
Insp. 4

Name
Cart Dimensions
Door Access
Independent Shaft Rotation
Visibility
Assembly Weight
System Characteristic Test
Maximum Rotational Speed
Shaft Datum Return
Emergency Stop Confirmation
Setup Time for Lab Use
Data Recording Capability
Remote Control Confirmation
Remote Control Lag Time
Rolling Capability Check
Shaft Concentricity Check
Exposed Hazard Point Check
Budget Check

Corresponding Specification
4 - Size
4 - Size
5 - Independent Control
8 - Turbine Display
3 - Weight
7 - Maximum RPM
7 - Maximum RPM
9 - Zero Position
12 - Emergency Stop Button
6 - Set Up Time
10 - Data Collection Time
14 - Remote Access Distance
15 - Latency
13 - Rolling Capability
1 - Concentric Shafts
11 - Shielding of Hazard Points
2 - Production Cost

Status
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Complete
Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Complete
Complete
Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete

3.1. Specification 1 – Concentric Shafts
Our team has confirmed that our design passes Specification 1, which requires the three shafts to be
concentric. This is a critical specification because the model must have concentric shafts in order to fulfil
the design’s main purpose: to demonstrate the proof of concept of a triple spool gas turbine driveshaft. We
confirmed that this specification is met in our design via inspection (Inspection 2).
3.2. Specification 2 – Production Cost
Our team has confirmed that our design passes Specification 2, which requires the production cost to be
$1,750 or less. This is a critical specification because the model could not be completed if the cost to
produce it surpassed our given budget. We confirmed that this specification is met in our design via
inspection (Inspection 4), where we found that our final production cost was $1,640.83.
3.3. Specification 3 – Weight
During Test 5, where our team used a scale to weigh the entire assembly, we learned that our design does
not pass Specification 3, which requires the model to weigh 60 pounds or less; we found that our model
weighs 129 pounds. After careful consideration, our team has concluded that this is not a concern because
Specification 3 is not a critical specification, as the purpose of this specification is to ensure that the design
is portable and is not a critical tip hazard. Due to the wheels on the cart, it is still portable as it can be easily
pushed by a single person. Additionally, our team performed tip and tilt analysis to find that the critical tip
angle is ten degrees. Due to the fact that the model is on wheels (only two of which lock), we have concluded
that the model does not need to pass Specification 3 in order to be safe because the cart is inclined to roll
rather than tip and can be tipped ten degrees before it will fall over.
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3.4. Specification 4 – Size
Our team has confirmed that our design meets Specification 4, which requires the cart to have a width of
36 inches or less and a height of 60 inches or less. It also requires the design to be able to fit through a
standard size door. This is a critical specification because the model would not be portable if it could not
fit through doors. We confirmed that this specification was met when the design passed Tests 1 and 2,
where we used a ruler to measure the cart (Figure 3.4-A) and pushed it through the Engines Lab entry door
(Figure 3.4-B), concluding that the cart is 18 inches wide and 44.5 inches tall, and can easily pass through
a standard size door.

Figure 3.4-A: Team Member Michael Megna Measuring the Cart Dimensions

Figure 3.4-B: Team Member Michael Megna Checking that the Cart Fits Through a Standard Size Door
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3.5. Specification 5 – Independent Control
Our team has confirmed that our design meets Specification 5, which requires the three shafts to be
independently controllable. This is a critical specification because the model must have independent shafts
in order to fulfil the design’s main purpose: to demonstrate the proof of concept of a triple spool gas turbine
driveshaft. We confirmed that this specification was met when the design passed Test 3, where we spun
each shaft while holding the others stationary.
3.6. Specification 6 – Set Up Time
Our team has confirmed that our design meets Specification 6, which requires the model to be able to be
set up for use in five minutes or less. We confirmed that this specification was met when the design passed
Test 10, where a single team member was timed with a stopwatch to see how long it would take to
completely prepare and set up the model for use; the team member was able to complete this test in two
minutes and 32 seconds (Figure 3.6-A). This test demonstrated our challenge of proceeding with testing
despite the lack of connection between the model and the interface, as it was originally planned to be
performed by an unfamiliar professor rather than a knowledgeable team member; to overcome this
challenge we modified the test so it could still be performed, as well as give us important feedback regarding
the mechanical setup.

Figure 3.6-A: Team Member Michael Megna Showing the Time Taken to Set up the Model for Use

3.7. Specification 7 – Maximum RPM
During Test 7, our team ran the three motors at the maximum set speed (Figure 3.7-A) and used a stopwatch
to determine maximum corresponding shaft speed for each. From this test we learned that if we want to
avoid motor stiction, our design cannot pass Specification 7, which requires the model to have a maximum
rotational speed of 30 rpm or less; we adjusted our model’s maximum speed to be about 70 rpm instead in
order to overcome the motor’s stiction. After careful consideration, our team has concluded that this is not
a concern because the safety shield and lockable cabinet doors prevent anyone from accessing any moving
parts without unscrewing the shield or unlocking and opening the cabinets.
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When determining the shaft speed, uncertainty analysis was performed to determine the final confidence
in ultimate shaft speed for each stage. The team would run the shafts at some speed for a duration of time,
counting the shaft revolutions while measuring the recorded time. This data is contained in Table 3.7-A.

Figure 3.7-A: Team Member Wyatt Conner Setting the Motor Speeds in Studio 5000

Table 3.7-A: Maximum Shaft Speeds
Shaft

Revolutions

Time (sec)

Speed (RPM)

1
2
3

4
4
4

3.64
3.93
3.48

66
61
69

Uncertainty
[RPM]
0.25
0.25
0.25

Shaft speeds were calculated using Equation 3-1, by dividing the total number of revolutions by the
duration of the test.

𝜔=

𝑁
𝑇

(3-1)

The stopwatch used to record time was determined to have a resolution uncertainty of ± 0.005 seconds,
while our team determined our count was repeatable to ± 0.25 revolutions. These values could then be
used in tandem with the unitless uncertainty propagation relation shown in Equation 3-2 to determine the
uncertainty in our calculated speed values.
2
𝑢𝜔 = √∑ 𝑠𝑚
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(3-2)

Where Sm represents the sensitivity of the output function to any given input uncertainty. In this case, the
sensitivities for revolution count and test duration were taken into account by multiplying the partial
derivative of Equation 3-1 with respect to each parameter by each parameter’s uncertainty. It is worth
noting that this assumes the resolution of the stopwatch and the repeatability of our revolution counting
were the sole contributions to each measurement. This result in Equation 3-3.
𝑈𝑡2
𝑢𝜔 = √ 4 + 𝑈𝑁2
𝑇

(3-2)

Where Ut is the stopwatch uncertainty, Un is the revolution count uncertainty, and T is the duration of the
test. Using the aforementioned uncertainty values, this equation nwas used to populate the values in Table
3.7-A.
3.8. Specification 8 – Turbine Display
Our team has confirmed that our design meets Specification 8, which requires the turbine to be viewable
for at least 120 degrees. This is a critical specification because the model must be easily viewable by
students in a lab in order to fulfil the design’s main purpose: to demonstrate the proof of concept of a triple
spool gas turbine driveshaft. We confirmed that this specification was met when the design passed Test 4,
where we walked all the way around the model and found that the model was viewable for 360 degrees.
3.9. Specification 9 – Zero Position
At the current time, Specification 9, which requires the system to be able to zero each shaft to a datum, is
not met. This specification was planned to be verified by Test 8, where we would press the “zero” button
on the user interface and check to see if the shafts would return to their datum position; however, Test 8
cannot be performed at this time as no remote connection can presently be established and the motors have
no reference for which to set a datum that could be maintained after power off. Our team’s recommendation
to meet Specification 9 is to establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
3.10. Specification 10 – Data Collection Time
At the current time, Specification 10, which requires the system to be able to collect data for five minutes
or longer, is not met. This specification was planned to be verified by Test 11, where we would time how
long the system could record data for; however, Test 11 cannot be performed at this time as no remote
connection can presently be established. Our team’s recommendation to meet Specification 10 is to
establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
3.11. Specification 11 – Shielding of Hazard Points
Our team has confirmed that our design passes Specification 12, which requires all hazards points to be
shielded. This is a critical specification because unshielded hazard points are unsafe and therefore
unacceptable. We confirmed that this specification is met in our design via inspection (Inspection 3), where
we carefully checked over the entire model for any sharp edges, exposed wires, or accessible pinch points,
finding none that were not enclosed and locked or screwed shut.
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3.12. Specification 12 – Emergency Stop Button
Our team has confirmed that our design meets Specification 12, which requires the emergency stop button
to completely cut off all current to the model. This is a critical specification because the model must be able
to be quickly shut off in an emergency to be safe. We confirmed that this specification was met when the
design passed Test 9, where we used an ammeter to verify that the current across the emergency stop button
was zero Amperes when it was depressed (Figure 3.12-A).

Figure 3.12-A: Team Member Marco Salguero Using a Multimeter to Measure the Current
Across the Emergency Stop Button Terminal Block Connection

3.13. Specification 13 – Rolling Capability
Our team has confirmed that our design passes Specification 13, which requires the cart to have rolling
capability. This is a critical specification because the model must be portable. We confirmed that this
specification is met in our design via inspection (Inspection 1).
3.14. Specification 14 – Remote Access Distance
At the current time, Specification 14, which requires the system to be able to be commanded remotely, is
not met. This specification was planned to be verified by Test 12, where we would check to see if a remote
laptop can control the system; however, Test 12 cannot be performed at this time as no remote connection
can presently be established. Our team’s recommendation to meet Specification 14 is to establish a
communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
3.15. Specification 15 – Latency
At the current time, Specification 15, which requires the physical system to respond to commands sent from
a remote laptop in less than five minutes, is not met. This specification was planned to be verified by Test
13, where we would time how long it takes for the physical system to respond with a stopwatch; however,
Test 13 cannot be performed at this time as no remote connection can presently be established. Our team’s
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recommendation to meet Specification 15 is to establish a communication connection between the PLC and
user interface.
3.16. Testing Summary
Through the testing process, our team found that our model in its current state meets the critical
specifications (Table 3.16-A). Despite this, the establishment of a connection between the model and the
user interface and further testing would allow several more specifications to be met and provide a higher
degree of learning to students using the model in the lab. As such, our team recommends the connection of
the interface and the model to be established and for Tests 6, 8, and 11-13 to be completed to meet
Specifications 9-10 and 14-15 for a more educational and seamless lab demonstration.
Table 3.16-A: Specification and Results Summary
Spec.

Requirements

1
2

Concentric
< $1,750

3

< 60 pounds

5
6

< 36 in. wide
< 60 in. tall
Fits through std door
Independent Shafts
< 5 min. set up

7

< 30 rpm max.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

> 120 deg. visibility
Returns to Zero
> 5 min. collection
No exposed hazards
0 Amps after E stop
> 2 functional wheels
Can be remote
< 5 min. latency

4

Test
Pass/Fail
Results
Pass
Pass
$1,640.83
Pass
129
Fail
pounds
18 in. wide
44.5 in. tall
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
2:32
Pass
66 rpm
61 rpm
Fail
69 rpm
360 deg.
Pass
Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
0 Amps
Pass
4 funct.
Pass
Fail
Fail

4. Discussion & Recommendations
Over the course of this project, we learned numerous practical engineering skills. First and foremost, we
gained valuable time and project management skills. Taking a project from idea to reality, with all of the
associated deliverables and deadlines, is no easy task. Learning how to properly manage time and tasking
of group members was extremely valuable to this project’s success. Second, we learned the fundamentals
of automation systems, including PLC programming, motion control, and wiring. Having not had any
experience with these systems, we made great progress in creating a basic controller for the driveshaft
demonstrator.
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If we were to start from scratch again, the main thing we would change is how we went about clarifying
scope. Starting the project with differing views on the scope of our project between ourselves and our
sponsor set us forth on the wrong path-- making it a challenge to catch up and remain on track. If we were
to go back, clearly outlining the scope of this project and specifically focusing on the mechanical
components of the demonstrator system would have made our path forward much clearer, allowing for
more time to perfect those mechanical components.
In terms of specific design related challenges or features yet to be addressed, there are two avenues worth
considering: mechanical components and software interfacing.
For mechanical features, there are two main areas that we suggest addressing. First, the top skin of the cart
is less rigid than we would like. This lack of stiffness comes from the cutting of the top c-channel stiffener
in order to accommodate belt routing. Adding new stiffeners to the top surface (or simply routing belts
around the previous stiffener) would make vibrations of the stand or motor mounts less of an issue and help
with leveling the turbine assembly. Second, as mentioned in Section 2.6, we were unable to successfully
print the turbine blades due to many printer malfunctions. We recommend printing and installing these
blades, as they provide useful context in triple spool driveshaft functionality. Scaling up the design to
increase them inimum feature size on the turbine blades well help to alleviate the manufacturing challenges
associated with producing them.
Considerable work remains in developing the control system and interface. We have made a controller that
demonstrates turbine functionality, but only in a basic sense with limited user interface capabilities. That
being said, we have made a robust physical model capable of being a test bed for more programming in the
future. Thus, we recommend that further work into the control system, particularly creating a link between
the PLC and the python user interface. Given that the Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering Department
at Cal Poly offers courses in PLC Automation and programming, we recommend recruiting an engineer (or
team of engineers) who have taken these courses to further the control system of the triple spool
demonstrator.
For further information on how to operate and maintain the triple spool driveshaft demonstrator, please see
Appendix D which includes a detailed user manual for the entire system.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, our team was able to design, build, and test a safe and educational dynamic demonstration
model of a triple spool gas turbine driveshaft. This model rotates three independent concentric shafts at preprogrammed constant speeds and directions and is suitable for a lab learning environment. In addition to
this, we were able to program a Python user interface that displays, controls, and can collect data from a
dynamic two-dimensional model of the triple spool driveshaft. The limitations of the current design are that
the three-dimensional model and the Python interface are not linked at the current time, and as such the
interface presently cannot be used to dynamically control of collect data from the three-dimensional model
It has the capability of being used in this way in the future. To adjust the speed or direction on the current
model, the user must connect to it via a physical cable and adjust the parameters in Studio 5000. Our team
was not able to establish the connection to the interface due to several setbacks and delays throughout the
design process and material procurement, combined with the time constraints related to completing the
course. If we were to do the project over again, we would have used more standard motors and an Arduino
or Raspberry Pi to control the system instead of Teknic electronics and a PLC, as they would simplify the
system, negate the need to communicate between and learn two different programming languages, have a
much shallower learning curve, and have more documentation and resources to help us learn how to use
them. For the project’s next steps, our team would recommend a connection to be established between the
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Python user interface and the physical model; this connection would allow both to be used to their full
functionality – to improve the user experience and optimize the educational benefits – by providing the user
with a much more seamless and intuitive way to control the model, as well as enable them to collect data
and control the model remotely.
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APPENDIX A
GUI.py

MainRoutine - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
Total number of rungs in routine: 5

Page 1
6/2/2022 3:00:57 PM
...P-HP5G73ML.wyatt.BAK001.LAPTOP-HP5G73ML.wyatt.BAK026.acd
ClearLink:O1.DOP_Value.0

0

1

One_Shot_5
ONS

TOF
Timer
Preset
Accum

Run_Timer
1800000
1800000

EN
DN

JSR
Routine Name Prog1_Mot1

2

JSR
Routine Name Prog1_Mot2
JSR
Routine Name Prog1_Mot3

3

4

CPT
Dest

Temp_Deg_F
-86.381
Expression (ClearLink:I1.AIP_Value1*.007)-86.381

CPT
Dest

Humidity_Percent
-25.207
Expression (ClearLink:I1.AIP_Value2*.0038)-25.207

(End)

Logix Designer

Prog1_Mot1 - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
Total number of rungs in routine: 12

Page 1
6/2/2022 3:01:52 PM
...P-HP5G73ML.wyatt.BAK001.LAPTOP-HP5G73ML.wyatt.BAK026.acd

*****************************************************************************************************************************************************************
**************************
Program Name: SD_Velocity_Move (One Axis)
Program Description: This program commands a ClearPath-SD motor to move back and forth at a specified velocity.
Motor Required: One ClearPath-SD (Step & Direction) motor connected to ClearLink at connector M-0.
Software Used: Studio 5000 Logix Designer (Version 32.02.00 was used to create this routine).
Controller Used: Allen-Bradley CompactLogix Controller / Model #: 1769-L16ER-BB1B was used to create this example.
*****************************************************************************************************************************************************************
**************************
BEFORE RUNNING THIS EXAMPLE, your ClearPath-SD motor must first be configured in MSP (ClearPath Motor Setup Program). See the
ClearLink Software Object Data Reference for motor setup and configuration instructions:
https://www.teknic.com/files/downloads/clearlink_ethernet-ip_object_reference.pdf.
***IMPORTANT*** FAILURE TO PROPERLY TUNE AND CONFIGURE YOUR CLEARPATH MOTOR BEFORE USE MAY RESULT IN
UNEXPECTED MOTION, OR NO MOTION.
**********************BEGIN RUNG COMMENTS**********************
• Enable Motor 0. CAUTION: Enabled motors can output torque and move in response to motion commands.
ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Enable
0

TON
Timer Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot1
Preset
2000
Accum
2010

1

EN
DN

• The user must set the Begin_Homing tag to begin the homing sequence.
• Clear Motor Faults is set to ensure the motor is "Ready To Home", and ClearLink Alerts are cleared if present.
Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot1.DN
2

HomingErrorOneShot_Mot1
ONS

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Clear_Fault
L
ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Clear_Alerts
L

• Unsets "Clear Motor Faults" and 'Clear Alerts" when the Ack is received from ClearLink.
ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Clear_Motor_Fault_Ack

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Clear_Fault
U

3

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Clear_Alerts
U

• After "Begin_Homing" is set, waits for the Clear Motor Fault Ack, and ensures all relevant explicit messages have been sent using their Done
(DN) bits. Then sets the Homing Move Flag, Jog Velocity, and Acceleration. Latching "Load Velocity Data" commands ClearLink to begin the
homing velocity move.
• Note: the sign of Jog Velocity determines homing direction. This example homes in the positive direction by default.
Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot1.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Clear_Motor_Fault_Ack

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Home_Flag

4
MOV
Source

Homing_Velocity_Mot1
-2400
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Jog_Vel
-2400

MOV
Source

Homing_Accel_Mot1
210285
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Accel_Lim
210285

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L

Logix Designer

Prog1_Mot1 - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
Total number of rungs in routine: 12

Page 2
6/2/2022 3:01:52 PM
...P-HP5G73ML.wyatt.BAK001.LAPTOP-HP5G73ML.wyatt.BAK026.acd

• Unsets "Load Velocity Data" and "Begin_Homing" when the Load_Velocity_Move_Ack is received from ClearLink.
ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Load_Vel_Move_Ack
5

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
U

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Has_Homed

TON
Timer Begin_Program_Timer_Mot1
Preset
60000
Accum
0

6

7

Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot1.DN
U

• When Motor 0 is "Not Steps Active" aka "stopped", start a 1000 mS dwell timer.
ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Steps_Active
Begin_Program_Timer_Mot1.DN
TON
/
Timer Dwell_Timer_Mot1
Preset
1000
Accum
0

EN
DN

EN
DN

• When Motor 0 is "At Target Velocity", start a 1000 mS spin/slew timer.
Note: when making velocity moves, "At Target Velocity" will also be set when 0 RPM (aka stop) is commanded and reached; so this rung
includes "Steps Active" such that the rung is only true when "At Velocity" not equal to 0.
ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_At_Vel

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Steps_Active

Begin_Program_Timer_Mot1.DN

8
TON
Timer At_Velocity_Timer_Mot1
Preset
2000
Accum
0

EN
DN

• When the dwell timer expires, Dwell_Timer.DN asserts. If no ClearLink shutdowns are present and Motor-0 is enabled, continue. Then, a
OneShotRising element fires, causing (1) the Jog Velocity to negate (for the next opposite direction move), and (2) the next set of move
parameters to load.
• The move starts when the "Load Velocity Data" bit is set. This element remains latched until the "ack" is received by ClearLink (later rung).
Dwell_Timer_Mot1.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Enabled

9

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Shutdowns_Pres
/

NEG
Source Move_Velocity_Mot1
125500.0
Dest
Move_Velocity_Mot1
125500.0

MOV
Source

Move_Acceleration_Mot1
6007
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Accel_Lim
210285

One_Shot1_Mot1
ONS

MOV
Source

Move_Velocity_Mot1
125500.0
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Jog_Vel
-2400

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Abs_Flag
U

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L

Logix Designer

Prog1_Mot1 - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
Total number of rungs in routine: 12
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• When the At Velocity Timer expires, At_Velocity_Timer.DN asserts. If no ClearLink shutdowns are present and Motor-0 is enabled, continue.
Then, a OneShotRising element fires, causing a 0 steps/sec Velocity Move to load (aka "stop").
• The move starts when the "Load Velocity Data" bit is set. This element remains latched until the "ack" is received by ClearLink (later rung).
At_Velocity_Timer_Mot1.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Enabled

10
MOV
Source

ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Shutdowns_Pres
/

0

Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Jog_Vel
-2400

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Abs_Flag
U

One_Shot2_Mot1
ONS

MOV
Source

Move_Deceleration_Mot1
4505
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Accel_Lim
210285

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L

• When the Move "ack" is received, the "Load Velocity Data" element is UNLATCHED. This allows the next move to be commanded.
ClearLink:I1.Motor1_Status_Load_Vel_Move_Ack
11

ClearLink:O1.Motor1_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
U

(End)

Logix Designer

Prog1_Mot2 - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
Total number of rungs in routine: 12
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*****************************************************************************************************************************************************************
**************************
Program Name: SD_Velocity_Move (One Axis)
Program Description: This program commands a ClearPath-SD motor to move back and forth at a specified velocity.
Motor Required: One ClearPath-SD (Step & Direction) motor connected to ClearLink at connector M-0.
Software Used: Studio 5000 Logix Designer (Version 32.02.00 was used to create this routine).
Controller Used: Allen-Bradley CompactLogix Controller / Model #: 1769-L16ER-BB1B was used to create this example.
*****************************************************************************************************************************************************************
**************************
BEFORE RUNNING THIS EXAMPLE, your ClearPath-SD motor must first be configured in MSP (ClearPath Motor Setup Program). See the
ClearLink Software Object Data Reference for motor setup and configuration instructions:
https://www.teknic.com/files/downloads/clearlink_ethernet-ip_object_reference.pdf.
***IMPORTANT*** FAILURE TO PROPERLY TUNE AND CONFIGURE YOUR CLEARPATH MOTOR BEFORE USE MAY RESULT IN
UNEXPECTED MOTION, OR NO MOTION.
**********************BEGIN RUNG COMMENTS**********************
• Enable Motor 0. CAUTION: Enabled motors can output torque and move in response to motion commands.
ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Enable
0

TON
Timer Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot2
Preset
2000
Accum
2010

1

EN
DN

• The user must set the Begin_Homing tag to begin the homing sequence.
• Clear Motor Faults is set to ensure the motor is "Ready To Home", and ClearLink Alerts are cleared if present.
Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot2.DN
2

HomingErrorOneShot_Mot2
ONS

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Clear_Fault
L
ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Clear_Alerts
L

• Unsets "Clear Motor Faults" and 'Clear Alerts" when the Ack is received from ClearLink.
ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Clear_Motor_Fault_Ack

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Clear_Fault
U

3

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Clear_Alerts
U

• After "Begin_Homing" is set, waits for the Clear Motor Fault Ack, and ensures all relevant explicit messages have been sent using their Done
(DN) bits. Then sets the Homing Move Flag, Jog Velocity, and Acceleration. Latching "Load Velocity Data" commands ClearLink to begin the
homing velocity move.
• Note: the sign of Jog Velocity determines homing direction. This example homes in the positive direction by default.
Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot2.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Clear_Motor_Fault_Ack

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Home_Flag

4
MOV
Source

Homing_Velocity_Mot2
2400
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Jog_Vel
2400

MOV
Source

Homing_Accel_Mot2
210285
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Accel_Lim
210285

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L

Logix Designer

Prog1_Mot2 - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
Total number of rungs in routine: 12
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• Unsets "Load Velocity Data" and "Begin_Homing" when the Load_Velocity_Move_Ack is received from ClearLink.
ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Load_Vel_Move_Ack
5

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
U

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Has_Homed

TON
Timer Begin_Program_Timer_Mot2
Preset
60000
Accum
0

6

7

Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot2.DN
U

• When Motor 0 is "Not Steps Active" aka "stopped", start a 1000 mS dwell timer.
ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Steps_Active
Begin_Program_Timer_Mot2.DN
TON
/
Timer Dwell_Timer_Mot2
Preset
1000
Accum
0

EN
DN

EN
DN

• When Motor 0 is "At Target Velocity", start a 1000 mS spin/slew timer.
Note: when making velocity moves, "At Target Velocity" will also be set when 0 RPM (aka stop) is commanded and reached; so this rung
includes "Steps Active" such that the rung is only true when "At Velocity" not equal to 0.
ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_At_Vel

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Steps_Active

Begin_Program_Timer_Mot2.DN

8
TON
Timer At_Velocity_Timer_Mot2
Preset
1000
Accum
0

EN
DN

• When the dwell timer expires, Dwell_Timer.DN asserts. If no ClearLink shutdowns are present and Motor-0 is enabled, continue. Then, a
OneShotRising element fires, causing (1) the Jog Velocity to negate (for the next opposite direction move), and (2) the next set of move
parameters to load.
• The move starts when the "Load Velocity Data" bit is set. This element remains latched until the "ack" is received by ClearLink (later rung).
Dwell_Timer_Mot2.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Enabled

9

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Shutdowns_Pres
/

NEG
Source Move_Velocity_Mot2
160100.0
Dest
Move_Velocity_Mot2
160100.0

MOV
Source

Move_Acceleration_Mot2
5149
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Accel_Lim
210285

One_Shot1_Mot2
ONS

MOV
Source

Move_Velocity_Mot2
160100.0
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Jog_Vel
2400

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Abs_Flag
U

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L
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Prog1_Mot2 - Ladder Diagram
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• When the At Velocity Timer expires, At_Velocity_Timer.DN asserts. If no ClearLink shutdowns are present and Motor-0 is enabled, continue.
Then, a OneShotRising element fires, causing a 0 steps/sec Velocity Move to load (aka "stop").
• The move starts when the "Load Velocity Data" bit is set. This element remains latched until the "ack" is received by ClearLink (later rung).
At_Velocity_Timer_Mot2.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Enabled

10
MOV
Source

ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Shutdowns_Pres
/

0

Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Jog_Vel
2400

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Abs_Flag
U

One_Shot2_Mot2
ONS

MOV
Source

Move_Deceleration_Mot2
5149
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Accel_Lim
210285

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L

• When the Move "ack" is received, the "Load Velocity Data" element is UNLATCHED. This allows the next move to be commanded.
ClearLink:I1.Motor2_Status_Load_Vel_Move_Ack
11

ClearLink:O1.Motor2_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
U

(End)
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Prog1_Mot3 - Ladder Diagram
Ch4_wrev_4:MainTask:MainProgram
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*****************************************************************************************************************************************************************
**************************
Program Name: SD_Velocity_Move (One Axis)
Program Description: This program commands a ClearPath-SD motor to move back and forth at a specified velocity.
Motor Required: One ClearPath-SD (Step & Direction) motor connected to ClearLink at connector M-0.
Software Used: Studio 5000 Logix Designer (Version 32.02.00 was used to create this routine).
Controller Used: Allen-Bradley CompactLogix Controller / Model #: 1769-L16ER-BB1B was used to create this example.
*****************************************************************************************************************************************************************
**************************
BEFORE RUNNING THIS EXAMPLE, your ClearPath-SD motor must first be configured in MSP (ClearPath Motor Setup Program). See the
ClearLink Software Object Data Reference for motor setup and configuration instructions:
https://www.teknic.com/files/downloads/clearlink_ethernet-ip_object_reference.pdf.
***IMPORTANT*** FAILURE TO PROPERLY TUNE AND CONFIGURE YOUR CLEARPATH MOTOR BEFORE USE MAY RESULT IN
UNEXPECTED MOTION, OR NO MOTION.
**********************BEGIN RUNG COMMENTS**********************
• Enable Motor 0. CAUTION: Enabled motors can output torque and move in response to motion commands.
ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Enable
0

TON
Timer Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot3
Preset
2000
Accum
2010

1

EN
DN

• The user must set the Begin_Homing tag to begin the homing sequence.
• Clear Motor Faults is set to ensure the motor is "Ready To Home", and ClearLink Alerts are cleared if present.
Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot3.DN
2

HomingErrorOneShot_Mot3
ONS

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Clear_Fault
L
ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Clear_Alerts
L

• Unsets "Clear Motor Faults" and 'Clear Alerts" when the Ack is received from ClearLink.
ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Clear_Motor_Fault_Ack

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Clear_Fault
U

3

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Clear_Alerts
U

• After "Begin_Homing" is set, waits for the Clear Motor Fault Ack, and ensures all relevant explicit messages have been sent using their Done
(DN) bits. Then sets the Homing Move Flag, Jog Velocity, and Acceleration. Latching "Load Velocity Data" commands ClearLink to begin the
homing velocity move.
• Note: the sign of Jog Velocity determines homing direction. This example homes in the positive direction by default.
Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot3.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Clear_Motor_Fault_Ack

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Home_Flag

4
MOV
Source

Homing_Velocity_Mot3
1400
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Jog_Vel
1600

MOV
Source

Homing_Accel_Mot3
210285
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Accel_Lim
210285

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L
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Prog1_Mot3 - Ladder Diagram
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• Unsets "Load Velocity Data" and "Begin_Homing" when the Load_Velocity_Move_Ack is received from ClearLink.
ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Load_Vel_Move_Ack
5

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
U

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Has_Homed

TON
Timer Begin_Program_Timer_Mot3
Preset
60000
Accum
0

6

7

Begin_Homing_Timer_Mot3.DN
U

• When Motor 0 is "Not Steps Active" aka "stopped", start a 1000 mS dwell timer.
ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Steps_Active
Begin_Program_Timer_Mot3.DN
TON
/
Timer Dwell_Timer_Mot3
Preset
1000
Accum
0

EN
DN

EN
DN

• When Motor 0 is "At Target Velocity", start a 1000 mS spin/slew timer.
Note: when making velocity moves, "At Target Velocity" will also be set when 0 RPM (aka stop) is commanded and reached; so this rung
includes "Steps Active" such that the rung is only true when "At Velocity" not equal to 0.
ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_At_Vel

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Steps_Active

Begin_Program_Timer_Mot3.DN

8
TON
Timer At_Velocity_Timer_Mot3
Preset
2000
Accum
0

EN
DN

• When the dwell timer expires, Dwell_Timer.DN asserts. If no ClearLink shutdowns are present and Motor-0 is enabled, continue. Then, a
OneShotRising element fires, causing (1) the Jog Velocity to negate (for the next opposite direction move), and (2) the next set of move
parameters to load.
• The move starts when the "Load Velocity Data" bit is set. This element remains latched until the "ack" is received by ClearLink (later rung).
Dwell_Timer_Mot3.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Enabled

9

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Shutdowns_Pres
/

NEG
Source Move_Velocity_Mot3
125500.0
Dest
Move_Velocity_Mot3
125500.0

MOV
Source

Move_Acceleration_Mot3
4505
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Accel_Lim
210285

One_Shot1_Mot3
ONS

MOV
Source

Move_Velocity_Mot3
125500.0
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Jog_Vel
1600

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Abs_Flag
U

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L
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Prog1_Mot3 - Ladder Diagram
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• When the At Velocity Timer expires, At_Velocity_Timer.DN asserts. If no ClearLink shutdowns are present and Motor-0 is enabled, continue.
Then, a OneShotRising element fires, causing a 0 steps/sec Velocity Move to load (aka "stop").
• The move starts when the "Load Velocity Data" bit is set. This element remains latched until the "ack" is received by ClearLink (later rung).
At_Velocity_Timer_Mot3.DN

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Enabled

10
MOV
Source

ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Shutdowns_Pres
/

0

Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Jog_Vel
1600

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Abs_Flag
U

One_Shot2_Mot3
ONS

MOV
Source

Move_Deceleration_Mot3
6007
Dest ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Accel_Lim
210285

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
L

• When the Move "ack" is received, the "Load Velocity Data" element is UNLATCHED. This allows the next move to be commanded.
ClearLink:I1.Motor3_Status_Load_Vel_Move_Ack
11

ClearLink:O1.Motor3_Output_Reg_Load_Vel_Data
U

(End)

Logix Designer

import socket
import sys

class TCPServer():
"""!
This is a class that is used to create a TCP server object and be able to
read and write messages to a TCP client, that will be hosted on the PLC.
"""
def __init__(self, Host, Port):
"""!
This initilizes the TCP server and setting up its settings to communicate
with the TCP client.
@param Host The name of the TCP client, this should be a string
@param Port The port that the TCP communication is taking place, this should be a numerical
"""
## Variable to store the name of the TCP server
self.Host = Host
## Variable to store the port number of the TCP server
self.Port = Port
## This creates a socket for the communication to take place
self.sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
# Connect the socket to the port where the server is listening
## This creates the TCP server address to communicate to the client
self.server_address = (self.Host, self.Port)
print(sys.stderr, 'connecting to %s port %s' % self.server_address)
self.sock.connect(self.server_address)
def message(self, message):
try:
# Send data to TCP Client
## A string or numerical data being sent to the client
self.message = message
print(sys.stderr, 'sending "%s"' % self.message)
self.sock.sendall(self.message)
# Look for the response
self.amount_received = 0
self.amount_expected = len(self.message)
while self.amount_received < self.amount_expected:
self.data = self.sock.recv(16)
self.amount_received += len(self.data)
print(sys.stderr, 'received "%s"' % self.data)
finally:
print(sys.stderr)
yield(self.data)
def close_TCP(self):
self.sock.close()
1

if __name__ == "__main__":
Server = TCPServer('localhost', 65439)
recieved = Server.message('Hello')
Server.close_TCP()

2

import PySimpleGUI as sg
from GIF_Lib import GifLibrary as G
from Value_interperter import ValueInt as V
import time
class UserInterface:
"""!
The User interface class contains the user interface for the F22 senior design project. This
class is used to create object of the user interrface in other files.
"""
def __init__(self):
"""!
Initializes the user interface object and takes no arguements to create it.
"""
## A flag to represent when the E stop is pressed on the UI
self.E_flag = False
## A flag to represent when the stop button on the first turbine is pressed
self.stop_1 = False
## A flag to represent when the stop button on the second turbine is pressed
self.stop_2 = False
## A flag to represent when the stop button on the third turbine is pressed
self.stop_3 = False
## A variable to represent what iteration the loop is on
self.runs = 0
## This a count of how many times a stop button is pressed
self.stop_number = 0
## This initilizes the object of a ValueInt function for later use
self.SP = V('User Interface')
## This is the first gif used in the interface that is being called from the gif library
self.gif1 = G.stage_1()
## This is the second gif used in the interface that is being called from the gif library
self.gif2 = G.stage_2()
## This is the third gif used in the interface that is being called from the gif library
self.gif3 = G.stage_3()
## This creates the gif object to be used
self.gif_obj_1 = sg.Image(data=self.gif1,
## This creates the gif object to be used
self.gif_obj_2 = sg.Image(data=self.gif2,
## This creates the gif object to be used
self.gif_obj_3 = sg.Image(data=self.gif3,

in the user interface for gif 1
enable_events=True, key='GIF_1')
in the user interface for gif 2
enable_events=True, key='GIF_2')
in the user interface for gif 3
enable_events=True, key='GIF_3')

## This creates the picture object for the first picture and the picture must be in the same
self.pic_obj_1 = sg.Image(filename = 'GUI_Backdrop_1.png', key='PIC_1')
## This creates the picture object for the second picture and the picture must be in the sam
self.pic_obj_2 = sg.Image(filename= 'GUI_Backdrop_3.png', key='PIC_2')
## This creates the picture object for the third picture and the picture must be in the same
self.pic_obj_3 = sg.Image(filename= 'GUI_Backdrop_5.png', key='PIC_3')
## This creates the picture object for the first picture and the picture must be in the same
self.pic_obj_4 = sg.Image(filename= 'GUI_Backdrop_7.png', key='PIC_4')
sg.theme('Gray Gray Gray')

# determines the colors of the UI

## This create the layout object of the UI and determines where each piece of the UI will la
1

self.layout = [ [sg.Titlebar(title = 'Turbine Controller')],
[sg.Button(button_text = 'Return')],
[self.pic_obj_1, self.gif_obj_1, self.pic_obj_2, self.gif_obj_2, self.pic_obj_3,
[sg.Text('Input Shaft Speed')],
[sg.Text('Shaft 1 \r[RPM]'), sg.Slider(range = (-30, 30), default_value = 0), s
sg.Text('Shaft 2 \r[RPM]'), sg.Slider(range = (-30, 30), default_value = 0),
sg.Text('Shaft 3 \r[RPM]'), sg.Slider(range = (-30, 30), default_value = 0), s
[sg.Button(button_text = 'E-STOP', button_color = 'red', size = (10, 4)), sg.M
## This create the window object and is the UI that the user will interact with.
self.window = sg.Window('My new window', self.layout)

def run(self):
"""!
This function is a generator that will give the next iteration values whenever
called. It is a while loop that will spit out the outputs each iteration when called.
This function serves to update the user interface in real time with how the user interacts
with the interface. A generator function is nice so that the code is not blocked by a while
"""
while True:
# Event Loop
## These are numerical values that represent what the user is doing with given elements
self.event, self.values = self.window.read(timeout=10)
# loop every 10 ms to show th
print('EVENT:',self.event,'|| VALUES:',self.values, '||')
## This is a time object for the UI to reference to
self.current_time = (time.time()%1)*1000
# If the user presses x it will close the window
if self.event in (sg.WIN_CLOSED, 'Exit', 'Cancel'):
break
# if the user presses stop on first shaft it will set it's speed to 0
elif self.event == 'STOP 1':
self.stop_number += 1
self.stop_1 = False
if self.stop_number%2 != 0:
self.stop_1 = True
# if the user presses stop on second shaft it will set it's speed to 0
elif self.event == 'STOP 2':
self.stop_number += 1
self.stop_2 = False
if self.stop_number%2 != 0:
self.stop_2 = True
# if the user presses stop on third shaft it will set it's speed to 0
elif self.event == 'STOP 3':
self.stop_number += 1
self.stop_3 = False
if self.stop_number%2 != 0:
self.stop_3 = True
# If the user presses the emergency stop all speeds will equal zero
elif self.event == 'E-STOP':
self.stop_number += 1
self.E_flag = False
if self.stop_number%2 != 0:
2

self.E_flag = True
# If the user didn't interact with UI it will update the elements
elif self.event == '__TIMEOUT__':
self.speed1 = self.SP.gif_speed(self.values[0])
self.omega_1 = self.values[0]
if self.omega_1 < 0:
self.gif = G.turbo_rev()
#else:
#self.gif = G.turbo_example()
self.speed2 = self.SP.gif_speed(self.values[1])
self.omega_2 = self.values[1]
self.speed3 = self.SP.gif_speed(self.values[2])
self.omega_3 = self.values[2]
if abs(self.values[0]) == 0 or self.E_flag == True or self.stop_1 == True:
self.speed1 = 1_000_000
self.omega_1 = 0
if abs(self.values[1]) == 0 or self.E_flag == True or self.stop_2 ==True:
self.speed2 = 1_000_000
self.omega_2 = 0
if abs(self.values[2]) == 0 or self.E_flag == True or self.stop_3 ==True:
self.speed3 = 1_000_000
self.omega_3 = 0
if self.current_time%100 > 90:
self.omega_1_str = str(round(self.omega_1,2))
self.omega_2_str = str(round(self.omega_2,2))
self.omega_3_str = str(round(self.omega_3,2))
self.data =

'Shaft 1: '+self.omega_1_str+' [RPM] '+ 'Shaft 2: '+self.omega_

self.window['-Data-'].update(self.data)
self.window['GIF_1'].update_animation(self.gif1,
self.window['GIF_2'].update_animation(self.gif2,
self.window['GIF_3'].update_animation(self.gif3,
yield(self.values)

time_between_frames = self.spe
time_between_frames = self.spe
time_between_frames = self.spe

print('end')
self.window.close()
self.condition = 1
# Code used to test this file independently of others
if __name__ == '__main__':
UI = UserInterface()
while True:
j = next(UI.run())
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class GifLibrary():
"""!
A library that contains the base 64 version of each gif and picture used in the UI
"""

def turbo_rev():
gif = b'R0lGODlhkAEsAfcBAP///wACAAgKBgUKDw0PCxMODBoNDw8RDhMSCBgXCxscCRkbDgsOGRENGwcUFQoQEgsV
return(gif)
def final_img():
gif = b'iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAoAAAAFoCAYAAADHMkpRAAAAAXNSR0IArs4c6QAAAARnQU1BAACxjwv8YQUA
return(gif)
def stage_1():
gif = b'R0lGODlhRAD0AfQAAP///wAAAAAACEJSpUprxWuEzkJrxRlKrTFSlC9Vl0RyxClSlEJzxUKE3ilalDprpWOE
return(gif)
def stage_2():
gif = b'R0lGODlhRAD0AfQAAP///wAAAAAACEJzUkKUWhlzGWNrY3OcWlKEMThXI1SCNTpSKSlKEDpaITpSIVJzMWuU
return(gif)
def stage_3():
gif = b'R0lGODlhRAD0AfMAAP///wAAAAAACO+MIf+cMf+ZM8VaEMVaEc5aEMVaIeZzUgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACH/
return(gif)
def pic_1():
gif = b'/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAYABgAAD/4QCORXhpZgAATU0AKgAAAAgAAgESAAMAAAABAAEAAIdpAAQAAAABAAAAJ
return(gif)
def pic_2():
gif= b'/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAYABgAAD/4QCORXhpZgAATU0AKgAAAAgAAgESAAMAAAABAAEAAIdpAAQAAAABAAAAJ
return(gif)
def pic_3():
gif = b'/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAYABgAAD/4QCORXhpZgAATU0AKgAAAAgAAgESAAMAAAABAAEAAIdpAAQAAAABAAAA
return(gif)
def pic_4():
gif = b'/9j/4AAQSkZJRgABAQEAYABgAAD/4QCORXhpZgAATU0AKgAAAAgAAgESAAMAAAABAAEAAIdpAAQAAAABAAAA
return(gif)

1

class ValueInt():
def __init__(self, page):
self.page = page
def gif_speed(self,RPM):
# 30 >= RPM >= -30
self.RPM = abs(RPM)
if self.RPM > 30:
self.RPM = 30
self.refresh = 5*(31-self.RPM)
return(self.refresh)
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APPENDIX B
F22 TRIPLE SPOOL DRIVESHAFT CART AND INTERFACE
Project Budget Sheet
Sub/Assy

Vendor Part Number

Dvsh Stnd
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Driveshaft
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Drivetrain
Fr & Chass
Fr & Chass
Elec Ctrl
Elec Ctrl
Elec Ctrl
Elec Ctrl
Elec Ctrl

OM - 7861
OM-9569
OM-15228
OM-24388
MMC# 5905K511
MMC# 5905K341
MMC# 5905K346
MMC# 92785A523
OM-8106
MMC#47065T411
MMC# 3764N113
OM - 1246
MMC# 7580A52
MMC# 3682N1
MMC# 90107A029
MMC#47065T101
MMC# 90128A945
MMC# 90044A121
MMC# 90107A011
MMC# 96537A160
MMC# 91251A540

PWR-IO-24VDC
CLNK-4-13

F22 Part
Number

Description

ME03-003 2.75" OD x 0.25" T Al Tube
ME01-001
2" OD x 0.25" T Al Tube
ME01-002 1.375" OD x 0.25" T Al Tube
ME01-003 0.75" OD x 0.125" T Al Tube
ME01-004A
Needle Roller Bearing
ME01-004B
Needle Roller Bearing
ME01-004C
Needle Roller Bearing
ME01-005
8-32 Set Screw
ME02-001
.125" Aluminum Plate
ME02-003
1" Aluminum T Extrusion
ME02-005 100 Tooth Aluminum Pulley
36 Tooth Timing Pulleys
.125" Aluminum Plate
Instant Bond Adhesive
GT2 Cut to Length Belting
Fasteners - 1/4-20 Washer
1" Aluminum T Extrusion
Fasteners - 10x32 0.75" Long
Fasteners - 10x32 2.5" Long
Fasteners - 10x32 Washer
Fasteners - 10x32 SS Nut
1/4 - 20 Metal Screws
FR01-001
Cart
FR02
Safety Shielding
ES01-001
AB CompactLogix 5380
24W Power Supply
Clear Link Controller
ES01-002
22 gauge wiring
ES01-003
Emergency Stop Button

Pkg Cost

Ship/Tax

Vendor

Purchase
Method

Date of
Purchase

Storage
Location

$
29.51
$
34.65
$
44.34
$
9.96
$
17.98
$
25.62
$
16.96
$
8.77
$
34.88
$
22.87
$
48.00
$
49.41
$
52.85
$
20.42
$
35.73
$
10.01
$
14.54
$
9.76
$
17.81
$
5.11
$
8.29
$
10.29
$ 739.11
$ 115.99
$ 5,000.00
$
78.00
$ 249.00
$
14.94
$
7.79

$ 47.88
$ 17.36
$ 9.93
$ 31.66
$ 12.83
$ 47.33
$ 12.97
$ 1.66
-

Online Metals
Online Metals
Online Metals
Online Metals
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Online Metals
McMaster
Amazon
McMaster
Online Metals
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
Global Indust.
Amazon
Royal Indust.
Teknic
Teknic
Amazon
Amazon

ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
ME Dept
ME Dept

3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/2/22
3/10/22
3/10/22
3/24/22
4/7/22
3/25/22
3/25/22
3/25/22
3/25/22
3/2/22
3/10/22
3/10/22
3/2/22
2/9/22
3/10/22
12/10/22
1/28/22
1/28/22
3/10/22
3/2/22

13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126

F22 TRIPLE SPOOL DRIVESHAFT CART AND INTERFACE
Project Budget Sheet
Sub/Assy

Vendor Part Number

Elec Ctrl
Motor Sys CPM-SDSK-2310D-RLN
Motor Sys
IPC-5
Motor Sys CPM-CABLE-CTRL-MU120
Motor Sys CPM-CABLE-PWR-MS120
Motor Sys
CABLE-CAT5-120
Motor Sys CPM-CABLE-USB-120AB
Mounting
DS357.5A11-203(10)
Mounting
MMC# 8961K102
Mounting
43237-2

F22 Part
Number

ES01-006

Description

12 gauge wiring
Teknik Clear Path Motors
75W Power Supply
Motor controller wire
Motor Power wire
CAT5e Cable
USB AB
Din Rail Mounting
PLC Din Rail
Din Rail Clips
TOTAL PARTS

Pkg Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

12.48
771.00
514.00
69.00
57.00
18.00
9.00
16.99
3.90
8.39

Ship/Tax

Vendor

Purchase
Method

Date of
Purchase

Storage
Location

$ 1.46
$ 8.56
$ 1.84

Amazon
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Amazon
McMaster
Amazon

ME Dept
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
Sponsor
ME Dept
ME Dept
ME Dept

3/2/22
1/28/22
1/28/22
3/4/22
3/4/22
3/4/22
3/4/22
3/24/22
4/11/22
3/24/22

13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126
13-126

8,328.44

SPONSORED

$ 6,765.00 < Spent by Sponsor

UNSPONSORED
BUDGET
REMAINING

$ 1,640.83 < Spent by ME Dept
$ 1,750.00
$ 109.17

APPENDIX C
2/16/2022

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft Demonstrator Risk Assessment

designsafe Report
Application:

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft Demonstrator Risk Assessment

Description:
Product Identifier:
Assessment Type:

Analyst Name(s):

Synnovea Wood

Company:

California Polytechnic University

Facility Location:

San Luis Obispo

Detailed

Limits:
Sources:
Risk Scoring System:

ANSI B11.0 (TR3) Two Factor

Guide sentence: When doing [task], the [user] could be injured by the [hazard] due to the [failure mode].

Item Id

1-1-1

1-1-2

1-1-3

1-1-4

1-1-5

1-2-1

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

adult
first use / test

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

adult
first use / test

mechanical : pinch point

Minor
Likely

Low

adult
first use / test

mechanical : unexpected
start

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

adult
first use / test

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

adult
first use / test

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

adult
normal use

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

Page 1

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium
Marco

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Marco

Marco

Marco

Marco

Marco

Privileged and Confidential Information
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Item Id

1-2-2

1-2-3

1-2-4

1-2-5

1-2-6

1-2-7

1-3-1

1-3-2

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

adult
normal use

mechanical : pinch point

adult
normal use

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Minor
Likely

Low

mechanical : unexpected
start

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

adult
normal use

mechanical : head bump on
overhead objects

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

adult
normal use

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

adult
normal use

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

adult
normal use

slips / trips / falls : trip

Serious
Likely

High

adult
trouble-shooting / problem
solving

mechanical : pinch point

Minor
Likely

Low

adult
trouble-shooting / problem
solving

mechanical : unexpected
start

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Page 2

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible
Marco

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Marco

Michael

Marco

Marco

Michael

Marco

Marco
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Item Id

1-3-3

1-3-4

1-3-5

1-4-1

1-4-2

1-4-3

1-4-4

1-4-5

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

adult
trouble-shooting / problem
solving

mechanical : head bump on
overhead objects

Serious
Likely

High

adult
trouble-shooting / problem
solving

electrical / electronic :
improper wiring

Serious
Likely

High

adult
trouble-shooting / problem
solving

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Moderate
Likely

Medium

adult
assemble

mechanical : cutting /
severing

Serious
Likely

High

adult
assemble

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

adult
assemble

mechanical : pinch point

Minor
Likely

Low

adult
assemble

mechanical : stabbing /
puncture

Serious
Likely

High

adult
assemble

mechanical : unexpected
start

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Moderate
Likely

Medium
Michael

Check with electritian before
turning on

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Follow all shop safety rules
and manufacture with caution

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Follow all shop safety rules
and manufacture with caution

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

No exposed sharp edges

Page 3

Wyatt

Marco

ALL

Marco

Marco

ALL

Marco
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Item Id
1-4-6

1-4-7

1-4-8

1-4-9

1-4-10

1-4-11

1-4-12

1-5-1

1-5-2

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Serious
High
Likely

User /
Task
adult
assemble

Hazard /
Failure Mode
mechanical : head bump on
overhead objects

adult
assemble

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

adult
assemble

electrical / electronic : lack of
grounding (earthing or
neutral)

Serious
Likely

High

adult
assemble

electrical / electronic : shorts
/ arcing / sparking

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

adult
assemble

electrical / electronic :
improper wiring

Serious
Likely

High

adult
assemble

electrical / electronic :
overloading

Serious
Likely

High

adult
assemble

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Moderate
Likely

Medium

adult
misuse

slips / trips / falls : impact to /
with

Moderate
Likely

Medium

adult
misuse

slips / trips / falls : instability

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Page 4

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System
No exposed sharp edges

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Moderate
Medium
Likely

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Check with electritian before
turning on

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Check with electritian before
turning on

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Check with electritian before
turning on

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Minor
Likely

Low

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Michael

Marco

Wyatt

Wyatt

Wyatt

Marco

Marco

Michael

Privileged and Confidential Information
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User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

adult
misuse

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object

Moderate
Likely

Medium

adult
misuse

ergonomics / human factors :
excessive force / exertion

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : pinch point

Moderate
Likely

Medium

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : unexpected
start

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : head bump on
overhead objects

Serious
Likely

High

2-1-5

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : product
instability

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

2-1-6

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

Item Id

1-5-3

1-5-4

2-1-1

2-1-2

2-1-3

2-1-4

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Minor
Likely

Low
Michael

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

No exposed sharp edges

No exposed sharp edges

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Page 5

Michael

Marco

Marco

Marco

Michael

Marco
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User /
Task
very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

Hazard /
Failure Mode
electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : trip

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

2-1-10

2-1-11

Item Id
2-1-7

2-1-8

2-1-9

2-1-12

3-1-1

3-1-2

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Serious
Medium
Unlikely

Serious
Likely

High

slips / trips / falls : impact to /
with

Minor
Likely

Low

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : instability

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

very young (0-7 yrs)
Common Tasks

ergonomics / human factors :
excessive force / exertion

Minor
Likely

Low

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : pinch point

Serious
Likely

High

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System
Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Minor
Likely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Minor
Likely

Low

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

No exposed sharp edges

No exposed sharp edges

No exposed sharp edges
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Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Minor
Negligible
Unlikely

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Marco

Michael

Michael

Michael

Michael

Marco

Marco
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User /
Task
child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

Hazard /
Failure Mode
mechanical : unexpected
start

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Serious
Medium
Unlikely

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

mechanical : head bump on
overhead objects

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : trip

Serious
Likely

High

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : impact to /
with

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

3-1-9

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : instability

Moderate
Unlikely

3-1-10

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object

3-1-11

child / youth (8-18 yrs)
Common Tasks

ergonomics / human factors :
excessive force / exertion

Item Id
3-1-3

3-1-4

3-1-5

3-1-6

3-1-7

3-1-8

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System
Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible
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No exposed sharp edges

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level
Minor
Negligible
Unlikely

No exposed sharp edges

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Marco

Michael

Marco

Marco

Michael

Michael
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Item Id

4-1-1

4-1-2

4-1-3

4-1-4

4-1-5

4-1-6

4-2-1

4-2-2

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

passer-by / non-user
walk near

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
walk near

mechanical : unexpected
start

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

passer-by / non-user
walk near

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
walk near

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

passer-by / non-user
walk near

slips / trips / falls : trip

Serious
Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
walk near

slips / trips / falls : impact to /
with

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

passer-by / non-user
misuse

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
misuse

mechanical : pinch point

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium
Marco

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Likely

Medium

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

No exposed sharp edges
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Marco

Marco

Marco

Michael

Michael

Marco

Marco
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Item Id

4-2-3

4-2-4

4-3-1

4-3-2

4-3-3

4-3-4

4-3-5

4-3-6

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

passer-by / non-user
misuse

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
misuse

ergonomics / human factors :
excessive force / exertion

Minor
Likely

Low

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement

Serious
Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

mechanical : unexpected
start

Serious
Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

electrical / electronic :
energized equipment / live
parts

Serious
Very Likely

High

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

electrical / electronic :
unexpected start up / motion

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

slips / trips / falls : trip

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

slips / trips / falls : impact to /
with

Serious
Unlikely

Medium
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Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium
Marco

No exposed sharp edges

Minor
Likely

Low

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Likely

Low

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Very Likely

Medium

Sheild over model, enclosed
electronics/drivetrain,
lockable enclosures

Minor
Unlikely

Negligible

No exposed sharp edges

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

No exposed sharp edges

Michael

Marco

Marco

Marco

Marco

Michael

Michael
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Item Id

4-3-7

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

passer-by / non-user
observe / watch

slips / trips / falls : falling
material / object

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Moderate
Unlikely

Page 10

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Low

Privileged and Confidential Information
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1. Introduction
The F22 driveshaft cart is a mockup model of a triple-spool (three-stage) concentric driveshaft assembly
such as that used in a turbofan engine. This model is intended for classroom demonstration of the general
functionality of such a driveshaft. Included with the base model is the turbine and cart assembly, as well
as the operational support software used to control the turbine. This manual contains information
surrounding the general operation of the turbine model, methods for safe practice, maintenance, technical
support, and a list of replacement components.

2. Safety
While many precautions have been taken to ensure the safe operation of the turbine assembly, the model
contains many necessary components that could pose a hazard to users if proper steps are not taken.
Please view the following safety recommendations before using the turbine model.

2.1. General Hazards and Warnings
The driveshaft assembly contains spinning components, pulleys and drive belting, high voltage
electronics, and other potentially hazardous components. The following are the potential hazards that
could be encountered during the general use of the turbine model and how to mitigate them.
I.

Pinch Points / Moving Equipment: The turbine model and drivetrain assembly powering it
contain high-torque electric motors, drive belts and pulleys, and other moving mechanical
components. Never reach into areas where components may be moving while the machine is
powered on. Restrain loose clothing, jewelry, hair, etc. to keep it from getting caught in moving
components. Never operate the turbine model with the safety enclosure off or open, or the doors
to the cart open. If an issue should occur, use the emergency-stop button located on the top right
side of the cart to power off the system.

II.

High Voltage / Risk of Electrical Shock: The model uses both wall electronic power and high
voltage DC power (75V and 120V) in order to operate. When powering on the machine, ensure
the emergency stop is depressed (active), and only release the e-stop when the safety enclosure
and cart doors are closed and all present users are aware that operation is to begin. Do not open
the cart doors during use, and avoid contact with any wires or electrical components. Do not
disassemble, remove, or otherwise modify the electronic systems in the cart without proper
supervision from the Cal Poly campus electrician. Under no circumstances should food or
beverages be consumed in the vicinity of the model.

III.

Team Communication: The turbine model is intended for use in a classroom setting—allowing
students to demonstrate and interact with the functionality of a triple-stage concentric driveshaft.
The model will likely be operated in a team setting. Ensure proper communication is used, such
as notifying others when turbine operation is to start to ensure others are clear of the model and
the cart doors and safety enclosure remain closed.

IV.

Heavy Rolling Cart / Elevated Surfaces: The turbine model weighs over 100 pounds. Be
cautious when moving it. Never tip or lean the cart. Always ensure the cart caster wheels are
locked before using the turbine model. Always wear close-toed shoes when in the vicinity of the
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model. While flat, the top surfaces of the cart are not intended as a working space. Do not leave
items on the top surface of the cart.
V.

High Voltage / Risk of Fire: While incredibly unlikely, in the event of a fire, review proper
practices for a response to an electrical fire. Review the process for contacting emergency
services in the facility of operation and seek emergency support immediately should a fire or
injury occur.

2.2. Recommended Personal Protective Equipment
Users should employ proper personal protective equipment (PPE) during the use of the turbine model at
all times. This includes Z87+ rated eye protection, long pants, close-toed shoes, and hair ties/sleeve
restraints/rolled-up sleeves to restrain loose hair/clothes/jewelry whenever in the vicinity of the turbine
model (powered or unpowered).

3. General Use
This section will cover setting up the triple spool turbine example, and how to download the GUI
software. It will also cover general limitations and uses for the triple spool turbine.

3.1. Set Up
I.

II.

Review all safety warnings and background before use. Tie back and restrain long hair. Restrain
or remove loose articles of clothing or jewelry. Wear proper protective equipment when in the
vicinity of the turbine model.
With the cart positioned in place, make sure the caster wheels are locked and the cart secure.
Close and lock the cart doors and make sure the screw securing the safety enclosure (Figure 3.1A) is tightened and in place.

Figure 3.1-A. Safety Enclosure Fastening Screw
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III.

Before connecting the system to wall power, ensure the emergency-stop button is not depressed
(Figure 3.1-C). If it is depressed (Figure 3.1-B), twist the button clockwise to release it. The
system can then be supplied with wall power by plugging the power cable into a wall outlet. The
external USB tether can be connected to a computer with the operational suite (Studio 5000)
open. Make sure that the power strip within the cart is switched on to provide power.

Figure 3.1-C. Emergency Stop Button
(Released).

Figure 3.1-B. Emergency Stop Button
(Depressed).
IV.

V.

Connect to the CompactLogix 5380 controller via ethernet cable. The ethernet port on the
CompactLogix 5380 is underneath the controller. Do not switch the ethernet terminal of the Clear
Link with your computer.
With the system properly powered you should now be able to turn the PLC into “Run” mode by
flipping the small switch on the front of the PLC all the way up to “RUN” (shown in Figure 3.1D). This will make the PLC execute the programmed code.

Figure 3.1-D. PLC Mode Switch.
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VI.
VII.

To turn the motors off or to reprogram the PLC simply flip this switch all the way down to select
“PROG”. The PLC can be reprogrammed in the operational suite.
Optionally you can run the software of the user interface with spyder 3 alongside the physical
model. However, this is optional as the two are not presently set up for communication and
control between one another. The user interface should appear as seen in Figure 3.1-E.

Figure 3.1-E. User Interface.
VIII.

To alter the speed of each motor you will have to alter the Studio 5000 code within the
Ch4_wrev4 file and alter the Homing_Velocity_Mot# in the MOV tag of the fourth rung of each
motor routine (Figure 3.1-F).

Figure 3.1-F. Altering Motor Speed in Studio 5000
IX.

Once these values have been updated in each motor file proceed to save the file and then connect
to the PLC via USB and go online with the PLC in program mode. To update the code on the
PLC press the download button and if there are no errors within the code the code will
successfully be downloaded to the PLC. The PLC will then run the motors at these new speeds
when switching the PLC into “Run” mode.
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3.2. Shut Down
I.
II.

Assuming the system is in an operational state, set all motor speeds/inputs to zero. The motors
should be in a static state before proceeding with the system shut down.
Enable (depress) the emergency stop as seen in Figure 3.2-A. This will ensure no electricity is
flowing through the internal components.

Figure 3.2-A. Emergency Stop Button (Depressed).
III.

Remove power from the system (either by disconnecting it from wall power or by shutting off an
upstream source).
Stow any external cables.

IV.

3.3. Downloading and Setting UI Python Code
I.

II.

Go to the Anaconda website ( https://www.anaconda.com/products/distribution ) to download the
Anaconda Suite to be able to run the code UI.py file. From there follow the instructions to
download Anaconda for your given system.
Open the Anaconda command prompt and copy in the following command. This will download
pysimplegui library for you to run the UI.
conda install -c conda-forge pysimplegui

III.

Now the UI.py should be able to run if you open the file in spyder 3 and run the file. Note that the
UI may open under some other windows with you initially run the program.

3.4. Intended Use and Limitations of Operation
The F22 turbine model is intended for supervised classroom instructional use. Do not operate the turbine
model without the supervising instructor present. Ensure proper protective equipment is used at all times
and all users are aware of the recommended safety precautions.
The turbine control software is designed to limit the speed of the motors, but under no circumstances
should the model be spun at speeds greater than 100 RPM. Not only is the system not designed to
handle such mechanical loads, but this would also pose an excess risk to surrounding users. If the model
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does reach above 100RPM please refer to page 11 of the Clear Path User manual
(https://www.teknic.com/files/downloads/clearpath_user_manual.pdf) to set this limitation.
The turbine shafts should never be connected to any sort of mechanical load (i.e. another drive system,
excess friction, physical contact of shafts).
Never operate the turbine in an excessively moist or humid environment (i.e. wet floor, outdoor or misty
conditions).
The turbine model shall not be modified, tampered with, or otherwise altered from its original condition
outside of the specified general maintenance.
Never leave the model unattended during operation.

4. Maintenance and Repair
After extended use, the turbine model may require maintenance or repair to sustain its original
components. Systems such as the mechanical drivetrain need to be maintained to sustain the long-term
operation. Common technical maintenance is outlined in Table 4-A. Refer to section 6: Replacement
Components for information on sourcing replacement components.
Table 4-A. Common Technical Maintenance
Subsystem
Turbine Model

Electrical

Life Cycle Maintenance
Bearing Lubrication

Belt Inspection (Tension and
Wear)
Belt replacement
PLC wire inspection
Terminal Block Inspection
E-Stop Inspection
24V Power Supply Inspection
Wire Inspection

Frequency
500 Hours of Operation, or
Annually (Whichever is More
Common)
Before every use.
Every 500 hours of operation, or
as needed.
Before Every Use
Before Every Use
Yearly Inspection
Yearly Inspection
Yearly Inspection

4.1. Mechanical Maintenance
Belts and bearings are subject to wear and may need to be replaced, retensioned, or relubricated. The
following procedures give instructions on how to tension or replace the belts, as well as how to remove
the bearings for replacement or relubrication.
Use the following procedure to tension the belts in the mechanical system:
1. Loosen the screws holding the motor onto the mounting plate.
2. Slide the motor up or down in the slots to tighten or loosen the belts until they are properly
tensioned, per standard belt tensioning practice.
3. Tighten the screws holding the motor onto the mounting plate so it can no longer slide.
4. Repeat steps one through three for each of the other two belts.
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Use the following procedure to replace the belts in the mechanical system:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut the existing belts off of the pulleys.
Cut the necessary length of belt needed for each shaft from GT2 belting.
Splice each belt into a loop using Permabond 910 Adhesive per standard belt splicing practice.
Place each belt loop onto its corresponding large and timing pulleys, aligning the grooves and
centering them on each pulley.
5. Follow the procedure to tension the belts numbered previously in this section.
Use the following procedure to remove the bearings for lubrication or replacement:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Loosen the screws holding the motor onto the mounting plate.
Slip the belts off the large pulleys.
Unscrew the axial constraint setscrews and remove the axial constraints.
Slide the shafts out from one another.
Unscrew the bearing set screws and remove the bearings.
Lubricate the bearings if needed, per standard bearing lubrication practice.
Fit in the bearings and lock them in place with set screws.
Slide the shafts concentrically together.
Fit on the axial constraints and lock them in place with set screws.
Place each belt loop onto its corresponding large pulley, aligning the grooves and centering them
on each pulley.
11. Follow the procedure to tension the belts numbered previously in this section.

4.2. Electrical Maintenance
To ensure the electrical system (Figure 4.2-A) is safe to operate, a basic inspection must be completed
before operation and an extensive inspection must be completed annually.

Figure 4.2-A. Overall Electrical System.
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The basic electrical inspection includes inspecting the terminal block and PLC for any loose wires. Each
wire is held in place with a screw terminal, and as such each wire should be verified that it is connected
properly before each use. Before inspecting the wiring ensure that the power cable is not connected to
wall power. The terminal block wiring should look like Figure 4.2-B with no loose wires.

Figure 4.2-B. Terminal Block Wiring.
The 12-gauge wires can hold up to 120V at a given time so it is critical that they are not loose. The PLC
wires should be arranged like they are in Figure 3.1-D. Once you have verified there are no loose wires
you can connect the assembly to wall power; if the wiring is done correctly the PLC should light up with
the Mod and SA power lights coming on.
Additionally, the electrical system needs to go under an extensive inspection yearly to ensure wires and
connections are in good condition. The emergency stop must be checked at least annually to ensure the
connections and wire are in suitable condition and can perform the task of opening the circuit. To perform
this inspection, first ensure the assembly is not connected to wall power.
To inspect the emergency stop begin by removing the cover of the emergency stop by unscrewing four
screws (Figure 4.2-C). With these screws removed open the top cabinet of the cart and pull the bottom
black portion of the emergency stop off. Underneath this black cover should be two screw terminals with
their respective wire crimped onto a circular wire end. These circular wire ends must be secured by the
screw in such a way that it can only come off if the screw has become fully un-threaded. Check to make
sure the screw terminals are tightly securing the wires and give the wires a light tug to ensure the crimp
will not easily come undone. Then, make sure the wire’s insulation is not stripped along its entire length
to the terminal block. If there is any damage to wires insulation or connection ends replace it with 22gauge red wire to indicate the wire is hot.

Figure 4.2-C. Emergency Stop Button Mounting Screws.
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Inspecting the 24 V power supply is similar to the emergency stop in that the wires are connected by a
screw terminal with a circle crimp connector. Make sure no screws are loose and that the crimp endings
are still suitable by lightly tugging each wire. Ensure each wire is in the correct location (Figure 4.2-D).

Figure 4.2-D. 24V Power Supply Wiring.
Verify the wires powering the Clear link are properly secured in their respective screw terminals inside
the Molex triple pin connector. Refer to Figure 4.2-D on how the Clear Link needs to be wired, the top
terminal in that figure is for the ground, the second highest in the black neutral wire, and the lowest in the
live white wire. The green Molex triple pin connector that these wires screw in can be simply removed by
pulling on it and may make it easier in screwing in the wires.
Lastly, to complete the yearly inspection each wire should be inspected to see if its insulation has been
stripped or broken at some point. If any wires have a large kink or stripped insulation, replace that wire
and refer to section 6: Replacement Components to see where to source replacement parts. Table 4-B
provides a list of wires to check each yearly inspection.

Figure 4.2-E. ClearLink Controller Wiring.
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Table 4-B. Wire Inspection Checklist
Electrical
Component
24 VDC Power
Supply

PLC

Emergency Stop
Power Strip

75 VDC Power
Supply
Clear Link

Wire

Insulation

Shorted (Not
broken)

Notes

12 Gauge Ground
12 Gauge Live
12 Gauge Neutral
2X SA Ground
2X SA Live
2X SA Neutral
MOD Ground
MOD Live
MOD Neutral
2X Live Wires
12 Gauge Ground
12 Gauge Live
12 Gauge Neutral
2X Wall Power
Cables
3X Motor Power
Wires
3X Motor Coms
Ethernet Cable

5. Troubleshooting
Sections 5.1-5.3 detail common issues that may occur, as well as potential solutions to these common
issues. Solutions are presented in step-by-step processes which the user can follow to troubleshoot.

5.1. System Not Turning On
If the system is not turning on, refer to section 4.2 to make sure the electrical wiring is correct and follow
steps 1-7 to troubleshoot the problem. Whether the system is on or not can be determined by checking to
see if the LEDs on each of the electrical components (PLC, Clear Link, 24V power supply, 75V power
supplies, and all three motors) are lit.
1. Check to make sure the power chord is plugged into an outlet.
2. Check to make sure the outlet the power chord is plugged into is functional.
3. If the system power chord is plugged into a power strip, check to make sure the power strip
switch is turned on.
4. Check to make sure the emergency stop button is not depressed. If it is depressed, twist the button
clockwise until it pops up to release the emergency stop.
5. Check to make sure there are no disconnected or loose wires or cables inside either of the two
compartments.
6. Check to make sure all wires and cables are in good condition and not cut, frayed, or chewed.
7. Very carefully, without touching any metal or conductive parts, use a multimeter to see if there is
any voltage across the terminal blocks coming in from the power chord.
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5.2. System Only Partially Turning On
If the system is only partially turning on, refer to section 4.2 to make sure the electrical wiring is correct
and follow steps one through three to troubleshoot the problem. The system is only partially on if some of
the electrical components’ corresponding LEDs are on, but not all.
1. Check to make sure both 75V power supplies’ (Figure 5.2-A) LEDs are lit. If they are not:
a. Check to make sure each has a power cable securely connected to itself.
b. Check to make sure each power cable is plugged securely into the power strip inside the
top of the lower compartment with its switch on.

Figure 5.2-A. 75 V Power Supplies.
2. Check to make sure the 24V power supply’s (Figure 5.2-B) LED is lit. If it is not:
a. Check to make sure it has a power cable securely connected to itself.
b. Check to make sure it's properly wired to the terminal block outlined in section 4.2.

Figure 5.2-B. 75 V Power Supplies.
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3. Check to make sure the Clear Link’s (Figure 5.2-C) LED is lit. If it is not:
a. Check to make sure all of the green connectors are pushed all the way in and not loose.
b. Make sure the Molex connector is properly wired according to section 4.2.
c. Check to make sure its power cable is plugged securely into the power strip inside the top
of the lower compartment.
d. Try pressing the reset button on the Clear Link, a small button near the Motor 0 cord that
will require a paperclip to press. If you decide to do this do not double-press this button
quickly otherwise the IP address will be reset and have to reset.

Figure 5.2-C. 75 V Power Supplies.

5.3. Motors Remaining Static in PLC Run Mode
If the system is not responding to commands, first check to make sure the system is completely on
(Sections 5.1-5.2). Additionally, refer to section 4.2 to make sure the electrical wiring is correct. When
the system is confirmed to be turned on, wired correctly, and has an established connection to the
interface, follow steps one through six to troubleshoot the problem.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wait five minutes to give the system time to boot up.
Check to make sure all three belts are seated on each of their two corresponding pulleys.
Check to make sure the belts are not loose or slipping.
Check to make sure the belts are in good condition and not cracked or worn.
Check to make sure there are no obstructions in the path of the belts, tubes, are blades.
Check to make sure the electronics are not too hot, a sign of overheating.
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6. Replacement Components
After an extended operation, components on the turbine model (such as belts or bearings) may need to be
replaced. Further, electrical wiring and other components should be inspected and replaced as necessary,
based on wear and usage. Tables XX and XX below list the sources and part numbers for mechanical and
electrical wear items.
Table XX. Mechanical Component Replacement Sourcing
Sub-Assembly
Belts
Bearings

Part Name
GT2 Cut to Length Belting
Permabond 910 Adhesive
3/4” Needle Roller Bearing
1 3/8” Needle Roller Bearing
2” Needle Roller Bearing

Part Number
3682N1
7580A52
5905K511
5905K341
5905K346

Source
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr

Table XX. Electrical Component Replacement Sourcing
Sub-Assembly
PLC
Clear Link
75 VDC Power Supply

Part Name
Compact Logix
Controller
Power Terminal Blocks
Clear Link
Molex Connectors
Power Strip

Part Number
AB CompactLogix
5380
5069-RTB64-SCREW
CLNK-4-13
395105003
T9F501617
CPM-SDSK-2310DRLN
CPM-CABLE-PWRMS120
CPM-CABLE-CTRLMU120
F130000558659955
SW12G68008F10C2
EAN0721248989765
CABLE-CAT5-120

SD Teknik Motor
Motors

Motor Power Wire
Motor Comms Wire

Emergency Stop
Wires

E-Stop Button
12 Gauge Wire
22 Gauge Wire
Ethernet Cable
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Source
Rockwell Automation
Rockwell Automation
Teknic
Molex
Global Industrial
Teknic
Teknic
Teknic
Amazon
Amazon
Amazon
Teknic

APPENDIX E
DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft Demonstration Model

Sponsor:

Patrick Lemieux

Edit Date: 3/9/2022

TEST PLAN
Test
#

Specification

Notes on Testing

Michael

2/22/2022 2/22/2022

Depth: 18 in
Height: 44.5 in

Pass

Cart
(SP)

Marco

2/22/2022 2/22/2022

N/A

Pass

Wyatt

4/26/2022 5/10/2022

N/A

Pass

Marco

4/26/2022 5/10/2022

360 degrees

Pass

129 lbs

Fail. Recommendation: None.
Despite the fact that the model fails
the weight specification, we are not
concerned because the purpose of
the weight specification is for
portability and safety reasons.
Because the cart is on wheels, it
negates the necessity of a 60
pound or less weight specification
because the cart is inclined to roll
rather than tip, and it is still easily
pushed by a single person.

Engines Lab,
Measuring Tape

Cart
(SP)

Pass (Fits)

Engines Lab,
N/A

4. Size

Measure cart width and height.

2

4. Size

Roll cart through the Engine's Lab entry
door.

Pass/Fail

5

Numerical Results

< 36 in
< 60 in

1

4

TIMING
Start date Finish date

Measurements
Width
Height

3

TEST RESULTS

Acceptance
Required
Criteria
Facilities/Equipment

Test Description

Parts Needed

Spin each shaft while the other two are
5. Independent Control
held stationary.

Pass/Fail

Pass (Spins)

Engines lab, N/A

Cart, Turbine
assembly,
Drivetrain
assembly
(FP)

Measure the maximum angle at which
the turbine is viewable.

Distance,
angle

< 120 deg

Engines lab,
Measuring tape

Cart, turbine
assembly, shield
(FP)

8. Turbine Display

Weight

< 60 lbs

IME Lab, Scale

All physical
components (FP)

Responsibility

3. Weight

Weigh complete assembly.

Synnovea

4/28/2022 5/10/2022

6

7. Maximum RPM

Perform open loop control on each of
the three spools by inputting various
small desired speeds and positions
and recording the data using our
encoders to see what the motors actual
speed and positions are based on the
voltage sent to the motor during the
test.

Voltage
Speed
Position

< 30 rpm

Voltmeter

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Marco

4/28/2022 5/17/2022

-

Test Cannot be Completed at this
Time. No remote connection can be
established presently, therefore
system characterization is irrelevant
as we cannot do data collection
without the interface.
Recommendation: Establish a
communication connection between
the PLC and user interface.

7

7. Maximum RPM

Count how many revolutions each
makes over 15s when at max speed.

Revolutions

< 30 rpm

Engines lab, Timer

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Wyatt

4/28/2022 5/17/2022

66 rpm
61 rpm
69 rpm

Fail: We chose to increase the
speed in order to overcome stiction.
Recommendation: N/A - 75 rpm is
still not very fast and the safety
shield negates risk.
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9. Zero Position

Check if each shaft returns back to the
zero position when the "zero" button is
pushed.

Pass/Fail

Pass
(Returns)

Engines lab, Laptop

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Michael

4/28/2022 5/12/2022

-

Test Cannot be Completed at this
Time. Motors have no reference for
which to set a datum that could be
maintained after power off.
Recommendation: Establish a
communication connection between
the PLC and user interface.

9

12. Emergency Stop
Button

Measure the current in the wire directly
past the emergency stop button after
the emergency stop button is pressed.

Amperage

0 Amps

Engines lab,
Ammeter, Laptop

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Marco

4/28/2022 5/10/2022

0 amps

Pass
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DVP&R - Design Verification Plan (& Report)
Project:

F22 Triple Spool Driveshaft Demonstration Model

Sponsor:

Patrick Lemieux

Edit Date: 3/9/2022

TEST PLAN
Test
#

10

11

12

13

Specification

6. Set Up Time

10. Data Collection
Time

14. Remote Access
Distance

15. Latency

Test Description

Time how long it takes for trained
personnel to set up the model for use.

Time how long the interface can record
data for.

Check if a remote laptop can control
the system.

Time how long it takes for the physical
system to respond to commands sent
from a remote laptop.

Measurements

Time

Time

Pass/Fail

Time

TEST RESULTS

Acceptance
Required
Criteria
Facilities/Equipment

< 5 min

> 5 min

Pass (Can
control unit
remotely)

< 5 min

Engines Lab,
Stopwatch, Laptop

Engines lab,
Stopwatch, Laptop

Engines lab, Laptop

Engines lab, Laptop

Parts Needed
Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Entire functional
assembly minus
shield (FP)

Responsibility

Marco

Wyatt

Michael

TIMING
Start date Finish date

5/3/2022

5/12/2022

5/12/2022 5/12/2022

5/12/2022 5/12/2022

Numerical Results

Notes on Testing

2 min : 32 sec

Pass: Modified test to be performed
by a knowledgeabe team member
instead of an unfamiliar proffessor,
as interface connection cannot be
established in required timeframe.

-

Test Cannot be Completed at this
Time. Interface connection cannot
presently be established in the
required timeframe.
Recommendation: Establish a
communication connection between
the PLC and user interface.

-

Test Cannot be Completed at this
Time. Interface connection cannot
presently be established in the
required timeframe.
Recommendation: Establish a
communication connection between
the PLC and user interface.

-

Test Cannot be Completed at this
Time. No remote connection can
presently be established, therefore
latency is irrelevant.
Recommendation: Establish a
communication connection between
the PLC and user interface.

Synnovea

5/12/2022 5/12/2022

Parts Needed

Responsibility

TIMING
Start date Finish date

Results

Notes on Testing

2/22/2022 2/22/2022

N/A

Pass

4/26/2022

5/5/2022

N/A

Pass

INSPECTION PLAN

INSPECTION RESULTS

Acceptance
Required
Criteria
Facilities/Equipment

Inspect.
#

Specification

Inspection Description

Measurements

1

13. Rolling Capability

Inspect the cart for functional wheels.

Pass/Fail

Pass

-

Cart (SP)

Marco

2

1. Concentric Shafts

Check turbine assembly for three
rotatable shafts able to fit one inside
the other.

Pass/Fail

Pass

-

Turbine Assembly
(FP)

Michael

3

11. Shielding of
Hazard Points

Inspect entire assembly for any
unshielded hazard points.

Pass/Fail

Pass

-

All physical
components (FP)

Marco

4/28/2022 5/10/2022

N/A

Pass

4

2. Production Cost

Inspect budget to ensure is is less than
or equal to $1,750.

Pass/Fail

Pass

-

Entire functional
assembly (FP)

Synnovea

5/12/2022 5/12/2022

Final Total:
$1,640.83

Pass
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APPENDIX F
Team F22 Test Plans and Results
Test 1 – Cart Dimensions

Purpose:
•

The purpose of this test is to confirm the requirements outlined in Specification 4 which define
the dimensional requirements of the cart assembly. The goal of this specification is to ensure
that the assembly can fit through a standard American doorway for easy transportation.

Scope:
•

The scope of this test is the cart assembly and includes the safety shield mounted on top. This
will not include any mechanical or electrical components.

Equipment:
•

Tape Measure

Hazards:
•

There are no apparent hazards with this test.

PPE Requirements:
•

When moving or working with the cart, closed toed shoes should be worn, so not to roll over
exposed toes or feet.

Facility:
•

Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Engine’s Laboratory.

Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1. Lock the castor wheels to prevent motion of the cart mid-test.
2. Measure the width of the cart with a tape measure, putting the tab of the tape measure on one
side of the cart, then measuring to the other side. See Figure 1 for schematic labeling the
measurements to be made.
3. Measure the depth of the cart with a tape measure, putting the tab of the tape measure on one
side of the cart, then measuring to the other side. See Figure 1 for schematic labeling the
measurements to be made.
4. Measure the height of the cart with a tape measure, putting the tab of the tape measure on the
ground, then measuring to the top of the safety shield. See Figure 1 for schematic labeling the
measurements to be made.
5. Input all measurements into Table 1 below.

Figure 1. Schematic that shows measurements to be made.
Table 1. Measurement and Specification Table.
Measurement
Width
Depth
Height

Value
34 in
18 in
44.5 in

Specification
36 in
20 in
60 in

Pass? Y/N
Y
Y
Y

Results: The cart assembly should have dimensions less than or equal to the following:
1. Width: 36”
2. Depth: 20”
3. Height: 60”
If the cart dimensions are less than those listed above, the assembly passes, and the cart is within
specification. Use Table 1 above to compare the measured values and indicate if the assembly has
passed the test.

Test Date(s): 2/22/22
Test Results: Pass
Performed By: Michael Megna

F22 Test 2: Door Access
Purpose
The purpose of Test 2 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 4 (Size) by checking to
see if the model can fit through a standard size door. This allows the model to be more portable.
Equipment
-

Cart (Structural Prototype)

Hazards
-

Tripping
Pinch Points

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1. Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
2. Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power and the chord is coiled up off the
floor.
3. Unlock the cart’s wheels.
4. Roll cart out of the Engines Lab through the entry door, keeping hands on the handle to
avoid pinching them in the door frame.
5. Note whether the cart was able to fit through the door (Pass) or not (Fail) in the space
provided at the bottom of this page.
6. Roll cart back into the Engines Lab, keeping hands on the handle to avoid pinching them in
the door frame.
7. Move the cart into its original storage spot and lock the wheels.
Results
Pass Criteria: Model can pass through the Engines Lab doorway.
Fail Criteria: Model cannot pass through the Engines Lab doorway.
Number of Samples to Test: One
Test Date: 2/22/22
Test Results: Pass
Performed By: Marco Salguero

F22 Test 3: Independent Shaft Rotation
Purpose
The purpose of Test 3 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 5 (Independent
Control) by making sure each of the turbine shafts can rotate independently. This confirms that the
model is a triple spool driveshaft model, fulfilling the educational purpose of the model.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)

Hazards
-

Rotating Objects
Pinch Points

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power.
Press the emergency stop button.
Open the safety shield door.
Hold the small and medium sized shafts firmly so they cannot rotate.
Spin the large shaft to see if it will rotate while the other two are held stationary.
Note whether the large shaft rotated (Pass) or not (Fail).
Repeat Steps 5-7 for the medium and small shafts.
Note the overall test results: if all three shafts passed (Pass) or if one or more failed (Fail).
Close the safety shield door.
Turn the emergency stop button to release.

Results
Pass Criteria: Each of the three shafts can spin freely when the others are held stationary.
Fail Criteria: One or more shafts cannot spin freely when the others are held stationary.
Number of Samples to Test: Three

Test Date: 5/10/22
Test Results:
Shaft
Large Shaft
Medium Shaft
Small Shaft

Overall Test Result: Pass
Performed By: Wyatt Conner

Pass / Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass

F22 Test 4: Visibility
Purpose
The purpose of Test 4 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 8 (Turbine Display) by
making sure the model is easily visible in an educational lab setting. This confirms that the model fulfills
its educational purpose by allowing students to be able to see what a triple spool turbine does.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Measuring Tape
Three Testers

Hazards
-

Tripping
Pinch Points

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power and coiled up off the floor.
Unlock the cart’s wheels, move it into an open area, and relock the wheels.
Tester 1 will stand perpendicular to the turbine model at a distance of five feet away.
Tester 1 will move as far to the left of the model as possible while maintaining visibility of
the model and a radius of five feet from the model.
Tester 2 will stand perpendicular to the turbine model at a distance of five feet away.
Tester 2 will move as far to the right of the model as possible while maintaining visibility of
the model and a radius of five feet from the model.
Tester 3 will then measure and record the distance between Tester 1 and Tester 2.
With all three sides of the triangle formed between the model and Testers 1 and 2 known,
the Law of Cosines will be used to solve for the angle of visibility, which is then recorded.
Note whether the angle of visibility is greater than or equal to 120 degrees (Pass) or less
than 120 degrees (Fail).
Unlock the cart’s wheels, move it back into its original storage spot, and relock the wheels.

Results
Pass Criteria: Turbine is visible within an angle of 120 degrees or more.
Fail Criteria: Turbine is visible within an angle of less than 120 degrees.
Number of Samples to Test: One

Test Date: 5/10/22
Test Results:
Item
Distance
Angle of Visibility

Value
360

Units
degrees

Overall Test Result: Pass
Angle of Visibility Calculations (Law of Cosines):
Not applicable as the turbine is visible from every direction due to the safety shield being entirely
transparent, so the visibility angle is 360 degrees.

Performed By: Marco Salguero

F22 Test 5: Assembly Weight
Purpose
The purpose of Test 5 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 3 (Weight) by weighing
the complete model. This allows the model to be more portable.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Scale
2 Testers

Hazards
-

Tripping
Tipping
Pinch Points

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, IME Lab
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power and coiled up off the floor.
Unlock the cart’s wheels.
Move the cart onto the scale, making sure two people are controlling the cart while putting
it on the scale to avoid tipping hazards.
Lock the cart’s wheels.
Weigh and record the cart’s weight.
Note whether or not the cart weighs less than or equal to 60 pounds (Pass) or more than 60
pounds (Fail).
Unlock the cart’s wheels and remove it from the scale, making sure two people are
controlling the cart to avoid tipping hazards.
Move the cart back into its original storage spot and relock the wheels.

Results
Pass Criteria: Weight of 60 pounds or less
Fail Criteria: Weight greater than 60 pounds
Number of Samples to Test: One

Test Date: 5/10/22
Test Results:
Item
Weight

Value
129

Units
pounds

Overall Test Result: Fail
Test Notes:
Despite the fact that the model fails the weight specification, we are not concerned because the
purpose of the weight specification is for portability and safety reasons. Because the cart is on wheels, it
negates the necessity of a 60 pound or less weight specification because the cart is inclined to roll rather
than tip, and it is still easily pushed by a single person.
Recommendation: N/A
Performed By: Synnovea Wood

Names: Wyatt Conner, Synnovea Wood, Marco Salguero, Michael Megna
Team: F22
Test: Test 6
Planned Test Date: 4/28/22

System Characteristic Test Procedure
Purpose
The purpose of the system characteristics test is to identify the characteristics of our physical model
within the parameters of our control analysis. The test is meant to allow us to see how the physical
model translates electrical power to the rotation of each shaft. In turn, we can determine the speeds
our shafts will rotate at.
Scope
The characteristic test will allow us to identify the equation of motion for the physical model. The
equation of motion will then allow us to predict what voltage we need to provide to the motor to
control the speed of the motor for our desired output. We can then see if Specification 7 is met.
Specification 7 being maximum 30 RPM of each shaft to ensure there is minimal mechanical loading.
This test will require the complete final prototype.
Equipment
1. Voltmeter
2. Three Nema Clear Path Motors
3. Three Teknic Motor control wires
4. Two IPC-5 75 VDC power supplies and wires to power these power supplies
5. Two Teknic Motor power wires
6. 24 VDC power supply and 22-gauge wire for it.
7. Full mechanical assembly of the triple spool turbine
8. Clear Link controller
9. USB AB wire
10. Personal Computer
11. Power strip
Hazards
1. High Voltages 75 VDC
2. Rotating Components (pinch points, loose components flying off)
PPE Requirements
1. Safety eyewear
2. Alligator clips for the voltmeter
Facility
Cal Poly Engines Lab

Procedure
1. Set electrical system such that IPC-5 and 24 VDC power supply is connected to the power strip.
These power supplies are connected to the motors and Clear Link controller respectively. Lastly,
connect each motor to the Clear Link using the control wires.
2. Have the motors attached to the drive train assembly which is subsequently also attached to the
rest of the mechanical assembly.
3. Connect the voltmeter’s alligator clips to the control wire to measure the voltage coming from
the controller to motor one (motor for the innermost shaft).
4. Make sure everyone is wearing the proper safety eyewear.
5. Plug the power strip to wall power to provide the entire system with power and plug the
computer into the clear link using the USB AB wire.
6. Configure the controller to control the motor in an open loop configuration
7. Provide the motor with -5V to 5V in 1 V increments and measure the RPM of the motor using
the integrated encoders on the motors once it is at a steady state. Tabulate results in the table
below
8. Turn off the power and measure the gear ratio of the drive train to the drive shaft for the motor
being tested.
9. Convert the RPM data of the motor to the RPM of the shaft given the gear ratio
10. Repeat Steps 3 to 9 for each motor of the assembly.
Results
To analyze our results, we are going to create a plot of data for each motor, then create a linear curve fit
to this data and display the equation to analyze the system. The slope of the line is the gain of our
physical system, the constant that converts voltage provided to the rotation of each shaft. The bias is
another factor we need to account for as a non-linearity in our control system. Depending upon the
results of this data we may need to expand the window of voltages we test at as -5V or 5V may not be
enough voltage to reach our maximum RPM of 30. If that is the case, we will need to expand that
window of voltages we test and repeat the steps above for larger voltages until we reach our maximum
rpm for each shaft of 30 RPM. We will perform this test 3 times on each motor to compare values from
each other. To evaluate whether the test has passed or failed we will see if each motor can move the
mechanical system and if it can reach, but not exceeding, the maximum speed of 30 RPM. If the motors
can meet all these criteria in the test, they will have passed. This will confirm to us that the motors will
operate safely in future endeavors. For uncertainty analysis, we will need to determine and record the
resolution of the encoder ticks of each motor and the voltmeter we use to perform the test. With these
resolutions and multiple data points, we can calculate the uncertainty of each measurement we take
and how they will propagate. The uncertainty of the encoder measurements will propagate the rpm
values we get for each shaft as they will have to propagate across the gear ratio we use. Additionally,
the slope of the line and bias we get from our curve fit will have uncertainty associated with it as each
measurement made to make the curve fit will have its uncertainties. This uncertainty of the slope of our
line will give us the uncertainty of the physical system’s gain which will allow us to better create our
closed-loop control system.

Test Results
Completion Date: N/A
Test Results: Test Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Notes:
No remote connection can be established presently, therefore system characterization is irrelevant as
we cannot do data collection without the interface.
Recommendation: Establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
Performed By: N/A

Team F22 – Test Procedure

Test 7: Turbine Model Maximum
Rotational Speed
Introduction

PURPOSE
This test serves to qualify the maximum speed allowed by the control schema of the triple spool turbine
model. This speed is not to exceed a maximum allowable to ensure operational safety and mechanical
longevity under standard use.

Location
This test is to be performed in the Cal Poly engines lab, room 13-137, where the turbine model is to be
used and stored.

HAZARDS
The hazards involved with this test included mechanical harm associated with pinch points and rotating
components, and electrical shock.

PASS/FAIL CRITERIA
The maximum speed at 95% confidence should not exceed 110% of the nominal allowable [1.1*30 = 33
RPM]. If the maximum speed predicted by the 95% confidence interval is less 33 RPM, the test will be
considered a pass. If the value exceeds 33 RPM for any of the spools, the test will be considered a fail.
REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
The equipment required for this test is included in the list below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Z87+ Rated Safety Glasses
Turbine model / cart assembly
Stopwatch
Paper and Writing Utensil
Silver/white permanent marker or paint pen
Laptop (Optional)

Note: a smartphone will be sufficient for recording time, and a laptop could substitute the paper and
pencil.

Safety CHECKLIST
This test will involve rotating components and powered electronics. As such, the following safety
protocols shall be adhered too for the period immediately before and throughout the duration of the
test, as well as anytime the system receives power or the motors are active.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

VII.

All operators/spectators/students in the proximity to the system shall wear Z87 rated safety
glasses.
Operators/spectators/students shall secure and dangling items (long sleeves/hair/jewelry/etc)
while the turbine model is active.
At least two members shall be present during the test.
The cabinet doors to the cart containing the electronics and mechanical model shall be closed and
locked before the test begins until after the turbine model is inactive.
The clear safety shield shall be installed and secured in place with all four screws around the
turbine model.
Operators shall communicate clearly with spectators/present students and receive verbal (or predetermined non-verbal) confirmation of their awareness before starting motion of the turbine
model.
These conditions are to be validated and confirmed by the test responsible engineer before
the turbine model is activated and the test begins.

PROCEDURE
I.
Gather and lay out required materials in the allotted, clean workspace.
II.
Complete the outlined safety procedure before beginning the test.
III.
Record the resolution uncertainty of the stopwatch in Table 5-1.
IV.
Mark the top of one blade on each turbine stage with a silver permanent marker or paint pen.
V.
Activate the first spool of the scale turbine model through the computer interface, setting it to
the maximum possible speed allowed, and start recording time on the stopwatch.
VI.
Allow the turbine to run for a period of one-and-a-half (1.5) minutes, counting the number of
revolutions as it turns. Use the paint pen/permanent marker as a reference point on the turbine
blade.
VII.
After the one-and-a-half minutes is complete, stop the stopwatch, record the number of
revolutions observed in Table 5-2, and repeat for four (4) more trials.
VIII.
Repeat steps II through VI two more times for each of the turbine spools.
IX.
Calculate the 95% confidence interval for the turbine speed by finding the nominal value based
on averaged data and calculating and propagating the total uncertainties for time and revolution
count. These values shall be recorded in Table 5-3.

DATA
For each turbine spool, three trials will be recorded in Table 5-1. Each trial will consist of a time and
revolution count data point. These trials will be averaged and used to compute the maximum and
minimum bounds estimated for the population of turbine speeds given 95% confidence, and the
uncertainty calculated for both the time and the number of revolutions recorded during the test. The
maximum speed at 95% confidence should not exceed 110% of the allowable [1.1*30 = 33 RPM].

Trial
Stat. U
Res. U
Total U.

Table 5-1
Spool 1 (Small Shaft)
Spool 2 (Med. Shaft)
Count [#] Time [min] Count [#] Time [min]
4
3.64
4
3.93
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.005
0.5
0.005
0.5
0.005
0.5
0.005

Spool 3 (Large Shaft)
Count [#]
Time [min]
4
3.48
0
0
0.5
0.005
0.5
0.005

Avg. Est. Speed [RPM]

66

61

69

Uncertainty [±RPM]

0.25

0.25

0.25

Max [RPM]

66 ± 0.25

61 ± 0.25

69 ± 0.25

PASS? [Y/N]

N

N

N

Performed By

Wyatt Conner

Appendices
T-Table:

Use this page for uncertainty calculations.

F22 Test 8: Shaft Datum Return
Purpose
The purpose of Test 8 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 9 (Zero Position) by
checking to see if each shaft will return to its datum when the “Zero” button is pressed. This gives the
model potential to be able to accurately record data.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Laptop

Hazards
-

Pinch Points
High Voltage
Rotating Objects

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
Ensure the safety shield door is shut and both cabinets are locked closed.
Plug the power chord into a wall outlet.
Connect the laptop to the model via USB.
Launch the user interface.
Use the Shaft 1 Speed Slider to rotate Shaft 1, and then bring the velocity back to zero.
When Shaft 1 has stopped rotating, press the Shaft 1 “Zero” button on the user interface.
Note if Shaft 1 returns to its datum (Pass), or if it stays in place (Fail) or rotates to a position
that is not the datum position (Fail).
Repeat steps 6-8 for Shafts 2 and 3.
Note if all three shafts passed (Pass) or if one or more failed (Fail).
Turn off the user interface and disconnect the laptop.
Unplug the power chord from the wall outlet.

Results
Pass Criteria: Each of the three shafts return to their datum when the “Zero” button is pressed.
Fail Criteria: One or more of the shafts does not return to its datum when the “Zero” button is
pressed.
Number of Samples to Test: Three

Test Date: N/A
Test Results:
Shaft
Shaft 1
Shaft 2
Shaft 3

Pass / Fail
-

Overall Test Result: Test Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Notes:
The motors have no reference for which to set a datum that could be maintained after power off.
Recommendation: Establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
Performed By: N/A

F22 Test 9: Emergency Stop Confirmation
Purpose
The purpose of Test 9 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 12 (Emergency Stop
Button) by making sure the emergency stop button is functional. This allows the model to be immediately
shut off in the case of an emergency or safety hazard.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Laptop
Ammeter

Hazards
-

Pinch Points
High Voltage
Rotating Objects

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1. Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
2. Ensure the safety shield door is shut and the power chord is not plugged in.
3. Connect the ammeter in series with the power cable downstream of the emergency stop
button, taking care to not touch any exposed wires.
4. Place the ammeter and open wire in a place where it is insulated from any conducting
object or surface and will not be touched, but the screen is still visible.
5. Step away from the ammeter and do not touch it until Step 15.
6. Plug the power chord into a wall outlet.
7. Connect the laptop to the model via USB.
8. Launch the user interface.
9. Use the Shaft Speed Sliders to command all three shafts to rotate.
10. Press the emergency stop button on the model.
11. Use the ammeter to observe and record the amount of current flowing through the wire
immediately after the emergency stop switch.
12. Note if the current drops to zero (Pass) or is still a non-zero value (Fail).
13. Turn off the user interface and disconnect the laptop.
14. Unplug the power chord from the wall outlet.
15. Disconnect the ammeter from the power cord.
16. Reinsulate the power chord so no wires are exposed.

Results
Pass Criteria: Ammeter reads zero current.
Fail Criteria: Ammeter reads a non-zero current.
Number of Samples to Test: One

Test Date: 5/10/22
Test Results:
Current
0

Overall Test Result: Pass
Performed By: Marco Salguero

Units
amps

F22 Test 10: Set Up Time for Lab Use
Purpose
The purpose of Test 10 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 10 (Set Up Time) by
ensuring the model is intuitive enough to use that an unfamiliar professor can get it set up quickly (five
minutes).
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Laptop
Stopwatch

Hazards
-

Pinch Points
High Voltage
Rotating Objects

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1. Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
2. Ensure the safety shield door is shut and both cabinets are locked closed.
3. Make sure the tester understands that their task is to prepare the model for use by plugging
it in, checking that it is suitable to run, and pulling up Studio Logix.
4. Start the stopwatch when the tester begins.
5. Stop the stopwatch and record the time when the tester successfully loads the Studio Logix
software.
6. Note if time is less than or equal to five minutes (Pass) or more than five minutes (Fail).
7. Turn off the user interface and disconnect the laptop.
8. Unplug the power chord from the wall outlet.
Results
Pass Criteria: Time taken is five minutes or less.
Fail Criteria: Time taken is more than five minutes.
Number of Samples to Test: One

Test Date: 5/12/22
Test Results:
Time
2:32

Units
Min:sec

Overall Test Result: Pass
Notes:
Modified test to be performed by a knowledgeable team member instead of an unfamiliar professor, as
well as ending the time when Studio Logix loads, rather than commanding a shaft to rotate, as interface
connection cannot be established in required timeframe.
Recommendation: Establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
Performed By: Marco Salguero

Names: Wyatt Conner, Synnovea Wood, Marco Salguero, Michael Megna
Team: F22
Test: Test 11
Planned Test Date: 4/28/22

Data Collection Test
Purpose
The purpose of this test is to see how our data collection system works and its performance to see
whether it works or not as it is a specification 10 of being able to collect data for at least 5 minutes. As 5
minutes would allow the user to conduct tests and with the project and be suitable amount of time to
for these tests, ideally this period of time would be larger, but our bare minimum is 5 minutes according
to our DVP plan.
Scope
The scope of this test is to see how the software collects data of motion of the turbine over a period. We
want to see how long it will take for the memory to fill up on the PLC or the controller and see what
aspects of our data collection we can modify to improve its memory storage and therefore it’s data
collection time. To do this we will simply collect data from the motors over a period and see how long it
is capable of collecting data. This test will require the complete final prototype.
Equipment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

3 Nema Clear Path Motors
Clear Link Controller
Allen Bradley 5380 PLC
24 VDC power supply
2 75VDC power supply
Power strip
USB AB cord
Computer

Hazards
Rotary motion of Nema Clear Path Motors
PPE Requirements
Safety Glasses
Facility
Engines Lab

Procedure
1. Going to set up the electrical system to the motors and encoders with the Clear Link and PLC.
2. Then set up the PLC with the computer connected through the USB cord. Set up the software
interface on the computer to collect data from the encoders of the motor.
3. We will then set the speed of motors at some arbitrary point and collect data from the encoders
and send them to the computer
4. Then look and analyze the data to see if it seems correct.
5. Complete this test for multiple configurations of different shafts moving at different speeds and
directions to simulate a test.
Results
The results of this test will be analyzed to see whether the data collection of our system is adequate.
The pass criteria are that the data delivered to the user is accurate and can be saved into a CSV file to
easily use in different programs for easy analysis and data can be collected for at least 5 minutes. The
failure is if the data collection collects incorrect data or cannot collect data for longer than 5 minutes.

Test Date: N/A
Test Results:
Table1: Data Collection Time Results
Trial #
1
2
3

Motor 1 Speed
[RPM]
-

Motor 2 Speed
[RPM]
-

Motor 3 Speed
[RPM]
-

Data Type
-

Data Collection
Time [mins]
-

Overall Test Result: Test Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Notes:
Interface connection cannot presently be established in the required timeframe.
Recommendation: Establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
Performed By: N/A

F22 Test 12: Remote Control Confirmation
Purpose
The purpose of Test 12 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 14 (Remote Access)
by testing whether the model will still respond to commands without a USB connection. This allows the
model to be controlled remotely.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Laptop

Hazards
-

Pinch Points
High Voltage
Rotating Objects

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
Ensure the safety shield door is shut and both cabinets are locked closed.
Plug the power chord into a wall outlet.
Launch the user interface. Do NOT connect via USB.
Use the Shaft 1 Speed Slider to command the shaft to rotate.
Note if the system responds to the command so the shaft rotates (Pass) or if the system
does not respond and the shaft does not rotate (Fail).
7. Use the Shaft 1 Speed Slider to command the shaft to stop rotating.
8. Turn off the user interface and disconnect the laptop.
9. Unplug the power chord from the wall outlet.
Results
Pass Criteria: Shaft rotates on command without a USB connection.
Fail Criteria: Shaft does not rotate on command without a USB connection.
Number of Samples to Test: One

Test Date: N/A
Test Results: Test Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Notes:
Interface connection cannot presently be established in the required timeframe.
Recommendation: Establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
Performed By: N/A

F22 Test 13: Remote Control Lag Time
Purpose
The purpose of Test 11 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 15 (Latency) by
checking if the model takes less than five minutes to respond to a command sent remotely. This ensures
the model to be controlled remotely.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)
Laptop
Stopwatch

Hazards
-

Pinch Points
High Voltage
Rotating Objects

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1. Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
2. Ensure the safety shield door is shut and both cabinets are locked closed. Do NOT perform
this test without the model in sight.
3. Plug the power chord into a wall outlet.
4. Launch the user interface. Do NOT connect via USB.
5. Use the Shaft 1 Speed Slider to command the shaft to rotate at the same time as starting the
stopwatch.
6. Stop the stopwatch as soon as Shaft 1 visibly begins to rotate and record the time.
7. Use the Shaft 1 Speed Slider to command the shaft to stop rotating.
8. Repeat Steps 5-7 for Shafts 2 and 3.
9. Note if all three times are less than five minutes (Pass) or if one trial or more takes more
than five minutes (Fail).
10. Turn off the user interface and disconnect the laptop.
11. Unplug the power chord from the wall outlet.

Results
Pass Criteria: All recorded times are less than five minutes.
Fail Criteria: Any single recorded time is more than five minutes.
Number of Samples to Test: Three
Test Date: N/A
Test Results:
Trial
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3

Time
-

Units
-

Overall Test Result: Test Cannot Be Completed at this Time
Notes:
Interface connection cannot presently be established in the required timeframe.
Recommendation: Establish a communication connection between the PLC and user interface.
Performed By: N/A

F22 Inspection 1: Rolling Capability Check
Purpose
The purpose of Inspection 2 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 13 (Rolling
Capability) by checking to see if the model has four functional wheels. This allows the model to be more
portable.
Equipment
-

Cart (Structural Prototype)

Hazards
-

Tripping

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1. Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
2. Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power and the chord is coiled up off the
floor.
3. Unlock the cart’s wheels.
4. Roll the cart a few feet and inspect the wheels to make sure they all rotate (Pass) or if one
or more wheels are faulty and do not rotate (Fail).
5. Note whether the wheels Passed or Failed inspection.
6. Move the cart into its original storage spot and lock the wheels.
Results
Pass Criteria: All four wheels can rotate.
Fail Criteria: One or more wheels cannot rotate.
Number of Samples to Inspect: One
Inspection Date: 2/22/22
Inspection Results: Pass
Performed By: Marco Salguero

F22 Inspection 2: Shaft Concentricity Check
Purpose
The purpose of Inspection 2 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 1 (Concentric
Shafts) by making sure each of the turbine shafts fit concentrically one inside another. This confirms that
the model is a triple spool driveshaft model, fulfilling the educational purpose of the model.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)

Hazards
-

Rotating Objects
Pinch Points

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1. Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
2. Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power.
3. Inspect the three turbine shafts to check that they all fit concentrically one inside another
(Pass).
4. Note whether the model Passed inspection.
Results
Pass Criteria: Each of the three shafts can spin freely when the others are held stationary.
Fail Criteria: One or more of the three shafts is not concentric or does not fit one in another.
Number of Samples to Inspect: One
Inspection Date: 5/5/22
Inspection Results: Pass
Performed By: Michael Megna

F22 Inspection 3: Exposed Hazard Point Check
Purpose
The purpose of Inspection 3 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 11 (Shielding of
Hazard Points) by making sure the model does not have any exposed hazard points. This confirms that
the model is safe to use when being used in the manner it what meant to be used.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)

Hazards
-

Rotating Objects
Pinch Points

PPE Requirements
-

Safety Glasses
Close toed shoes

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, Engines Lab
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ensure safety glasses and close toed shoes are being worn.
Check to make sure the cart is unplugged from wall power.
Press the emergency stop button.
Inspect all rotating shafts to see if they are shielded (Pass) or exposed (Fail).
Inspect all belts and pulleys to see if they are shielded (Pass) or exposed (Fail).
Inspect all electronics to see if they are shielded (Pass) or exposed (Fail).
Inspect all wires to see if they are properly insulated (Pass) or exposed (Fail).
Inspect for any exposed sharp edges (Fail) or if all have been shielded or filed/sanded (Pass).
Thoroughly inspect the entire assembly for any other visible hazard points to see if they are
shielded (Pass) or exposed (Fail).
10. Note whether all hazard points are shielded (Pass) or if there are any exposed hazard points
(Fail).
11. Turn the emergency stop button to disengage.
Results
Pass Criteria: All hazard points are shielded.
Fail Criteria: There are one or more exposed hazard points.
Number of Samples to Inspect: One

Inspection Date: 5/10/22
Inspection Results:
Hazard
Rotating Shafts
Belts and Pulleys
Electronics
Wires
Sharp Edges
Other
Overall Inspection Result: Pass
Performed By: Marco Salguero

Pass / Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

F22 Inspection 4: Budget Check
Purpose
The purpose of Inspection 4 is to determine if the triple spool model meets Specification 2 (Production
Cost) by ensuring the sum of the unsponsored components of the model did not exceed $1,750.
Equipment
-

Complete assembled model (Final Prototype)

Hazards
-

N/A

PPE Requirements
-

N/A

Facility
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
Procedure
1. Inspect the Total Project Budget to see if the total amount spent is less than or equal to
$1,750 (Pass) or greater than $1,750 (Fail).
Results
Pass Criteria: Total money spent is less than or equal to $1,750.
Fail Criteria: Total money spent is greater than $1,750.
Number of Samples to Inspect: One

Inspection Date: 5/12/22
Inspection Results: $1,640.83 (Pass)
Performed By: Synnovea Wood

